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This Bulletin
contains the schedule of classes to be offered by the Carbondale Campus
for the summer quarter, 1969, at Carbondale, Southern Acres, and Little
Grassy Lake. It also provides information relative to admission, advise-
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Advance registration period for all undergraduate students. New
students should refer to the Advisement and Registration procedure
on page 1 for further procedural information. All continuing under-
graduate students are expected to be registered by June 3.
April 14-June 27.
Registration period for graduate students.
June 4.
Undergraduate students will have their advance registration can-
celled if fees are not paid at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on this
date unless they have received approval for deferred payment.
June 17.
Last day of regular registration period for undergraduate students.
Only new and re-entering students will be advised and registered.
All undergraduate students are expected to have completed registra-
tion by this date, except those registering for short courses that begin
after June 17. They may register on the first day of the class without
a late fee payment. Any other exceptions will involve late registra-
tion fee charges. Workshops, short courses, and night classes (5:45
p.m. or later) begin.
June 18.
Program change processing only. Day classes begin.
June 19.
Late registration period for undergraduate students. Late fee will be
assessed. Program changes will be processed.
June 23.
Registration for the summer quarter ends for both graduate and
undergraduate students. This also includes the registration into new
courses or the changing of sections through the program change
process.
June 30.
Deadline for payment of fees by students whose fees were deferred.
Graduate student registration will be cancelled if fees are not paid
by 4:00 p.m.
Last day officially to withdraw from school to be eligible for a re-
fund of fees.
July 14.
Last day for undergraduates to officially withdraw from a course
without receiving a letter grade. Graduate students officially drop-
iv
ping a course after this date need not be given an evaluative letter
grade. Last day to change from credit to audit or vice versa for all
students.
August 15.
Last day for making a program change or withdrawing from school






* Graduate Record Examination
* Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business
* Graduate English Examination
* National Teacher Examination
* American College Test ( National
)
Deadline to file at Registrar's Office for August
graduation (graduate and undergraduate)
August
2, Saturday. * ETS Graduate Student Foreign Language Exam-
ination
* Pre-registration is required. Applicant should contact the Test-
ing Center for details at least four weeks before his test is scheduled.
University Calendar
SUMMER, 1969 Quarter Begins Tuesday, June 17 *







FALL, 1969 New Student Week Sunday-Tuesday,
September 21-23
Quarter Begins Wednesday, September 24 *





Saturday, October 30-November 1
Parents' Day Saturday, November 15
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 P.M.-
Monday, 8 a.m., November 25-December 1
Final Examinations Monday-Saturday,
December 15-20
WINTER, 1970 Quarter Begins
Final Examinations
SPRING, 1970 Quarter Begins
Memorial Day Holiday
Final Examinations
Monday, January 5 *
Monday-Saturday,
March 16-21




Commencement (Carbondale) Friday, June 12
Commencement (Edwardsville) Saturday,
June 13
SUMMER, 1970 Quarter Begins Monday, June 22 *







* Classes begin with the evening classes after 5:30 p.m. on the Carbondale campus and with
the evening classes after 4:30 p.m. on the Edwardsville campus.
VI
1/ General Information
This bulletin contains the schedule of classes for the summer quar-
ter, 1969, for the Carbondale Campus. It also provides information
relative to advisement and registration, fees, and allied information
for the Carbondale Campus.
Admission
Inquiries concerning undergraduate admission to the Carbondale
Campus should be directed to the Admissions Office; those on the
graduate level to the Graduate School. Undergraduate admission
applications should be completed at least thirty days in advance of
the desired entrance date.
Registration and Advisement
The Carbondale Campus uses an academic advisement system
whereby each undergraduate academic unit has a chief academic ad-
viser and a number of assistant advisers selected from the teaching
faculty. Undergraduate students entering the University for the
first time will receive selective dates from the admission process
from which they are to select the preferred date on which they will
come to the campus to be advised and to advance register. This in-
cludes both freshmen and transfer students. They are not to write
for appointments nor are they to come to Carbondale expecting to
register unless it is the date indicated for them to do so.
Graduate students will initiate advisement with their advisers,
and will complete the registration process at the Graduate School,
where all registration forms will be completed and retained. Grad-
uate students will not be required to go through the Registration
Center. The sectioning process is handled at a later time, and the
student receives a fee statement by mail. Cancellation of graduate
student registrations for non-payment of fees occurs at the end of
the second week of the quarter. Graduate students may register dur-
ing the advance registration period or during the first week of the
quarter. No late fee will be assessed during this period. Graduate
students who need to make program changes must follow the same
procedure as undergraduate students in that these must be person-
ally processed by the graduate students through the Registration
Center.
After advisement the student may register for classes. See the
registration calendar in this bulletin. Ordinarily registration offices
are open from 8:15 to 11:45 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:45 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and from 8:30 to 11:45 a.m. on Saturday.
During the registration process the student goes through the
Registration Center where the student assigns himself to specific
sections of the courses he is to take.
Mere attendance does not constitute registration in a class, nor
will attendance in a class for which a student is not registered be a
basis for asking that a program change be approved permitting reg-
istration in that class.
New Students
Students entering the University for the first time are permitted to
advance register only after they have been admitted to the Univer-
sity as evidenced by their receiving the Certificate of Admission.
New undergraduate students, freshmen and transfer, will be
expected to advance register on the same date that they come to the
campus for advisement. Dates for students to do so will be selective
ones in which the students are asked to come to the campus on
specific dates as determined by the University. Students should not
expect to be advised and registered on the same date they are ad-
mitted nor are they to come to the campus for advisement and regis-
tration without an appointment. Appointments for advisement and
registration will be mailed from and are to be returned to the Reg-
istrar's Office.
New graduate students may register during the registration
periods indicated on the registration calendars. Arrangements should
be cleared with the Graduate School to do so to assure that the ap-
propriate adviser will be available.
Re-Entering Students
Students who have attended the University at some former time
but not during the session immediately prior to the time they plan
re-entry are expected to advance register during the periods out-
lined in the Registration Calendar. After completing readmission
procedures ( Admissions Office for undergraduate students and Grad-
uate School for graduate students) advisement appointments should
be made at the advisement offices of the academic units into which
the students are entering and clearance of the registrations should
be completed on that same day at the Registration Center.
Current Students, Carbondale Campus
Students currently registered in the University will be continued in
their present curricula unless a change of college or major is made.
A change of college or major area of concentration is initiated with
the student's adviser. Either change should be made at the time of
advisement.
Undergraduate students currently registered in the University
will schedule appointments with their adviser. Registrations should
be processed through the Registration Center as soon after advise-
ment as possible.
Graduate students in a degree program should make appoint-
ments with the departmental adviser for program advisement. Un-
classified graduate students preparing for a degree program should
contact the departmental adviser for pre-advisement. Unclassified
graduate students in other categories may report directly to the
Graduate School for registration procedure. Unclassified students
who are planning to take qualifying courses must report those
courses to the Graduate Admissions office before registering each
quarter.
Current Students, Edwardsville Campus
Undergraduate students attending the Edwardsville Campus who
plan to attend the Carbondale Campus must initiate their registra-
tion process by presenting to the Admissions Office at Carbondale
either an official transcript of their University record or a letter of
good standing from the registrar at the Edwardsville Campus. The
reason for reporting to the Admissions Office is to permit the neces-
sary coding changes to be made so that pertinent information about
their academic programs, etc., can be up-dated to reflect the change
of campus. Graduate students report first to the Graduate School.
Registering for Only Night or Saturday Classes
Students registering for only night and/or Saturday classes may
advance register, during regular office hours, the same as other stu-
dents. Registration offices are also open the first night of each quar-
ter, and the first Saturday morning of each quarter for the conveni-
ence of these students.
Payment of Fees
Undergraduate students receive their fee statements at the time of
registration. During the advance registration period students are
asked to delay paying their fees in person at the Bursar's Office until
the day following registration. This is to permit necessary fee in-
formation to reach the Bursar by the time of fee payment. Students
will find it easier simply to mail the fee statement along with the
proper monetary amount to the Bursar's Office so as to arrive there
by the deadline dates which are stated in the Registration Calendar
located earlier in this Schedule. If students pay fees in person at
the Bursar's Office they receive a Certificate of Registration at that
time. When fees are paid by mail the Certificate will be mailed to
the address given by the student on the back of his fee statement.
Students will receive their printed schedule of classes within one
week after the cancellation date. It is important that these forms
be carried by the students at all times.
Undergraduate students registering at the start of a quarter
must pay fees at the time of registration.
Graduate students receive their fee statements by mail and
must clear their fees at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on the last
day of the second week of the quarter. For the 1969 summer quarter
this is June 30.
Fees for A Regular Quarter
The University reserves the right to change fees and to have the
change go into effect whenever the proper authorities so determine.
Undergraduate students pay the following regular fees
:
Not more More than 5, 11 or
than 5 hrs. less than 11 more
Tuition Fee—Illinois Resident $14.00 $28.00 $42.00
Tuition Fee—Out of State Resident . . (30.00) (115.00) (172.00)
Student Welfare and Recreation
Building Trust Fund Fee 5.00 10.00 15.00
Book Rental Fee 3.00 6.00 8.00
Student Activity Fee 3.50 7.00 10.50
University Center Fee 5.00 5.00 5.00
Athletic Fund Fee 3.00 6.50 10.00
Total—Illinois Resident $33.50 $62.50 $90.50
Total—Out of State Resident (49.50) (149.50) (220.50)
Students who register for a course for "Audit" or for a non-
credit course will be assessed fees according to the imputed hours of
that course. "Imputed hours" is generally the number of hours the
class meets per week.
Graduate students do not rent their textbooks and do not pay
the book rental fee. They must purchase their books.
Students having special fee status, such as scholarship holders,
faculty, and staff, will pay fees according to their particular status.
The activity fee is prorated according to the number of hours
carried. Health Service benefits vary according to the amount paid.
In certain instances graduate assistants, research assistants, grad-
uate fellows, or students on fee code 27 may seek permission from
the health service to pay the full activity fee even though they are
only part time students. Written consent from the Health Service
must be presented at the time of registration so that the student
may be properly assessed.
Late Registration
A late registration fee will be charged continuing undergraduate
students who do not advance register. New and re-entry undergrad-
uate students will be charged this late fee after the first day of the
quarter. Graduate students will be charged a late fee after the first
week of the quarter.
Auditing of Courses
Students may register for courses in an "audit" status. They receive
no letter grade and no credit for such courses. An auditor's registra-
tion must be marked accordingly. They pay the same fees as though
they were registering for credit. They are expected to attend regu-
larly and are to determine from the instructor the amount of work
expected of them. If auditing students do not attend regularly, the
instructor may determine that the students should not have the
audited courses placed on their record cards maintained in the Reg-
istrar's Office. Students registering for a course for credit may
change to an audit status or vice versa only for fully justified rea-
sons and only during the first four weeks of a quarter. Such a change
will require the student's academic dean's approval.
Program Changes
Students are officially registered only for those courses appearing on
their schedule of classes. Any change therefrom can be made only
after fees are paid and must be made through an official program
change, which includes the following steps:
1. Initiating the change.
Students report to their advisers for approval and Program
Change form completion. Graduate students must also secure ap-
proval from the Graduate School. If the change involves only
that of changing sections within the same course, this may be
done at the Registration Center without the necessity of securing
adviser approval.
2. Sectioning.
Students must take the program change form to the Registration
Center after approval by the adviser. If the change involves a
program change fee this must be paid at the Bursar's Office and
then returned to the Registration Center for completion of the
process.
Program changes which involve the adding of a new course to
the schedule or the changing of sections must be done during the
first week of a quarter.
Dropping a Course
A program change must be made in order to drop a course. A stu-
dent may not drop merely by stopping attendance. The last date
for dropping a course by an undergraduate student without receiving
a letter grade is the last day of the fourth week of a quarter. Grad-
uate students may not necessarily receive a grade for dropping after
the fourth week. (Refer to Registration Calendar.)
Changing Fee Status
Students making program changes which result in their moving from
one fee status to another will be assessed additional tuition and fees
when appropriate. If the change is to reduce the academic load re-
sulting in a lower tuition and fee status, students may apply for the
appropriate tuition and fee refund provided the reduction in pro-
gram is made officially by a program change during the same period
at the start of a quarter in which students withdrawing from the
University are eligible for a refund. This is usually during the first
ten days. For dates refer to the Registration Calendar.
Withdrawing from School
A student who finds it necessary to withdraw from school while the
quarter is in progress must report to the Student Affairs Office to
initiate official withdrawal action. No withdrawal will be permitted
during the last two weeks of a quarter except under exceptional con-
ditions. A refunding of fees is permitted only if a withdrawal is of-
ficially completed within the first two weeks of a quarter and if the
application for a refund is received in the Registrar's Office within
two weeks following the last regular registration period. See the
Registration Calendar in this bulletin for the specific dates concern-
ing withdrawal and refunding of fees.
A student who advance registers, including paying of fees, and
then finds that he cannot attend school must also officially withdraw
from school. He may do this by asking the Student Affairs Division
to initiate official withdrawal action for him. This must be done by
the end of the first two weeks if he expects to get a refund.
Cancellation of Registration
An advance registration including the payment of tuition and fees
may be considered invalid if the student is declared to be ineligible
to register due to scholastic reasons. The same situation may exist
due to financial or disciplinary reasons if certified to the Registrar
by the Dean of Students.
Personal Data Changes
At the time of registration students are asked to review a Biographic
Data Sketch containing personal data. Certain items, if in error,
may be corrected at that time. Other items which may require some
type of verifying evidence, are changed by reporting to the offices
listed below.
1. Local Address Change. Housing Office.
2. Names Changes, Marital Status Changes, Date of Birth Changes.
Records section of the Registrar's Office. Verification is required.
3. Selective Service Data Changes or Information. Enrollment,
Fiscal Reports, Registrar's Office.
4. Legal Residence Changes (whether an Illinois or out-of-state
resident) . Must be requested by completion of the Application
to be Classified an Illinois Resident form in the Registrar's Of-
fice. Before the change is made the student must have met the






Principles and Philosophy of Industrial, Vocational, and
Technical Education (Agricultural Industries 485-3, cross-listed with
TIED 485) June 23-July 12, Monday through Friday, 8:30-10:20.
The team-teaching approach is used to give an understanding of
the nature and purposes of practical arts, vocational and technical
education, their relationships and differences, and the place of each
in preparing people for the world of work.
Interrelated Vocational Cooperative Education (Agricul-
tural Industries 525-3, cross-listed with TIED 525) June 23-July
12, Monday through Friday, 7:30-8:30. The team-teaching approach
is used. Interrelated cooperative programs as they are developed in
America, and especially Illinois, are presented. Coordinator's duties
and responsibilities along with the operation of interrelated voca-
tional cooperative programs are featured.
Advanced Agricultural Marketing (Agricultural Industries
554-4) June 23-July 19, Monday through Friday, 2:30-4:20. Cur-
rent complex problems in agricultural marketing and methods of
developing solutions; cooperative activities.
Seminar (Agricultural Industries 581-3) June 23-July 19,
Monday through Friday, 12:30-2:20. Arrangements have been made
for H. W. Hannah to offer a course in agricultural law during this
period.
Agricultural Occupation Internship (Agricultural Indus-
tries 512-6) Section 1: June 23-July 19, 9:00-4:00. Section 2: July
29-August 24, 9:00-4:00. Prepares coordinators to fulfill their re-
sponsibilities in selected areas of agricultural related occupations
through (1) an internship in the area of specialization and (2)
orientation to related technical information.
Health Education
Driver Simulation (Health Education 445s^4). A com-
prehensive course designed for in-service and pre-service teachers
and supervisors of driver and traffic safety education. Deals with
simulation use and roles in driver and traffic safety education, meth-
ods of instruction, equipment familiarization, program development
and objectives.
Workshop in Health Education (Health Education 461^1
or 462 or 463) July 14-August 8, 1:20-4:40. Familiarizes participants
with a conceptual approach to health teaching; organizing concept
is the utilization of health information, products, and services, with
special attention to the health implications of psychoactive drugs,
family planning, and world population.
Practicum in Health Education Workshop (Health Edu-
cation 511-5) July 14-August 15. Insights into and practical ex-
periences in conjunction with the conducting of a health education
workshop. Offered only in conjunction with 461.
Home Economics
Designing Through Fitting (Clothing and Textiles 432-4)
June 16-August 8, Monday through Thursday, 11:30-1:20, and
Friday, 11:30-12:20. Designed to aid leaders in the field with cur-
rent problems. Discussion, reports, lectures, and other methods of
analyzing and working on solutions to problems.
The School Lunch Program (Food and Nutrition 247-2)
June 16-20, Monday through Friday, 9:00-4:00. Lecture, discussion,
and demonstration of quantity food production menu planning,
principles of nutrition, institutional equipment, record keeping,
sanitation, principles of merchandising, and principles of adminis-
tration as they apply to the school lunch personnel.
Personal Problems in Family-Life Education (Home and
Family 407a-2) June 16-27, Monday through Friday, 9:30-11:20.
Personality involvement, and interactions of students and teachers
will be examined. Problems of objectivity, introspection, emotional
maladjustment, and counseling will be considered. The workshop
should be valuable to those concerned with individual reactions to
family-life education.
Equipment's Impact on Work in the Home (Home and
Family 407b-2) July 14-25, Monday through Friday, 7:30-9:20.
Recent developments in household equipment and products, in-
cluding electronic ranges, self-cleaning ovens, small electric ap-
pliances, non-stick finishes, permanent press, enzyme products, and
their impact on work in the home. Consideration of management
aspects and evaluation of time and work-saving qualities in rela-
tion to cost, performance, and safety.
Black American Child (Home and Family 407c-2) June
16-27, Monday through Friday, 2:30-4:20. The major objective
8
of this workshop is embodied in its title, with emphasis in under-
standing the influences of the black child's social and cultural en-
vironment. The workshop seeks to develop insight into the black
child as a person, as a member of the family, school, and com-
munity. Other specific topics dealing with the black child will in-
clude the following: characteristics of the disadvantaged child,
special problems and needs, influences of poverty on child rela-
tionships, economic influences upon children's learning and motiva-
tion, and other areas of group interest. Lectures, films, guest
speakers, and readings will constitute the major segments of the
program.
Wage Earning in the High School (Home Economics Edu-
cation 507a-4) June 16-July 11, Monday through Friday, 7:30-
9:20. Planning for wage earning programs at the secondary level
in home economics related occupations and developing of curricular
materials.
Post High School Vocational-Technical Programs (Home
Economics Education 507b-4) June 16-July 11, Monday through
Friday, 9:30-11:20. An exploration of post high school wage earning
programs for the junior college and vocational-technical institutes.
Philosophy, curriculum, and methods for courses in home economics
related occupations at this level.
Concepts and Generalizations (Home Economics Educa-
tion 507c-4) July 14-August 8, Monday through Friday, 2:30-4:20.
Development of a better understanding of concepts and generaliza-
tions and their use in teaching. Preparation of curriculum materials
for use in varied situations.
Teaching Home Economics in Inner City (Home Eco-
nomics Education 507e-4) June 16-July 11, Monday through Fri-
day, 7:30-9:20. Focuses on the family needs, problems, and ways
of working with low-income, disadvantaged individuals and families.
Some "on-the-site" experience will be provided to help home eco-
nomics teachers to become more knowledgeable and understanding
in their work with these groups.
Short Course
Supervision for Cooperating Teachers ' ( Home Economics
Education 507d) June 30-July 3, Monday through Friday, 2:30-
4:20 plus 2 hours to be arranged. Home economics cooperating
teachers of student teaching centers are invited to work with teacher
education staff on problems, needs, and techniques which will
strengthen the student teaching program.
Music
Summer Music Theater Repertoire Company (Music 347
or 568 2-12) June 8-August 27. Directed by William Taylor.
Electronic Synthesis of Music Workshop (Music 531-3)
June 9-21. Directed by Will Gay Bottje, with Hubert Howe as guest
clinician.
Opera Workshop (Music 346 or 568 2-12) June 16-July
26. The workshop will be on summer location at Harmony Hills
Ranch, Hot Springs, Arkansas, under the direction of Marjorie
Lawrence.
Contemporary Compositional Techniques (Music 481-2,
Sec. 2) June 23-July 5. Will Gay Bottje and Hubert Howe.
Elementary Music Education Workshop (Music 455-3)
June 23-July 3. Directed by Charles Taylor with Lois Rogers,
clinician.
Workshop in Piano Tuning and Maintenance (Music
420-3) June 23-July 3. Directed by John Wharton.
American Music Since 1945 (Music 482-2, Sec. 2) July
7-19. Will Gay Bottje and Hubert Howe.
Piano Workshop (Music 454-3) July 21-26.
Plant Industries
Fertilizers and Soil Fertility (Plant Industries 407a). The
uses of fertilizer material; effects of various fertilizers on soils and
crops; fertility maintenance and soil management. Offered to high
school and junior college teachers, farm advisers, and others who
wish to use their vacations to further their work toward advanced
degrees.
Psychology
Advanced Psychopathology (Psychology 531^4). Eight
weeks. This is the Anna summer program course for our clinical
graduate students.
Advanced Seminar (Psychology 595-4, Section 2). Eight
weeks.
Theory and Practice in the Preschool (Psychology 459-4
)
eight weeks. This workshop is designed for those in nursery educa-
10
tion and related fields. It examines a variety of topics and provides
lectures, demonstration, and practicum experience in the Child
Study Cooperative Nursery.
Recreation and Outdoor Education
Outdoor Education: Methods and Techniques (Recreation
and Outdoor Education 301-4 or 510-4) June 16-June 27. This
course is for teachers and youth leaders. Its purpose is to assist
teachers in the use of the outdoors. Outdoor education is a method
of education which utilizes the resources outside of the formal class-
room. It is used to teach that which can be more effectively learned
there. Outdoor education, as a means of curriculum or program en-
richment, applies to most subject matter areas of the elementary
and secondary schools and other educational agencies and to many
courses at the college level. The course includes a weekend field
trip to the Conservation Education Center, Land Between the Lakes,
Kentucky. A student may also enroll in 490 Practicum and gain
four quarter hours of credit at the end of the summer through field
problem participation off campus.
Conservation Education: Research and Field Studies (Rec-
reation and Outdoor Education 596-4 Section 2, Individual Research
—Conservation Education; or Secondary Education 575F-4 In-
dividual Research—Social Studies; or Secondary Education 575D^i
Individual Research—Science) August 11-22. This course is for
teachers and other youth leaders. The goal is to implement conser-
vation education programs in school and community parks and
nature centers. The goal will be accomplished through lectures, dis-
cussions, films, field projects, and independent study. Conserva-
tion education is conceived as the process of helping human beings
clarify their personal values concerning their environment and sub-
sequently make decisions about the use of this environment. En-
rollment will be limited to thirty teachers. A weekend trip to the
Conservation Education Center, Land Between the Lakes, Ken-
tucky, will be included.
Secondary Education
Workshop in Economics Education (Secondary Education
490-4 or Economics 490-4 August 11-22, Monday through Friday,
8:30-11:20 and 1:30-3:20. The workshop has two central purposes:
1. Presentation of economic analysis as applied to contemporary
problems. 2. A consideration of possible inclusion of economic con-
cept in elementary and secondary school subject matter. For several
years the workshop has emphasized a particular theme which seems
to describe the more pressing contemporary problems, for example,
"The U.S. Economy: Prospects and Problems."
The workshop is planned in cooperation with the Illinois Council
on Economic Education and the Joint Council on Economic Educa-
11
tion. In the past two years there have been guest speakers from
business, labor unions, and government.
Secretarial and Business Education
Vocational Business Education Workshop for Office Oc-
cupations and Distributive Education (Secretarial and Business
Education 505-1) August 11, 12. Registration begins at 8 a.m. on
August 11. The general meetings will be held in Furr Auditorium.
Students may preregister for this workshop at the same time they
enroll for summer quarter.
This workshop presents specialists in office occupations and dis-
tributive education from the federal, state and local levels who will
present current techniques relative to cooperative and in-school
programs on the secondary school and junior college levels. Some of
the sessions will provide sectional group meetings for discussion of
pertinent problems relative to both types of programs in regard to
organization, administration, and the project method of instruction.
Business Education Workshop for Consumer Education
(Secretarial and Business Education 505-4) July 14-August 8.
Registration begins at 11:30 on July 14, 1969. Students may also
preregister for this workshop at the same time they enroll for the
summer quarter. In order to develop a more informed and effective
citizenship with personal economic competence, the 75th General
Assembly passed and the Governor approved a bill requiring that
"Pupils in the public schools, grades 8 through 12, shall be taught
and be required to study courses which include instruction in con-
sumer education, installment purchasing, budgeting, comparison
of prices, and other economic information." This workshop is de-
signed to train and qualify teachers to meet these requirements.
Some sessions will have speakers from business and will also in-
clude field trips to study the problems firsthand.
Special Education
Workshop in Special Education—Mentally Retarded (Spe-
cial Education 518-4) Monday and Wednesday, 2:00-4:30. For
teachers of TMH and EMH. Several new programs, devices, and
techniques that appear to be suitable to the mentally retarded will
be discussed. Attempt to relate learning theory to practical applica-
tion for all levels of retarded will be main emphasis. Trends and
issues in the education of the mentally retarded will be discussed.
Prerequisite: At least one year of actual teaching with retarded
and consent of instructor.
Workshop in Special Education—Learning Disabilities
(Special Education 518-4) Presents a review of the works of
Myklebust and Johnson, Kirk, Strauss and Lehtinen, Kephardt,
Cruickshank, and Frostig. Emphasis will be placed on the Mykle-
12
bust approach to psychoneurological learning disabilities and Kirk's
approach through use of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abili-
ties.
Prerequisite: 411 or concurrent enrollment.
Workshop in Special Education—Learning Disabilities
(Special Education 518-4) The workshop will offer various theories
of learning, including Piaget, Brunner, Roach-Kephardt and Doman
Delacato. This will be followed by an examination of tests used in
the diagnosis of learning disabilities. Areas of testing will include
(1) kinesio-perceptual, (2) auditory and visual perception, (3)
psycholinguistic abilities, (4) intelligence tests.
The workshop will present a number of guest lecti rers and will
offer the students an opportunity to acquire practice in the ad-
ministration of many important diagnostic tests including
:
Kinesio-Perceptual—Holt-Joiner Kinesio-Perceptual Test; Purdue
Perceptual Motor Survey; Lincoln-Oseretsky Developmental Scale;
Auditory and Visual Perception—Wepman Auditory Discrimina-
tion Test; Frostig Visual Perception Test;
Psycholinguistics—ITPA; Selected Reading Assessment Tests;
Intelligence Tests—WISC; PPVT.
Theater
Contemporary Dance Workshop (Theater 444 or Physical
Education for Women 444-2 to 8). An intensive course in dance
technique and theory, composition, improvisation, and production.
Attention is given to the advanced study of the problems of choreog-
raphy and production in their presentation as theater. Public per-
formance is required. A student must have the equivalent of one
year in technique and theory in order to register for more than 2
quarter hours. Students will meet for 6 weeks, 5 times weekly, for
four hours in the classroom plus laboratory and rehearsals.
13
3/ Schedule of Classes
Listing of Courses
Courses which students are to take to meet the General Studies
requirements are listed in the front part of the Schedule of Classes.
These courses are listed by the area which they satisfy and within
the area by course number and section number.
Departments in which courses are being offered are listed in
alphabetical order. Courses within each department are listed in
order by course number and section number.
Course Numbers and Hours
The line containing this information shows the number of the course
first, followed by the short title and number of hours of credit. Course
numbers are three-digit numbers. In some cases the three digits may
be followed by a letter which is also part of the course number.
In a variable-hour course the student decides the number of
hours for which he is going to register in consultation with his ad-
viser.
The course numbering system is as follows:
000-099 Course not properly in the following categories
100-199 For freshmen
200-299 For sophomores
300-399 For juniors and seniors
400-499 For seniors and graduate students
500-600 For graduate students only
Prerequisite
The prerequisite column lists requirements which must be satisfied
before a student registers for the course. These prerequisites may be
listed in various ways. Usually they are other courses in the same
department, indicated by a course number. A prerequisite in an-
other department is indicated by the department's code letters and
the number.
The listing of prerequisites provides ready information for stu-
dents. An effort has been made to have the listing complete, but this
is not guaranteed. For the official listing of course descriptions and
prerequisites, consult the Undergraduate Catalog, Carbondale, or
the Graduate School Catalog.
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Section Number, Time, and Days
The section number is indicated in the first column. The times given
indicate the beginning and ending of each class period. Students
registering for courses listed as "to be arranged" may obtain times
and days from instructor indicated or, if no instructor is listed, from
the department chairman offering the course.
The letter T preceding a section number indicates that the
course has been tentatively scheduled and will be opened for regis-
tration only if staff is available.
Building and Room Number
The following list of building abbreviations will help in the location
of classrooms. Buildings are listed alphabetically according to the
code used in the class schedule. Temporary buildings are indicated
in the schedule by a four digit number.
If a building contains more than one classroom, then the num-
ber of the room follows the building's code name.
code: building name





BAILEY: Bailey Hall (T.P.)
BOAT: Boat Dock
BROWN: Brown Hall (T.P.)
CL: General Classroom Building
COMM: Communications Building
FELTS: Felts Hall (T.P.)
GYM: Gymnasium
HDBALL: Handball Courts
H EC: Home Economics Building
LAWSON: Lawson Hall
LAKE: Lake on the Campus
LIB: Morris Library
LG: Little Grassy Lake
LS 1: Life Science Building
L-APS: Physical Plant
MAIN: Old Main
OBF: Old Baptist Foundation
code: building name
PARK: Parkinson Building
PHY SC: Physical Science Build-
ing
PIERCE: Pierce Hall (T.P.)
PULL: Pulliam Hall (University
School)
PULL I: Pulliam Hall (Industrial
Education Wing)




TECH A: Technology Building A
TECH B: Technology Building B
TECH D: Technology Building D
TENNIS: Tennis Courts
U CTR: University Center
WARREN: Warren Hall (T.P.)






0403 1009 S. Forest T073
0412 907 S. Forest T138
0415 807 S. Forest T188
CODE LOCATION
0429 1009 S. Elizabeth .
0431 1007 S. Elizabeth .
0432 1005 S. Elizabeth .
FORMER
CODE
. . . T171




0436 908 S. Forest T169 0823
0437 904 S. Forest T283 0831
0438 900 S. Forest T177 0832
0442 903 S. Elizabeth T310 0833
0448 814 S. Forest T207 0834
0451 810 S. Forest H077
0452 808 S. Forest T189 0841
0453 806 S. Forest T206
0461 811 S. Elizabeth T116 0842
0465 804 S. Elizabeth T277
0481 910 S. Elizabeth T282 0843
0483 1002 S. Elizabeth T279
0485 1006 S. Elizabeth T296 0857
0487 1010 S. Elizabeth T288 0859
0551 CESL T042 0861
0552 CESL T041 0862
0685 506 S. Graham T316 0863
0701 801 S. Washington . . T084 0864
0725 207 E. Pearl T165 0865
0742 204 E. Park T175 0871
0744 208 E. Park T182 0875
0821 2nd Ed. Shops T025 0889
309 W. Harwood .... T020
Farm Machine Shop . T029
Journalism T048









Design Main Office . . T129
Design H031
Geology T106
Geology Annex 1 . . . H007
Geology Annex 2 H008
Zoology Annex 2 H009
Zoology Annex H010
Geology T105
Geology Research . . . T107
901 W. Chautauqua . . T161
Explanation of Entries
The entry for each course is arranged as follows:
First Line: The course's identification number is followed by
the short title and the number of quarter hours of credit.
Second Line: The prerequisite (if applicable)
.
Section-Number Lines: The first column lists section numbers
for courses offered summer quarter. An asterisk on the section num-
ber denotes an eight-week course. Eight-week courses meet from
June 17 through August 8. Following each section number are the
time the class begins and the time it ends. The days on which the
class meets, the place where it meets, and the instructor's last name
complete the entry.







































































7 G2.3C-C3.20 Mb PARK 124
1C.3C-12.2C TH PHY SC 4C3
8 C2.3C-C3.2C Mb PARK 124
Cfi .3C-1C.2C F PHV SC 403
9 02.3C-C3.2C Mb PARK 124
1C.3C-12.2C F PHY SC 40 3
i INTRC-PHYS SCIENCE C4.C CR
1 C3.3C-C4.2C MbTI PARK 124























1 C8.3C-C9.2C M b F LAbSCN 141
C7.3C-C9.2C T 0842 ioe
2 O8.3C-C9.20 N b F LAbSON 141
09.3C-11.2C T 0842 ice
3 C8 .3C-09.2C M b F LAbSGN 141
12.3C-C2.2C T 0842 106
4 08. 30-09.20 M b F LAbSON 141
C2.3C-C4.2C T 0842 108
5 08. 30-09. 2C N b F LAbSCN 141
09. 30-11. 2C b C842 108
6 08 .3C-C9.20 N b F LAbSON 141
12.3C-C2.20 b 0842 108
7 08.3C-C9.2C M b F LAbSCN 141
02.3C-04.20 b 0842 ioe
8 08.3C-C9.20 M b F LAbSON 141
08.3C-10.20 TH 0842 ioe
i INTRCCLCT BICLCGY C4.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 T TH LAbSCN 141
07.3C-C9.2C N b 0843 104
2 08.3C-C9.2C T TH LAbSCN 141
09. 30-11. 2C P b 0843 104
3 08.30-09.20 T TH LAbSON 141
12.3C-C2.20 M b 0843 104
4 08.3C-09.2C T TH LAbSCN 141
02.3C-C4.2C M b C843 104
5 08.3C-C9.20 T TH LAbSON 141
09.3C-11.20 T TH C843 104
6 08. 30-09. 2C T TH LAbSCN 141
12.3C-C2.20 T TH 0843 104
i INTRC ENVIRON BIOL C4.C CR
PREREG GSA 110 OR CHEN 115
1 01.30-02.20 M b F LAbSON 151 PETERSEN
07.3C-C8.2C N 0843 1C2
2 01.30-02.20 M b F LAbSCN 151 PETERSEN
09.3C-10.2C K 0843 102
3 01.3C-02.2C N b F LAbSON 151 PETERSEN
11.3C-12.2C N 0843 102
4 01. 30-02. 2C K b F LAbSCN 151 PETERSEN
07.30-08.20 T 0843 102
5 01.3C-02.20 M b F LAbSON 151 PETERSEN
09.3C-10.20 T 0843 102
6 01.3C-C2.2C M b F LAbSON 151 PETERSEN
11.30-12.20 T 0843 102
7 O1.3C-02.20 N b F LAbSON 151 PETERSEN
01.30-02.20 T 0843 102
a 01.30-02.20 * b F LAbSON 151 PETERSEN
03.30-04.20 T 0843 102
9 01.3C-02.20 N b F LAbSON 151 PETERSEN

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































361 ACCUS7ICS CF NLSIC
1* 01.3C-02.20 N faTHF
363A PHIL CF SCIENCE
PREREG 1ST LEV SEC CR
1 09.30-10.20 H fa F































































NT TF LAfaSON 141
N NAIN 309
NT TF LAfaSON 141
T H EC 2oe
NT TH LAfaSON 141
fa NAIN 1C2A
NT TF LAfaSON 141
TH MAIN 102A
NT TH LARSON 141
F NAIN 102
NT TF LAfaSON 141
N NAIN 102
NT TH LAfaSON 141
Vt H EC 208
NT TH LAfaSON 141
TH NAIN 1C2
NT TH LAW SON 141
F WHAN 112
NT TH LAWSCN 141
N WHAN 319
NT TH LAfaSON 141
T H EC 201
NT TH LAWSON 141






































































































































































































































































1C2E MAN ANC HIS WCRLD C4.C CR
1 07. 30-08. 2C V W LAWSCN 171
07.3C-08.2C 7 7F CCNN 111
2 07.30-08.20 M W LAWSON 171
07.3C-08.20 7 7H CONM lie
3 07.3C-08.2C M w LAUSCN 171
07.3C-C8.20 7 7F CCNN 12C
4 07.30-08.20 N w LAWSON 171
09.3C-1C.20 M w AG 166
20
GSB
5 07.3C-C8.2C N U LAUSCN 171
09.3C-1C.2C N U AG 224
6 07.3C-C8.2C N U LAUSON 171
C8.3C-09.2C T TE NAIN 206
7 07.3C-C8.2C N U LAUSCN 171
06.3C-C9.20 T TE AG 166
8 07.3C-C8.20 N U LAUSCN 171
0b.3C-C9.2C T TE AG 22C
g 7.3C-C8.2C N U LAUSON 171
12.3C-01.20 T TE FEY SC 116
10 07.3C-C8.2C N U LAUSON 171
12.2C-C1.2C T TE TECE C 131
n 1C.3C-11.20 P U LAUSCN 171
12.3C-C1.2C N V E EC 201
12 1C.3C-11.2C N U LAUSCN 171
12.3C-C1.2C N U E EC 202
13 1C. 30-11. 20 N U LAUSON 171
01.3C-C2.20 T TE UELR 212
14 1C.3C-11.2C f U LAUSCN 171
01.3C-C2.2C T TE PHY SC lie
15 10.30-11.20 N U LAUSON 17 1
01.3C-C2.20 N U AG 166
16 1C.3C-11.20 N U LAUSCN 171
01.3C-C2.20 V U AG lie
17 10.3C-11.20 N U LAUSON 171
02.3C-03.20 T TE E EC ice
18 1C.3C-11.20 N U LAUSCN 171
02.3C-C3.2C T TE WHLP 214
19 1C.3C-11.2C K U LAUSCN 171
02.3C-03.20 N U WHLP 214
20 1C.3C-11.2C N U LAUSGN 171
02.3C-03.20 ^ U H EC 102
2C1B SOCIETY + 8EHAVI0R C4.C CR
1 09.3C-1C.2C T TE LAUSGN 141 PATTERSON
08.3C-C9.20 U F CL 109
2 09.3C-1C.20 T TE LAUSGN 141 PATTERSON
1C.3C-11.2C U F WHAN 317
3 09 .3C-1C.20 T TE LAUSCN 141 PATTERSON
1G.3C-11.20 U F NAIN 1C2A
4 09.30-10.20 T TE LAUSGN 141 FATTERSCN
12.3C-C1.20 U F ARENA 122
5 09.30-10.20 T TE LAUSON 141 PATTERSON
12.3C-C1.20 U F H EC 12C
6 09.3C-1C.20 T TE LAUSGN 141 PATTERSON
02.3C-C3.2C U F WHAN 326
7 09.30-10.20 T TH LAUSON 141 FATTERSCN
03.3C-C4.20 U F WHAM 208
8 09.3C-10.2C T TE LAUSCN 141 PATTERSON
03.30-C4.2C U F WHAN 112
2C1C SCCIETY + BEHAVIOR C4.C CR
1 10. 30-11. 20 P U LAUSCN 141 CARRIER
07.30-09.20 TE AG lie
2 10. 30-11. 20 ^ U LAUSCN 141 CARRIER
09. 30-11. 2G TE AG 116
3 10.30-11.20 r u LAUSON 141 CARRIER
11.30-C-U20 TE AG lie
4 10.30-11.20 P U LAUSON 141 CARRIER
01.30-03.20 TE AG lie
5 1C. 30-11. 20 N U LAUSCN 141 CARRIER
07.30-09.20 F AG 15C
6 10.30-11.20 N U LAUSON 141 CARRIER
09.30-11.20 F AG 15C
7 10.30-11.20 P U LAUSCN 141 CARRIER
11.30-01.20 F AG 214
8 10.30-11.20 V U LAUSON 141 CARRIER
01.30-03.20 F AG 214
21
GSB
9 1C.3C-11.2C N W LAWSCN 141 CARRIER
CS.3C-il.20 Th AG 166
1C 1C.3C-11.2C N W LARSON 141 CARRIER
11.3C-C1.2C Th AG 16€
211A PCLHICAL ECCNCNY C4.C CR
1 08.3C-09.20 NTWTh LAWSON 151
2118 POLITICAL ECCNCNY C4.C CR
1 07.3C-L8.2C NTWTh WH£N 22fc
2 08.3C-C9.2C T Th TECh A 221
08.3C-C9.20 V F NAIN 3C2
3 09.3C-10.20 N T T h F AC 22C
4 1C.3C-11.2C NTW F NAIN 20 7
5 11.3C-12.2C NTWTh WHAN 201
6 12.3C-C1.20 NUTH WHAN 206
7 01.30-C2.2C V W NAIN 209
01.3C-C2.20 T Th AG 2Ci
3CCA LMTEC STATES hi ST C3.C CR
1 08.3C-C9.2C NT Th h EC 14CE eATINSKI
300E LMTEC STATES hIST C3.C CR
1 09.3C-1C.2C N W F PARK 124 CCNR/SC
3C0C LMTEC STATES HIST C3.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.20 T Th LAWSCN 161 NLRPhY
1C.3C-11.2C F LAWSCN 171
3C2 LAW CIVIL RIGHTS C3.CCK
1 08.3C-C9.20 N NAIN 2C7
08.3C-C9.2C T Th h EC 203
30 3 INTERNATIONAL REL C3.CCR
1 C7.3C-C8.2C N W F WHAN 112
2 08.3C-09.20 N W F PLLL 43
3 01.3C-C2.2C N LAWSCN 221
01.30-02.20 W F NAIN 207
304 LAW HIST PHIL C3.C CR
1 12.3C-O1.20 NT Th WH£N 307 ABEASS
311 ECCN CEVELOP CF U S C3.C CR
PREREC GSB 1C1E, CR 211A,E, CR 215
1 11.3C-12.20 T THF CL 21C ADANS
321 SOCIALIZAT OF INDIV C3.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C V W F CL 109 NALL
2 11.3C-12.20 N V CCNN 116 NALL
11.3C-12.2C F CL 24
3 31 ANERECSYSTEN C3.CCR
1 G7.3C-C8.20 N W F WHAN 321
2 08.3C-09.20 ¥ W F WHAN 321
3 C9.3C-1C.20 N W F WH£N 321
4 1C.3C-11.2C V W F WHAN 321
5 li.3C-12.20 N W F WHAN 328
6 12.30-01. 20 N W F WHAN 326
7 01.3C-C2.2C N W F WHAN 321
341 CARRIAGE C3.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 N W F TECh A 111 NALL
361 FUND CF CECIS NAKE C3.C CR
PREREC NATH 1 1 IB
1 11.3C-12.2C N W F TECh A 111
385 CCNTENP PCL ISNS C3.C CR
1 09.30-10.20 NT Th LAWSCN 131 KANAPASY
390 INTR TC CCNP GCVTS C3.C CR
1 09.3C-10.20 N WHAN 302 GARNER
09.30-10.20 W F LAWSCN 131
392 INTRC L A GOVT PCL C3.C CR
1 08.3C-C9.2C N W F LAWSCN 131 GARNER
General Studies Area C—Man's Insights and Appreciations
(GSC)
100 NLSIC LNCERSTANCING C3.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 T THF LAWSCN 161 CHACWICK NACAF



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































18 12.3C-C1.2C T TF LAfcSON 141 NCCRE
C2.3C-03.2C F F EC 202
19 12.30-C1.2C T TF LAkSCN 141 NCCRE
1C.3C-11.20 T F EC 202
20 12. 3C-01. 20 T TF LAfcSCN 141 NGCRE
C1.3C-C2.2C TF WHLR 214
21 12. 3C-C1. 20 T TF LAWSCN 141 NCCRE
02.30-03.20 TF WFLR 212
22 12.30-01.20 T TF LAUSCN 141 NGCRE
03.3C-04.2C TF F EC 203
23 12.3C-01.20 T TF LAWSON 141 NCCRE
08.3C-C9.20 F WFAN 317
24 12.3C-01.20 T TF LAWSGN 141 NCCRE
09. 30-10. 2C F WFAN 30 7
WCRLD LIT FCR CCMF 03.0 CR
1 07. 3C-C8.2C N k F NAIN 306
2 07. 30-08. 2C N W F NAIN 306A
3 08.3C-C9.2C N k F NA1IS 306
4 09.3C-10.2C n k F NA IN 306
5 09.3C-10.20 n fc F NAIN 21C
6 1C.3C-11.2C n w F NAIN 102
7 11.3C-12.20 N k F NAIN 3C6
8 11.30-12.20 n NAIN 206
11. 30-12. 2C h F F EC 1C2
9 12.30-C1.20 N V F WFAN 317
10 01.3C-C2.2C N V- F NAIN 306
11 01.3C-C2.2C N V* F NAIN 206
12 02.3C-C3.2C V k F F, EC 208
13 02.3C-C3.20 N k F NAIN 1C2A
14 03.3C-04.20
ORAL INTERP CF LIT











1 08.3C-C9.2C N NAIN 201
08.30-09.20 k F CONN 116
2 1C.3C-11.20 N V F NAIN 202
3 12.3C-C1.2C NT TF NAIN 21C
4 01.3C-02.2C N k F ARENA 123
5 02.30-03.20 N fc F F EC 201
6 03.3C-04.20
INTRC TC POETRY




1 07.3C-C8.2C N fc F NAIN 202
2 1C 30-11. 20 NT TF NAIN 2C6
3 12.30-01.20 NT TF WFAN 319






1 1C.3C-11.20 T TF LAWSON 141 GRAY
12.30-01.20 TF WHAN 305
2 1C.3C-11.20 T TF LAWSGN 141 GRAY
01.30-02.20 TF WHAN 307
3 1C.3C-11.20 T TF LAkSON 141 GRAY
02.3C-C3.2C TF WH£N 307
4 1C.3C-11.2C T TF LAWSCN 141 GRAY
12.3C-01.20 F WFAN 3C7
5 1C.3C-11.20 T TF LAWSCN 141 GRAY
01.30-02.20 F WH£N 303
6 1C.3C-11.2C T TF LAWSCN 141 GRAY
02.3C-C3.20 F WFAN 3C3
MEANING IN VIS ARTS C4.C CR
PREREC GSC 1C1 1:r consent
1 09.3C-1C.20 N LAWSCN 161 FAULSCN
09.30-10.20 T TF LAWSCN 151 FALLSCN
MANS CCNTEMP ENVIR C4.C CR
1 08 .3C-1C.20 T LAWSCN 171










FCLNC^TICNS CF NLS 04.
C
CR
1 C7 .3C--0 8 .20 NT ThF ALTG 116 CHACMCK + INlRAVAIA
PFIL CF 8EAUTIFLL 03. CR
1 10 .30--11..20 T TF TECF A 111 ^CLLRE
12 .30--ci..20 TF F EC 202
2 1C .30--11,.20 T TF TECF A 111 NCCLLRE
01 .30--02..20 TF F EC 202
t 10 .30--11..20 T TF TECF A 111 NCCLLRE
08 .30--09. 20 F V*F£N 112
4 10 .30--11. 20 T TF TECF A 111 NCCLLRE
OS .30--10..20 F H EC 202
5 1C .30--11..20 T TF TECF A 111 NCCLLRE
08 .30--09, 20 T H EC 202
6 1C .30--11,.20 T TF TECF A 111 NCCLLRE
09 .30--10, 20 T CL 326
7 1C .30--11. 20 T TF TECF A 111 NCCLLRE
02 .30--0 3. 20 TF H EC 201
8 10 .30--11,.20 T TF TECF A 111 NCCLLRE
1C .30--11..20 F h EC 106
LCC-IC AND NEAMNG 04. CR
1 08 .30--09..20 N V LAfcSCN 161 NCCRE
09 .30--10,.20 N V» NAIN 305
2 08 .30--09..20 N k LAUSCN 161 NCCRE
1C .30--11,.20 N W WH/JN 301E
3 08 .30--09..20 N fc LARSON 161 NCCRE
11 .3 0--12, 20 N W PULL 41
4 08 .30--09,.20 N k LAWSCN 161 NCCRE
12 .30--01,.20 N V NAIN 206
5 08 ,30--09, 20 N k LAkSCN 161 NCCRE
01 .30--02,.20 N k NAIN 206
6 08 .30--09,.20 N U LAkSCN 161 NCCRE
09 .30--10..20 T TF CCNN 11£
7 08 .30--09..20 n v. LAfcSCN 161 NCCRE
1C .30--11..20 T TF KFLR 207
8 08 .30--09. 20 N fc LAWSCN 161 NCCRE
11 .30--12, 20 T TF h EC 20 e
9 08 .30--09, 20 N k LAfcSCN 161 NCCRE
12 .30--01. 20 T TF H EC 203
1C 08 .30--OS..20 N k LAfcSCN 161 NCCRE
01 .30--02, 20 T TF H EC 206
11 08 .3 0--09, 20 N V LAWSCN 161 NCCRE
07 .30--08. 20 T TF H EC 2oe
12 08 .30--09..20 N fc LAWSCN 161 NCCRE
09,.30--10, 20 \n F NAIN 207
NCD LIT FCRN ICEA 04. CR
1 07 .30--08,.20 NT TFF F EC 122
2 08 .30--09. 20 NT TFF NAIN 306A
3 12 .30--01..20 NTk F bhfip 306
4 12 .30--01. 20 NT F F EC 202
12 .30--01. 20 TF F EC 206
5 02 .30--03,.20 NT TFF F EC lie
6 03 .30--04..20 NTWTF h EC 203
INTRC TC FICTION C3.C CR
1 07 .30--08,.20 N fe F NAIN 31C
2 07 .30--08. 20 N fc F H EC 104
3 09 .30--10-20 N k F NAIN 310
4 1C .3C :-11,.20 N W F NAIN 309
5 11 .30--12.,20 N NAIN 102/!
11 .30--12. 20 k F NAIN 102
6 01 .30--02..20 NT TF NAIN 201
7 02 .30--03..20 NT TF H EC 203
EARLY ISLANIC CUL C3.0 CR
1 10 .30--11,,20 T TH WHAN 303 ABBASS
1C .3 0--11,.20 F WHAN 307
RECENT ANER LIT C3.C CR







































2 08.3C-G9.20 N k F






























363A PHIL CF SCIENCE
1 09.30-10.20
365 SHAKESPEARE







382 ORAECC-RCN NED PHIL
1 1C.3C-11.2C N














































































































































N k F NAIN 3C7
n- k F GYN 202
N k F H EC lie
N k F NAIN 31C
N k F GYN 2C3
N k F NAIN 307
N k F NAIN 305A
N k F NAIN 301
N k F NAIN 3C6A
N NAIN 302
k F GYN 202
N Vi F NAIN 305A
N k F NAIN 302
N kTH NAIN 301
N k F NAIN 306





16 1C.3C-11.20 N k F NAIN 305/1
17 1C. 30-11. 20 N k F NAIN 30 7
18 1C.3C-11.2C N k F NAIN 302
19 11.3C-12.20 N V F NAIN 203
20 11.3C-12.20 N V F Pfilh 31C
21 11 .3C-12.2C N k F GYN 202
22 11.30-12.20 N k F NAIN 302
23 11.3C-12.20 N k F F EC 12C
24 11 .3C-12.20 N F EC 202
11 .30-12.20 h F F EC 2C3
2b 11.30-12.20 N k kF£N 21C
11.3C-12.20 F kF/>N 202
26 ll.3C-12.2C n fe F kHAN 307
27 12.3C-C1.2C N k F NAIN 202
28 12.30-01.20 N k F N/UN 3C4£
29 12.3C-C1.20 N w F VvF/SN 321
20 12.30-01.20 N k F NAIN 209
31 O1.3C-C2.20 N k F NAIN 20 2
32 C1.2C-C2.2C N k F GYN 202
23 01.3C-C2.2C N v. F NAIN 21C
24 02.30-03.20 N Ik F wFAN 30 7
25 C2.3C-C3.2C N k F GYN 202
36 02.30-03.20 N k F kF£N 321
27 02.20-C3.2C N k F kHAN 305
28 03.3C-C4.2C N k F KFLP 212
29 03.3C-C4.2C N k F GYN 202
40 03.3C-04.2C NT TF kH/>N 305
ENGLISH CCNPCSITICN C3.0 CR
PREREC GSC 101 OR ECLIV/6LENT
1 07.3C-08.20 N k F NAIN 21C
2 07. 20-08. 2C N k F NAIN 206
3 08.30-09.20 N k F NAIN 20 2
4 08.3C-C9.2G N k F NAIN 21C
5 09.3C-1C.20 N k VAIN 307
09. 30-10. 2C F WF/SN 21C
6 09.30-10.20 N k F NAIN 304/
7 1C.3C-11.20 N k F NAIN 302
8 11.30-12.20 N k F NAIN 201
9 12.30-C1.2C N k F kHAN 312
10 12.30-01.20 N k F H EC HE
11 01.3G-02.20 N WHAN 112
01. 30-02. 20 ir TF NAIN 102
12 01. 20-02. 2C n LAkSCN 201
01.3C-C2.2C k F NAIN 201
13 02.3C-C3.2C n k F H EC 106
14 03.30-04.20 NT TF F EC lie
CRAL CCNN CF ICEAJ 03.0 CR
1 07.3C-G8.2C T IFF CONN 116
11.3C-12.20 N CONN lie
2 08. 30-09. 2C NT TF CCNN 116
11.30-12.20 N H EC 102
3 09.30-10.20 T TF CONN 116
09.30-10.20 F CONN 122
11.30-12.20 N CCNN 12C
4 10.30-11.20 NT TF CONN 116
11.30-12.20 N F EC 102
5 1C. 30- 11. 20 1r TFF CONN lie
11.30-12.20 N CCNN 12C
6 11.3C-12.20 T TFF CONN 116 /yy
11.30-12.20 N CONN lZQr^A/:







11.30-12.20 N LAkSCN 101
9 11.30-12.20 N TECF A 3oe
11.30-12.20 T CONN 12C























































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 1C.3C-11.20 M TF F EC 2C2
1C.3C-11.20 F H EC 102
1C.3C-11.2C T WCCCY 1012
2 12.3C-C1.20 NT F WHLR 214
12.3C-01.20 TF WCCCY 1012
ELEMENTARY FRENCH C3.,C CR
PREREC GSC 123e
1 08.3C-C9.20 M TEF AG 216
08.3C-G9.2C W WCCCY 1012
2 09.3C-1C.2C M W F MAIN 203
09.3C-1C.2C T WCCCY 1012
3 01.3C-02.20 MT TF WHLR 107
01.3G-02.2C W WCCCY 1012
ELEMENTARY GERMAN C9,,0 CR
1 08.3C-1C.2C MTWTF WHLR 214
08.3C-09.2C F WHLR 214
09.3C-1C.2C F WHLR c
ACCELERATED
2 09.30-11.20 MW F MAIN 209
09. 30-10. 2C TF MAIN 209
1C.3C-11.2C TF WHLR G
ACCELERATED
3 01.3C-03.2C MT TFF WHLR 113
01.3C-02.2C W WHLR 113
02.30-03.20 W WHLR c
ACCELERATEC
ELEMENTARY GERNAN C3,,C CR
PREREC GSC 126E
1 O8.30-C9.20 M W F WHLR 113
08. 30-09. 2C TF WHLR c
2 01.30-02.20 f Ht- TECF /\ 22C
01. 30-02. 2C F WHLR c
3 02.30-03.20 M W F WHLR 212
02.3C-03.2C TF WHLR R
ELEMENTARY RLSSIAN C9..0 CR
1 08.3C-1C.2C MT TFF WHLR 212 CRECFWA
8.3C-09.2G W WHLR 212
09.3C-10.2C W WHLR c
ACCELERATED
ELEMENTARY SPANISH C9«,0 CR
1 1C. 30-12. 20 MTW F F EC 1C4
iC. 30-11. 20 TF H EC 104
11.3C-12.2C TF WHLR c
ACCELERATED CCLRSE
2 01.3C-C3.2C M WTFF F EC 104
01.30-02.20 T H EC 104
02.30-C3.2C T WHLR c
ACCELERATED CCLRSE
3 02.3C-04.20 MTU F WHLR 1C7
02.3G-03.2C TF WHLR 107
03. 30-04. 2C TF WHLR 5
ACCELERATEC CCLRSE
ELEMENTARY SPANISH C3.,C CR
1 12.3C-C1.2C M WTF WHLR 113
12.30-01.20 T WHLR E
ELEMENTARY SPANISH C3,,C CR
PREREC SPAN 14CA
1 08.3C-C9.2C T F MAIN 207
08.30-09.20 W H EC 102
08.30-09.20 M WHLR 5
2 11.30-12.20 M W F CGMM 111
11.30-12.20 T WHLR c
ELEMENTARY SPANISH C3..C CR
PREREC SPAN 14CB
1 08.30-09.20 M W F MAIN 304A




08.3C-C9.2C T TH H EC 2C1
09.3C-1C.20 T H EC 118
09.3C-10.2C TF WHLP c
08.3C-C9.2C T TH TECH A 21C
09.3C-10.20 T TECH A 30fc
09.3C-10.2C TF WHLR c
01.3C-02.20 H Y F hHLR 212
01.3C-C2.20 T UHLR c
General Studies Area E—Health and Physical Development
(GSE)
1CCA RESTRICTED P E C1.0 CR
I 08.3C-C9.20 N Vl\- ARENA 555 GREENE
1C1A SWIMNING-BEGINMNG Cl.C CR
1 09.3C-1C.2C N kTH PULL P 11 ESSICK
2 10.30-11.20 N V<TH PULL P 11 ESSICK
3 11.3C-12.2C N MH PULL P 11 ESSICK
1C2 PHYSICAL FITNESS Cl.C CR
1 07.3C-C8.2C N fc PULL 102 EELL
01.30-02.20 T LAVsSCN 141 CCCC
2 07.30-08.20 T TH ARENA 1C2 eELL
01.3C-02.20 T LAkSCN 141 GCCC
3 06.3C-G9.2C N TH ARENA 555 LCNG
01.3C-C2.20 T LAfcSCN 14 1 GCCC
4 LI. 30-12. 20 T TH ARENA 555 JCNES
01.3C-02.2C T LAUSCN 141 GCCC
5 CI. 30-02. 20 N TH ARENA 555 JCNES
0i.3C-02.20 T LAWSON 141 GCCC
1C4E ACTIVITY-BADNINTCN Cl.C CR
1 07.3C-C8.2C N kTF ARENA 555 NEACE
2 08.30-09.20 N V»TH ARENA 555 NEACE
1C4C ACTIVITY-BCWLING Cl.C CR
1 1C . 30-11. 20 NT TH U CTR 46 FARTZCG
2 11. 30-12. 20 NT TF U CTR 4fc FARTZCG
104E ACTIVITY-GCLF Cl.C CR
1 09.30-10.20 N V> TH ARENA 555 CKITA
2 1C. 30-11. 20 N V* TH ARENA 555 HOLCER
3 11. 30-12. 2C N fcTF ARENA 555 HCLCER
4 12.3C-C1.20 N WTF ARENA 555 ECLICK
5 01.30-03.00 TU ARENA 555 JCNES
6 01. 30-04. 3C TH ARENA 555 ECLICK
STUDENTS FURNISH CWN CLUBS + TR ANSFC R T AT ICN + FEE REG
1C4H ACTIVITY-TENMS Cl.C CR
1 07. 30-09. CO T TH ARENA 555 LEFEVRE
2 06. 30-10. CC N Y ARENA 555 LUTZ
3 09.30-10.20 N W Th ARENA 555 LUTZ
4 10.30-11.20 NT TH ARENA 555 ECLICK
5 11. 30-12. 20 NT TH ARENA 555 IUEELT
6 12.30-G1.2C NT TF ARENA 555 IUEELT
1C4I ACTIVITY-VCLLEYBALL Cl.C CR
1 06.CG-07.00 PN T F GRASSY IOC MLKINSCN
RESTRICTED TC LITTLE GRASSY STLCENTS CNLY
1C4J ACTIVITY-SCFTBALL 01.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 N fcTF ARENA 555 NARTIN
2 09.30-10.20 N feTH ARENA 555 NARTIN
104N ACTIVITY-CROSS CCLN Cl.C CR
1 07.CO-08.00 PN T F GRASSY IOC WILKINSCN
RESTRICTED TC LITTLE GRASSY STUDENTS CNLY
104X ACTIVITY-HANDBALL Cl.G CR
1 08.30-09.20 N WTF ARENA 555 REESE
2 09.30-10.20 N V TH ARENA 555 REESE
3 10.30-11.20 N fcTH ARENA 555 REESE
111A SWIMNING-BEGINMNG Cl.C CR
1 07.30-09.20 T TH GYN 114 CCCPER


































































































































































































P fc F PULL P
CR EQUIVALENT
P k F PULL P
S 01.0
P k F GYP





























































































































































SCHEDULE OF DEPARTMENTAL COURSES
COURSE & TITLE & BLDG.
SECTION NO. HOURS DAYS & RM. INSTRUCTOR
Accounting (ACCT)
250 ACCT FUNDAMENTALS C4.0 CR
1 02.3C-C3.20 NTfeTF CL 12
251A FINANCIAL ACCT C4.C CR
PREREC SOPHCNCRE STANDING
1 08. 30-09,20 NT TFF CL 12
2 10.30-11.20 NT TFF CL 12
251E FINANCIAL ACCT C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 251A
1 1C. 30-11. 20 NT TFF CL IE
2 11.30-12.20 NT TFF CL 12
261 MANAGEMENT ACCT 04. CR
PREREC ACCT 251B ANC NATF 111A
1 07.30-08.20 NT TFF CL 12
2 09.30-10.20 NT TFF CL 12
331 TAX ACCCLNTING 04. CR
PREREC ACCT 261
1 09.3C-1C.2C NT TFF CL IE
351A INTERNECIATE ACCT C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 261
1 11.3C-12.2C NTfcTF CL 18
453 ADVANCED ACCCLNTING C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 351A,B
1 08.30-09.20 NTfcTF CL 18
456 AUDITING C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 331, 341, ANC 351A,B
1 C7.3C-G8.2C NT TFF CL IE
459 INTERNSFIP IN ACCT C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INTERNSHIP CCNNITTEE
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Agricultural Industries (AG I)
2C4 INTRC AG ECCNCNICS C4.C CR
1 07.3C-08.2C NTfeTF AG 168
310 GENERAL AGRICULTURE C4.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 NT THF AG 225
07.3C-09.20 fc AG 225
354 AGRIC NARKETING C3.C CR
PREREC GSB 211A
1 09.30-10.20 N fe F AG 225 S0LVERSCN
373 FARN FCUER AND NACH C5.C CR
PREREC MATH 111A CP EGLIV
1 07.30-08.20 NT TF 0831 225 FATERSCN













































2C-C8.2C NT TE CB31 225 FATEPSCN
30-11. 20 V F 0821 101 FATEPSCN
TID AG I 01. C TC 06. CR
Q CCNSENT CF CEFT CFAIRNAN
BE ARRANGED
EIL VO TEC EC C3.C CR
C STUCENT TEACHING CR CCNSENT CF CEPAPTNENT
3C-10.20 NTWTHF IECF C 13C
3 - JULY 11
UP INTERNSHIP C3.C TC C6.0 CR
AG I 312B CR CCNSENT CF CEPT CHAIRMAN
CC-12.CC MTMHF AG 155
CC-04.CC NTMFF AG 155










VCC CCCP ED C3.C CR
C STUCENT TEACHING
30-12.20 NTfcTHF TECF C 13C
- JULY 11
RI NARKETING C4.C CR
C 12 HRS CR ECLIV IN ECCN CR AC- ECCN
3C-04.20 NTfcTHF AG 214
3 - JULY 18




3 - JULY 1
Cl.C TC C6.C CR
VT^TFF AG 214
Cl.C TC C9.C CR
BE ARRANGED
Animal Industries (AND
31S HCRSES C3.C CR
PREREC AN I 315 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 07. 30-08. 20 N k F AG 116 KAfMACE
337 ANIMAL HYGIENE 04.0 CR
PREREG AN I 105 CR 125 CR 231
1 08.3C-CS.20 NTW AG 116 STRAfK LCUIS E
08.30-0S.2C TH AG 166
3SC SPEC STUD AN I Cl.C TC C6.0 CR
PREREG JR CR SR STINGING ANC CCNSENT CF CEFT CFAIRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
520 READINGS IN AN INC Cl.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
565 ADV SfclNE PRCD. C4.C CR
PREREC AN I 465
1 07.3C-CS.2C MTfc F AG 12C
07.3C-CS.20 TH AG 12C
575 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 01.
C
TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
579 ANIMAL BEHAVICR C4.0 CR
PREREG ' CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 02.30-03.20 T TH WHAN 305 WARING
12. 30-04. 2C fc LS I 204
5SS THESIS Cl.C TC 09. CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
EURNSICE + MILLER
Anthropology (ANTH)
275C INDIV STUDY-GENERAL C2.C TC 18.0 CR
PREREG CCNSENT OF CEPT
33
1 TC ee ARRANGED
3C3 OLC WCRLC PREHIST C3.C CR
PREREG GSB 1C2A CR iMh 275C
1 11.3C-12.20 M W F F EC 106 MULLER J
401 LANGUAGE IN CULTURE C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 1C2A CR £NTE 275C
1 08.30-10.20 T TE H EC 106 MARING J
413 INTRC TC GEN LING C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 1C2/S CR ANTE 275C
1 OS. 30-10. 2C M V F E EC 106 MARING J
441 COMPARATIVE ECCN C3.C CR
PREREG GSB 102J-4 CR ANTE 2750-4
1 08. 30-09. 2C M W F E EC 106 VvALKER M
483 INDIV STUDY IN ANTH Cl.C TC 18. G CR
PREREG GSB 1C2A CR ANTE 275C
1 TC BE ARRANGED
582 PRCB-/JRCEAECLCGY Cl.C TC 27. C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
584 PRCB-CULTURAL ANTE Cl.C TC 27. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
585 HEADINGS IN ANTH Cl.C TC 27.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
597 FIELCfeCRK IN ANTH Cl.C TC 27. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS 01. C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
6CC DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Applied Science (AP S)
3C0 UN IV PHYSICS IV C5.CCR
PREREG PHYS 111, 2C6 T CR 211
1 1C.3C-11.20 MTW F WH/JN 319
11. 30-12. 2C T CL 328
01.3C-G3.2C TE PHV SC 404
307 PROBLEMS IN TECE C5.C CR
PREREG MATH 111A + E, CR ECUIV/SLENT
1 1C.3C-11.20 MTVsTEF TECE A 20E
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C8.C CK
PREREG CCNSENT OF CCCRCINATCP
1 TC BE ARRANGED
570 SPECIAL INVESTIGAT C2.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Art (ART)
1C0A SCULPTURE-CRAFTS C4.C CR
1 07.3C-C9.20 M fc F ALLYN 112 BCYSEN
iOOE CRAFTS-SCULPTURE C4.C CR
1 09. 30-11. 2C M k F ALLYN 112 ECYSEN
1CCC PAINTING-GRAPHICS C4.C CR
1 07.30-09.20 M W F ALLYN 202 CNKEN
100C GRAPHICS-DRAWING C4.C CR
1 01.30-03.20 M V F ALLYN 106 KOLDEN
1C0E DRAWING-PAINTING C4.C CR
1 07.30-10.20 T TE ALLYN 202 WILDER
2CCA SCULPTURE C4.C CR
PREREC ART lOO(AECCE)
1 TC BE ARRANGED WALSH
20CE DRAWING C4.C CR
PREREC ART 1CCIABCCE)









1C.2C-C1.2C T TH ALLYN 202
INTRC TC ART HIST C3.C CR
11.2C-12.2C M W F LAfcSON 141
PCTTEPY CA.C TC 12. C CR
09.3C-11.2C M W F ALLYN 5
THECR>+FHIL ART EC C3.C CR
* 1C.3C-11.2C VT^TF PULL I 105
ACVANCEC PAINTING C4.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC ART 100, ART 2C0
li.3C-Cl.2C N W F ALLYN 202
JEWEL + SILVERSMITH C4.C TC 12. C CR
08.3C-11.2C T TH ALLVN 11
DRAWING C4.C TC 12. C CR
09.30-11.20 M k F ALLYN 202
PRINTS 04. C TC 12. C CR
07.3C-C9.20 M fc F ALLYN 211
WEAVING C4.C TC 12. C CR
07. 30-09. 20 M W F 07C1 101
SCULPTURE C4.C TC 12. C CR
















C2.C TO 12. CR
C2.C TC 12.0 CR




















PREREC ART ICC, ART 2CC, + ART 341
TC BE ARRANGED FINK
STUDIC IN ART ED 02. C TO 12. C CR
* 07.30-10.20 T TH PULL I 105 ABRAEAMSCN
ACVANCEC SCULPTURE C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREG ART 393-12 FRS
TC BE ARRANGED SULLIVAN
SEMINAR PAINTING C2.C TC 12. C CR
TC BE ARRANGED EERNSTEIN
SEN IN SCULPTURE C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
TC BE ARRANGED SULLIVAN
SEMINAR IN PRINTS 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
TC BE ARRANGED FINK
RESEARCH POTTERY 02. C TC 12.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED VERGETTE
RESEARCH METAL CONS 02. C TO 12.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED KINGTCN
SEMINAR IN WEAVING C2.C TC 12. C CR
TC BE ARRANGED GINSEURG
RESEARCH ART EDUC 02.0 TO 12. C CR
* 07.30-09.20 M W F PULL I 105 ABRAHAMSCN
READ ART HISTCRY 02.0 TC 05. CR






300 MORPH NCN-VAS PLANT
PREREG GSA 2C1B
KURTZ
C5.C TO C9.C CR
C4.C CR
35
1 02.2C-C3.2C N k F kh£N 3Cfc K ^E I SER
02.30-04.20 T 0643 1C4 KAEISER
2 02.3C-C3.2C > k F kh/>N 3CE KAEISER
C2.3C-C4.2C Th 0842 104 KAEISER
3C1 MCRPh VAS FLAMS C4.C CR
PREREC GSA 2C1E
1 08.3C-C9.2C T Th WHAN 2C2 NATTEN
08.3C-10.2C V k 0842 10 1
2 08.3C-C9.2C T Th khAI* 202 FATTEN
1C3C-12.2C M k C842 101
32C PLANT PhYSICLCGY C5.C CR
PREREC GSA 2C1E, ChEN 3sC CR MINCR IN ChEM
1 07.3C-C8.2C P V F CONN 111 SCENIC
07.3C-C9.2C T Th LS I 311 SChMC
2 07.3C-C8.2C M k F CCNN 111 SChMC
09.3C-11.2C T Th LS I 311 SChMC
39C READINGS - BCTANY C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC BCT NAJCR ANC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC 8E ARRANGED
391 SPEC FRCB IN RCTANY C2.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC BCT MAJCR ANC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
405 NYCCLCGY C5.C CR
PREREC BCT 3CC
1 06.30-C9.2C N V F LS I 322 CRAY
U8.2U-1C.20 T Th LS I 3C7 CRAY
451 INTRC FLCRISTICS C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INS TR
1 07.20-C8.2C k 0842 106 ANCERSCN
07.3C-C3.2C F 0842 ICE ANCERSCN
500 BICSYST FL ANATCMY C5.C CR
PREREC BCT 4CC, ANC FCT 412 £NC 449 £RE RECCNMNCEC
1 08.30-09.20 M k LS I 312 NATTEN
09.2C-12.2C M k LS I 312 NATTEN
551 PISS FLCRA LPLAND C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
i 08.2C-C4.2C T LS I 10 1 NChLENERCCK
12.3C-C1.2C N C842 1C1 NChLENeRCCK
552 PISS FLCRA AQUATIC C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 08.30-04.20 Th C842 1C1 TINCALL
570 READINGS - BCTANY C2.C TO C5.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH C3.C TC C9.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C3.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
6CG DISSERTATICN Cl.C TC 26.
C
CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Business Administration (BA)
502 BUSINESS + SCCIETY C4.C CR
1 01.30-03.20 k F VibfiP 112 LCfcRY
521 BUSINESS CCNC ANAL C4.C CR
PREREC ENRCLLMENT IN NBA FRCGRAM CR CCNSENT CF INSTPLCTCR
1 1C.3C-12.20 T Th CL 24 FENSTERNAKER
530 FINANCIAL MGT C4.C CR
1 08. 30-10. 2C M Th H EC 102 kINN
54 9 SEMINAR IN MGT C4.0 CR
PREREC ENRCLLMENT IN MBA CR CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 08.3C-10.2C T F kH** 301E TAYLCR
550 MARKETING MGT C4.C CR
PREREC ENRCLLMENT IN MEA PRCCRAN CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 1C.3C-12.20 M k H EC 24 ANCERSCN
590 INDEPENDENT STUDY C4.C CR
PREREC ENRCLLMENT IN MEA PRCCRAM CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
36
i TC BE ARRANGED FINLERSMAN
598 BLSINESS PCLICIES C4.C CR
PREREC ENRCLLMENT IN NBA PRCC-RAM OR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 01.3C-C3.2C T TF CCNN 122 HIM
599 THESIS C4.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC ENROLLMENT IN MBA PROGRAM CR CCNSENT CF INSIRLCTCR
1 TC BE ARRANGED FINCERSNAN
Chemistry (CHEM)
115 INTRC GENERAL CHEN C5.C CR
1 08.3C-C9.2C M h F PARK 124
07.3C-C8.2C F PHY SC 21£
07.30-09.20 T TH PHY SC 1C2
2 08.3C-C9.20 M k F PARK 124
07.3C-C8.2C F PHY SC 216
07.3C-C9.2C T TH PHY SC 104
J 08.3C-C9.20 M h F PARK 124
07.3C-G8.2C F PHY SC 21E
07.30-09.20 T TH PHY SC 106
235 GEN CLANT ANALYSIS C5.C CR
PREREC CHEM 111C + KNOWLEDGE CF LOGARITHMS
1 12.3C-C1.2C M fc F PHY SC 116
12.3G-C3.20 T TH PHY SC 406
2 12.3C-C1.20 N fc F PHY SC lit
12.30-03.20 T TH PHY SC 409
240 CRGAMC CHEMISTRY C4.C CR
PREREC CHEM 11C CR 1116
1 11.3C-12.20 M feTFF PHY SC 116
09. 30-12. 20 T PHY SC 109
2 11.3C-12.20 M fcTFF FHY SC 116
12.3C-C3.20 T PHY SC 1C9
3C5B ORG CHEM-PRE PRCF C5.C CR
PREREC CHEM 3Q5A
1 11.30-12.20 M fc F PHY SC 216
12.3C-C3.20 T TH PHY SC 202
2 11.30-12.20 M V» F PHY SC 218
09. 30-12. 20 T TF PHY SC 202
432A INST ANAL MEASMTS 04.0 CR
PREREC CHEM 461B (NAY BE TAKEN CCNCLP R ENTL Y )
1 07.3C-08.2C M U PHY SC 218
07.3C-12.2C T PHY SC 316
2 07.30-08.20 M V» PHY SC 218
07.3C-12.2C TH PHY SC 316
446 QUAL CRGAMC ANALY C4.C CR
PREREC CHEM 305B OR 341C + CFEM 461C
1 07. 30-08. 20 T TH PHY SC 218
08.3C-11.20 T TH PHY SC 205
460 PRIN PHYSICAL CHEN C5.C CR
PREREC CHEM 235, 3C5e CR 341C + 1 YR CF PHYS CR CCNSENT
1 10.30-11.20- M V F PHY SC 116
08.3C-11.20 T TH PHY SC 105
496A CHEM FRCB ANALY 01.
C
TC 12. C CR
PREREC SEMCR STANC MAJ IN CFEM WITH 4 PT AV CR CONS CF IKS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
496B CHEM FRCB BICCHEM 01.0 TG 12. C CR
PREREC SEMCR STANC MAJ IN CFEM KITH 4 PT AV CR CCNS CF INS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
496C CHEM PRCB INCRGANIC Cl.C TO 12. C CR
PREREC SEMCR STANC MAJ IN CFEM WITF 4 PT AV CP CCNS CF INS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
496C CHEM PRCB CRGAMC Cl.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC SENICR STANC MAJ IN CFEM VHTF 4 PT AV CR CCNS CF INS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
496E CHEM FRCB PHYSICAL 01.
G
TO 12.0 CR































































































G 24 HRS C
BE ARRANGED
C-CFEN B IC
G 24 HRS C
BE ARRANGED
C-CHEN INCRG
G 24 HRS C
BE ARRANGEC
C-CHEN CRGAN
G 2 4 HRS C
BE ARRANGED
C-CHEN PHYS

































G N A CEGR
BE ARRANGEC
CTCR BICCHEN
G N A CEGR
BE ARRANGED
CTCR INCRGA
G M A CEGR
BE ARRANGED
CTCR CRGANI
G M A CEGR
BE ARRANGED
CTCR PHYS





L C2.C TC 20. C CR
N V F PHY SC 116
C2.C TC 15. C CR
F 5CC CHEN ANC CCNSENT CF CIV
C2.C TC 15. C CR
F 5CC CHEN ANC CCNSENT CF CIV
C2.C TC 15. C CR
F 5CC CFtN ANC CCNSENT CF CIV
C2.C TC 15.0 CR
F 5CC CHEN ANC CCNSENT CF CIV
C2.C TC 15. C CR
F 5CC CHEN ANC CCNSENT CF CIV
03. G TC 20.0 CR
OF CEFT CFAIRNAN
C3.C TC 20. C CR
CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
G C3.C TC 20. C CR
CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
N C3.C TC 20. C CR
CF CEFT CFAIRNAN
C3.C TC 20. C CR
CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
03. C TC 40.0 CR
CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
C3.C TC 40. C CR
CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
C3.C TC 40. C CR
CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
C3.C TC 40. C CR
CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
C3.C TC 40. C CR
CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
C3.C TC 48.0 CR
EE CR EGLIV
C3.C TO 4 8.C CR
EE CR ECCIV
N C3.C TC 4 8.C CR
EE CR EGLIV
C 03. C TC 48. C CR
EE CR EGLIV
03. C TC 48. C CR
EE CR EGLIV
L 03. C TC 48. C CR
N TC PH C CANCIDACY
VAN ATTA
38
60GE CISSERT BICCFEN C3.C TC 48. C CR
PREREC ADMSSICN TC PF C CANCICACY
1 TC BE ARRANGED
6C0C DISSERT INORGANIC C3.C TC 48. C CR
PREREC ADMSSICN TC PF C CANCICACY
I TC BE ARRANGED
600C DISSERT CRGANIC C3.C TC 48. C CR
PREREC ADMSSICN TC Fh C CANCICACY
1 TC BE ARRANGED
6GCE DISSERT - PHYSICAL C3.C TC 48. C CR
PREREO ADMSSICN TC PF C CANCICACY
1 TC RE ARRANGED
Clothing and Textiles (C & T)
127A CLCThING SELECTION C2.C CR
1 01.3C-C2.2C T TE H EC 14CE RICLEY
127E CLCTHING CONSTRUCT C2.C CR
L 09.3C-11.2C T TH H EC 31C
2 01.3C-C3.20 N k H EC 31C RICLEY
131 APPLIED DESIGN C3.C CR
1 11.3C-12.20 N k h EC 304 GREENE
11.3C-01.20 T h EC 304
2 11.30-12.20 K Vs H EC 304 GREENE
11.3C-C1.20 Th H EC 304
233 PATT CES + CLC CONS C3.C CR
PREREC C+T 127E CR CONSENT CFCFAIRPAN
1 09.3C-11.2C P V H EC 31C RICLEY
327 Hf FRN + INTERIORS C3.C CR
PKEREC 131, EQUIVALENT, CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 02.30-04.20 T TE H EC 304 GREENE
371 FIELD EXPERIENCE C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CFAIRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED EERRY 4 RICLEY
432 kORKSFCP C4.C CR
PREREC ICC CR CONSENT CF CHAIRMAN
1* 11.3C-C1.20 MkTF F EC 302 EERRY
11.3C-12.20 F H EC 303
474 ACVANCEC TEXTILES C4.C CR
PREREC C+T 304 OR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 09.30-11.20 MbTF h EC 3C1 FACGETT
572 SPECIAL FRCBLENS 02. C TO C8.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED EERRY + FACGETT
599 THESIS 05. TC C9.0 CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED EERRY 4 PACGETT
Design (DES)
49CF STODIC P-S DESIGN C2.C TC 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
490G STLDIC-VISUAL CES C2.C TO 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
55C FIELC STLDY DESIGN 02. C TC 16.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C3.C TO C9.C CR









301 ECONCMC READINGS 01.0 TC C6.C CR





? WTFF WHA* 30fc




1 TC BE ARRAN6EC
3C8 ECCN-BIS STAT I 04. CR
PREREC GSC 110
i 03.30-04.20 TU ThF WHAN 20 1 EONGER
315 MONEY ANC BANKING I C4.C CR
PREREC ECCN 215 CR CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 12.30-01.20 MkTH WHAN 206 LAYER
330 PUBLIC FINANCE C4.C CR
PREREC ECCN 211A, CR 215, CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 1C.3C-11.20 NTW F CCNN 111 FRYN/5N
416 MCNEY + BANKING II C4.0 CR
PREREG ECCN 315
1 08.30-09.20 NTWTH H EC 104 6RLCKER
422 INTRC ECCN DEVELCF C4.C CR
PREREC ECCN 215
1 11.30-12.20 TWTHF WHAN 319 HAITAM
429 INTERI^ATICNAL ECON C4.C CR
PREREC ECCN 215 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 02. 30-03. 2C TfcTFF WHAN 329 HAITAM
440 INTERNED NICRC THEO C4.C CR
PREREC 215 CR CCNSENT CF TEE INSTRUCTOR
1 07. 30-08. 2C NTWTH CL 202 NARTINSEK
441 INTERNED NACRC TH C4.C CR
PREREC ECCN 214
1 01.3C-02.20 TWTHF CL 24 ELNGER
490 ECCNCNIC EDUCATION C4.C CR
1 08.30-11.20 NTWTHF WEAN 201 WIEGANC
01.3C-C3.20 NTWTHF WH£N 2C 1
AUG 11 - 22
5C0 ECCNCMC SEMINAR C4.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INS TP
1 09.3C-11.20 N W CL 25 LAYER
2 09.30-11.20 T Th CL 25 STALCN
501 ECCNCMC REACINGS Cl.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEA IRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
502 READING IN RES ECCN Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF FORESTRY CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
541 NATL INCCNE ThECR> C4.C CR
PREREC ECCN 441 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 02.30-03.20 NTWTH WEAN 319 STALCN
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
600 DCCTCRAL DISSERTAT Cl.C TC 48. C CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Educational Administration and Foundations ( EDAF
)
355 PHILCSCPEY OF ECUC C4.C CR
3C-C9.2C NTWTH WH£N 112
3C-1C.2C NTMH WHAN 112
30-11.20 M TH NAIN 21C
30-11.20 W WHAN 326
30-12.20 NTMH WEAN 302
30-12. 20 NTWTH LAWSCN 201
3C-01.30 NTWTH WHAN 302
3C-C2.2C NTMH WHAN 206
30-03.20 NTWTH WHAN 21C
431 HIST CF ECUC IN U S C4.C CR
1* 06.30-09.20 NTWTHF WHAN 329 VINCCLR
432 ECUC -» SCC FORCES C4.C CR
1* 12.30-01.20 NTWTHF WH£N 201 HAWLEY
SCO RESEARCH NETHCCS C4.C CR
1* 07.30-08.20 NTWTHF WHAN 326 EACH











3* 12.3C-01.2C NTkTFF WHAN 32€
5C2 SENINAR CCNP EDUC C4.C CR
1* C9.3C-1C.2C NTWTFF WHAN 205
5C6 CURR REL AN CULTURE 04. CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
iV Oi.3C-C2.20 NTWTFF WHAN 305
507A 2CTH CENTURY + ECLC
1* CS.3C-1C.20 NTWTFF














534E SCHCCL BUSINESS ACN
1* 09. 30-10. 2C NTWTFF
536A ADNIMST WCRKSHCP
1 01.3C-C4.20 NTWTHF
JUNE 17- JULY 5











563 SCHCCL PUBLIC REL
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 09.30-10.20 NTWTFF WHAN 328
564 H S PRINCIPALSHIP C4.C CR
1* 12.3C-01.20 NTWTFF WHAN 303
575A IND RES CURRICULUN 01.0 TC C4.0 CR
PREREG 500, APPROVAL CF CEPT ADVISOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575B IND RES SUPERVISICN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 500, APPROVAL OF CEPT ADVISOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575C IND RES BUILDINGS Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 50C, *APFRCV/»L CF CEPT ACVISCR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575G IND RES FINANCE 01. C TO C4.C CR
PREREG 500, APPROVAL OF CEPT ACVISOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575E IND RES SCHCCL LAW Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREG 500, APFRCV^L CF CEPT ADVISOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575F IND RES CCNPAR EDLC 01. C TC 04.0 CR
PREREG 500, APPROVAL CF CEPT ADVISOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575G IND RES HIST ECUC Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 500, APPROVAL CF CEPT ACVISOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575F IND RES PHIL EDUC Cl.C TO C4.C CR
















































+ CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
4 CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
4 CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
4 CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
4 CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
4 CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
4 CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
41
1 TC BB ARRANGED
575J IND RES ADNIN Cl.G TC C4.C CR
PREREC 50C, APFRCVAL CF CEPT ACVISGP + CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
576A READINGS ADN-SLPV 01. C TO C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF CEPT CFAIRNAN ANC INSTRLCTCR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
576B READINGS ACN--SLPV Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF CEPT CFAIRNAN ANC INSTRLCTCR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
576C READINGS ADN-SLPV 01. C TC C4.C CR
PREREG CONSENT OF CEPT CFAIRNAN ANC INSTRLCTCR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
591 SEN-SCC + PHIL FOLN C2.0 CR
PRERfcG ADVANCEC STANCING
1 09.3C-11.20 W WHAN 3C1A NCKENZIE
592 DCCT SEN CULT FCUND C4.C CR
PREREG 591
1* 09.3C-11.20 T TF WHAN 3C1A NCKENZIE
596 IND INVESTIGATION C5.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TO 48.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Elementary Education (ELED)
ICC INTRC TC ELEN ECUC
1 07.30-08.20





5 02. 30-03. 2C
6 03.30-04.20
314 ELEN SCHCCL NETHQCS
PREREC GLID 3C5
1* 08. 30-09. 2C
2 11.30-12.20
3* 01.30-C2.2C
TCHR CORPS STLCENTS ONLY
316 KINDER PRIMARY NETH C4.0 CR
PREREG GUIC 305
1« 09.30-10.20
337 READING IN ELEN
PREREG 314
1 09.3C-10.20
2* 1C. 30-11. 20
35C KIND PRI STUD TCH
1 TC BE ARRANGED
351 EL STLCENT TCH C4.C TC 16. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
GENERAL
C3 .0 CR
n w F WHAN 203 RANCCLPF
C2 .0 CR
TW F WHAN 307
H W F WHAN 301E
N W F WHAN 301A
H w F WHAN 112
N W F WHAN 137
H W F WHAN 301A
04..c CR
NTkTFF WHAN 206 RANCCLFF
NTWU WHAN 20 3 ERCC
NTkTFF WhAN 202 SLCAN
NTWTFF WHAN 203 ZINNEY
SCH C4.0 CR
NTWTH WHAN 21C RAGSCALE
NTWTHF WHAN 203 ERCC













































C2.C TC C3.G CR
JUNE 18 - 28
SEP - INSTRUCTION C2.C
1* 02. 30-03. 20 MTWTHF




2* 11.30-12.20 MV» THF
INPR ARITF ELEN SCH 02.
PREREC MATH 21C CR CCNSEN
1* 10. 30-11,20 MTWTHF
ED FCR CISADV CHILD 02.
C
PREREC 337
1* 03. 30-04. 20 N W F
TChR CCRPS STUCENTS ONLY
WORKSFCP KINC FRI
1 C8.3C-11.20 MTWTHF
JUNE 23 - JULY 11
RESTRICTED TC STUCENTSWHC HA
WKSHP-EL SCH SCI
1 12.30-02.20 MTWTHF
JULY 21 - AUG 22
RESTRICTED TC STUCENTSWHC HA
TEACH EL SCH SCI
1 07.30-08.20 MTWTHF
RESTRICTED TC STUCENTS WHC H
PAR INVOLVE IN EDIC
PREREC STUDENT TEACHING C
1* 07.30-08.20 MTWTHF
ALTERNATE PREREC 314
ECCN ED IN ELEN SCH 02.0
1 08.30-11.20 MTWTHF
01.30-03.20 MTWTHF
MEETS AUGUST 11-22, CRCSSLIS
NDEA READ INSTITUTE
1 08.30-04.30 MTWTHF
RESTRICTED TC INSTITUTE STUC
READING IN ELEN SCH
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF
2* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF
READINGS IN READING 02.
PREREC 505 AND CONSENT CF
1 TC BE ARRANGED
PRACTICUN IN READ C4.C
PREREC 521A,B,ANC C, ANC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
PRCB /SRITH ELEN SCH



















SUP CF ST TEACH
07.30-08.20
JULY 14 --A-UG 8
07.30-08.20 PM NTWTHF




DIAG ELEM MATH DISA
PREREQ 515 CR CCNCLRRENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
521A DIAG-CCR READ DISAB
PREREQ 505, CR CONCURRENT
04. CR
WHAN 201 EAKER








R CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
WHAM 201' ZIMMY
TO 03. C CR
WHAN 201
WHAN 201






















REGISTRATION, ANC TEACHING EXPER
43
1* 11.30-12.20 NTWTHF WHAN 137
TAKE AS UNIT WITH- B+C-STUCENT NAY TAKE NCTFING ELSE
52ie DIAG-CCR READ CI SA8 C4.C CR
PREREG 521A
1* 12.3C-01.20 NTkTFF WEAN 137
TAKE AS UNIT WITH A+C- STLCENT MAY TAKE NGTFING ELSE
521C DIAG-CCR READ CISAB C4.C CR
PREREG 521B
i* 01.3C-02.20 NTWTHF WEAN 137
TAKE AS UNIT MTh A+E- STLCENT MAY TAKE NCTHING ELSE
537 KIND-FRI READING C4.C CR
PREREG 337 CR CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 01.30-02.20 NTfcTFF WEAN 212 EAKER
541 PRCB EL SCH SCI C4.C CR
PREREG 441, CR 442 CR CCNSENTCE INSTR
1* 09.30-10.20 NTWTHF WEAN 20E NEWPCRT
542 LANG ARTS IN EL SCH Cl.C TC C4.C CR
1* 1C. 30-11. 20 NTWTFF WHAN 21C RAGSCALE
543 SCC STLD IN EL SCE C4.C CR
1* 11.30-12.30 NTWTHF WEAN 206 RANCCLPE
557 ELEM FRINCIPALSHIF C4.C CR
1* 09. 30-10. 2C NTWTFF WHAN 212 ERACFIELC
56C KIND-FRI ED 04.0 CR
PREREG CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTFF WHAN 20 E NCLAREN
561 ELEM SCE CURR C4.C CR
1* 09.30-10.20 NTWTFF WHAN 206 LEE
575A IND RES CURRICULUN C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED LEE
575E IND RES SUPERVISION C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ERACFIELC
575C IND RES LANG ARTS 02.
C
TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED RAGSCALE
575C IND RES SCIENCE C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED NEWPCRT
575E INC RES READING 02. TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED FILL
575F IND RES SCC STUD 02.0 TC 04. CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED RANCCLPE
575G IND RES ELEM ED C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SLCAN
575H IND RES ARITHMETIC 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575J IND RES PRCB IN K-P C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED EAKER
596 INDEPENDENT INVEST 05. TC 09.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED LEE
599 THESIS C3.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED LEE
2 TC BE ARRANGED SLCAN
3 TC BE ARRANGED FILL
Engineering (ENGR)
100 ORIENTATION C2.C CR
1 03.30-04.20 T TF TECF A 111
222 DIG CCNP PRCG-ENGP 03.0 CR
PREREG MATH 1 1 IB
1* 07. 30-08. 2C NT TH TECF A 111
08.30-09.20 T TH WEAN 24
2* 07.30-08.20 NT TH TECF A 111
09. 30-10. 2C T TH WHAN 24
3* 07.30-08.20 NT TH TECF A 111






4* 07.3C-08.2C NT TF TECF A 111
03.3C-04.2C N F bbfif 2k
5* 07.3C-08.20 NT TF TECF A 111
08.3C-0S.2C T TF WFAN 24
6* 07.3C-08.2C NT TF TECF A 111
0S.3C-10.2C T TF kHAN 2k
7* 07.30-08.20 NT TF TECF A 111
02.3C-03.20 N F kFAN 2k
a* 07.3C-08.2C NT TF TECF A 111
03.3C-04.2C N F WHAN 2k
&NAL MECHANICS C3.C CR
PREREC CONCURRENT i NRCLLNENT NAU J 15CB
l 02 .3C-C3.2C NTMFF TECF A 306

















































































































































GP 3CCA CR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
45
i 02.3C~C3.20 N Vs F TECH A 206
02.3C-O4.2C T TECH B 42
b7C SPECIAL INVESTIGAT * 02. C TC C6.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
580 SENINAR Cl.C TC C9.C CP
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS C1.0 TC 09. CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Engineering Technology (E T)
ICC ORIENTATION C2.C CR
1 03.3C-04.2C T TH TECH A 111
102A GRAPHIC CCWOMCAT C3.C CR
1 09.3C-10.2C fc TECH A 111
09.30-11.20 H TE TECE A 209
2 09.3C-1C.20 k TECE A 111
02.30-04.20 N TE TECE A 209
3 09.3C-1C.2C k TECE A 111
07.30-09.20 N TE TECE A 205
4 09.3C-10.20 k TECE A 111
12.30-02.20 H TE TECE A 207
1C2B GRAPHIC CC^UMCAT C3.C CR
PREREC E T 102/i
1 10.30-11.20 k TECE A 207
09.30-11.20 I* TE TECE A 207
1C2C GRAPHIC CCNMUMCAT 03. C CR
PREREC E T 1C2E
1 02.3C-03.20 k TECH A 207
02.30-04.20 N TH TECH A 207
26CA ANALYTIC MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREC NATH 15CB CP CONCURRENT ENRCLLNENT IN PATH 15Ce
1 1C. 30-11. 20 MkTHF TECH A 32C
11. 30-12. CC TH TECH A 32C
JUNE 16 - JULY 25
260E ANALYTIC MECHANICS C3.C CR
PREREC E T 260A
1 1C.3C-11.2C NTfcTFF TECH A 32C
11.30-12.20 TH TECH A 32C
JULY 28 - SEPT 5
26CC ANALYTIC MECHANICS C3.C CR
PREREC £ T 260E
1 1C. 30-11. 20 N k F TECH A 22C
3C4A ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS C3.C CR
PREREC PATH 252
1 01.30-02.20 P k TECH C 104
C1.3C-C3.2C F TECH C 1C4
304C ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS C3.0 CR
PREREC E T 3C4E
1 07. 30-08. 20 N k TECH C 104
O7.3C-10.2G F TECH C 104
318A HYCRAULICS C3.C CR
PREREC E T 260C
1 01.3C-C3.20 f k F TECH D 1«A
JUNE 16 - JULY 25
318B HYDRALLICS C3.C CR
PREREC E T 318*
1 01.30-03.20 N k F TECH C 14A
JULY 28 - SEPT 5
363A SURVEYING C4.C CR
PREREC E T 101
1 03.30-04.20 I* k TECH A 21C
07.30-10.20 N TH TECH A 31S
2 03.30-04.20 If k TECE A 21C
01.30-04.20 T TH TECH A 319
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C8.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CCCRCINATCP
46
1 TC BE ARRANGED
570 SPECIAL INVEST1GAT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
58C SEMINAR




3CCA GRAMMATICAL ANAL C3.C
1 08.3C-C9.2G M W F PHY SC
2 09.3C-10.20 M H EC
09.3C-10.2C W F MAIN
3 12.3C-C1.2C MT TF F EC
300B GRAMMATICAL ANAL C3.C
PREREC ENG 3C0/!
1 11. 30-12. 20 M W F F EC
2 01.3C-02.20 M k F MAIN
302A ENG LIT TC 155C C4.C
PREREC RECIIREC CF STUCENTS V ITH
1 11.3C-12.2C MT TFF H EC
3G2E ENG LIT 1550-1750 C4.0
PREREC RECUIREC CF STUDENTS WITH
1 08.3C-09.2C MT TFF AG
2 01.30-02.20 MT TFF F EC
302C ENG LIT-AFTER 175C 04.
C
PREREC RECLIREC CF STUDENTS WITF
1 08.30-09.20 MT TFF CCMM
3G9A AMER LIT-TC 1860 C4.G
1 10.30-11.20 M WHAM
1C.3C-11.20 T TFF WHAM
309C AM LIT 1914-PRESENT C4.C
1 12.3C-01.20 MT THF H EC
390 ADVANCE CCMPCSITICN C3.C
1 09.3C-10.20 M WHAM
09.3C-1C.2C T TH GYM
2 10.30-11.20 M W F MAIN
3 01.3C-C2.20 M V F F EC
400 INTRC ENG LINGLIST C4.C
1 07.30-C8.2C MT TFF WHAM
403 HIST - ENG LANGUAGE C4.C
1 C8.3C-C9.2C M WTFF WHAM
4C4B MIC ENG LIT-CHAUCER C4.C
1 08.3C-C9.2C MT THF H EC
412A 16C ENG LIT-NCN DP C4.C
PREREC MAY BE TAKEN SINGLY
1 1C.3C-11.2C MT THF H EC
420A AMER PCET - TC 19C0 C4.0
PREREC MAY BE TAKEN SINGLY
1* 02.30-C3.20 MTWTHF H EC
421A ENG PCET-EARLY RCM C4.0
1 01.3C-C2.20" MT THF WFAM
454e ENG FICT-VICT NCVEL C4.0
1* 07.3C-C8.2C MT THF H EC
454C ENG FICT-CCNTEMP eR C4.C
1 1C. 30-11. 20 MT THF AG
458A AMER FICT - NCVEL C4.0
1* 09.3C-1C.20 MTVTHF H EC
464 MODERN CCNT DRAMA C4.C
1 01.3C-C2.20 MT THF H EC
471A SHAKESPEARE C4.G
1 09.30-10.20 MT THF MAIN
486 HIGH SCHCCL ENGLISH C2.0 TC C8.0
1* 09.3C-10.20 MTWTHF LAWSCN
487 JR-HIGH SCHCCL ENG C2.C TC C8.0
1* 09.3C-10.20 MTfcTHF LAfeSCN



































































































































































































































NT TFF CCNN 122 EENZIGER
C4.C CR
H C2.C TC C6.C CR
TEAN FCUR ERS NAY BE TAKEN IN ANY CNE CTP
T TE WEAN 32<5
C2.C CR
N W WH£N 301/! PAINECW
C4.G CR
N W TECE 8 2C GARDNER
S
C4.C CR
N W CL 326 SCEULTZ
C4.C CR
H In WHAN 307 SCECNECRN
T. JRNL IN AGE CF GUEEN ANN
C4.C CR
T TE PHY SC 41C ECYLE
DY
C4.C CR
T TE PHY SC 41C EENZIGER
+ TEECRIES CF RCNANTICISN
C4.C CR
T TE CL 326 NCSS
I N S C N
C4.C CR
T TE PEY SC 41C ST IB I TZ
ST
S C2.C CR
4CC CR EGLIVALENT, CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
NT TEF E EC HE PECCEN
C4.C CR
EC TC ENGLISE AS A FCPEIGN LANG STLCENTS
N NAIN 2G2 FARISE
T WEAN 32 1
TEF H EC 122
NT TEF WH*N 212 PECCEN
L C4.0 CR
NTWTEF E EC 122A EVANS
C2.C TC C6.C CR
AGO CR EGUIVALENT-CCNSENT CF CEFARTNENT
Cl.C TC C3.C CR





INTRC TC BUS FIN C4.C CR
PREREG ACCT 261 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR, ECCN 215
08.3G-09.20 NTWTFF WHAN 3C£
10.3C-11.20 NTWTFF WHAN 206
INVESTNENTS C4.0 CR
PREREG 32C CR CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
11.30-12.20 NTWTF WHAN 306
FINANCIAL NARKETS C4.0 CR















1 03.3C-C4.20 MTkTF CL 24 LAYCCCK
421 MGT CF 80S FINANCE C4.C CR
PREREC 32C
1 09.3C-10.20 MTkTF CCMM 122
473 BUS IN LEG ENVIRCN C4.C CR
PRJEREC SEMCR STANCING
1 02.3C-C3.2C TMFF CL 24 kATERS
Food & Nutrition (F&N)
ICC FUNDAMENT NUTRI C3.C CR
1 09. 30-10. 2C M k F F EC 14CE FAYNE
247C SCHCCL LUNCH FRCG C2.0 CR
1 09.0C-C4.C0 fTMFF I- EC 119 eECKER
JUNE 16 - 20
256 SCIENCE CF FCCC C5.C CR
PREREC F + N 100 + CFEM 110, 24C
1 08. 30-09. 20 M k F h EC 202 BECKER
07. 30-09. 2C T TF H EC 212
335 MEAL MANAGEMENT C4.0 CR
PREREC F+N 256
1 1C. 30-11. 20 T TF F EC 101 EECKER
11. 30-01. 2C T 7F H EC 105
371 FIELD EXPERIENCE 06. CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CHAIRMAN + INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC EECKER
421 REC TPENCS IN FCCC C3.C CR
PREREC F+N 320 CR EQUIVALENT
1* 03.30-04.20 M k F F EC 212
481 READINGS C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC F+N 320 + CONSENT CF CHAIRMAN CR INSTR
1* TC BE ARRANGED FAYNE
l572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C8.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED PAYNE
599 THESIS C5.C TC 09.
C
CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1* TC BE ARRANGED FAYNE
French (FR)
161A FR FCR GRAD STUDENT 00.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 MTkTF kHLR 107
161B FR FCR GRAD STUDENT CO.C CR
1 09.30-10.20 MTkTF MAIN 30E
201 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 09.0 CR
PREREC GSD 123-9 CP GSC 123C, CR 2YRS UGH SCHCCL
1 09.3C-11.2C MT THF WHLR 113
09.30-10.20 k WHLR 113
10.30-11.20 k MAIN 101
ACCELERATED
201B INTERMEDIATE FRENCH C3.0 CR
PREREC FR 2C1A
1 11. 30-12. 20 M k F WHLR 207
11.30-12.20 T MAIN 101
201C INTERMEDIATE FRENCH C3.0 CR
PREREC FR 2C1B
1 02.30-03.20 MT Th WHLR 207
02.30-03.20 k MAIN 101
350 ADV CCMF-AND CCNV C4.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 MTkTF CL 25 KILKER
354 INTRC LIT ANALYSIS C4.C CR
PREREC FR 350
1 * 08.30-09.20 MTkTH MAIN 209
461 FRENCH STYLISTICS C4.C CR
PREREC 350 CR CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 09.30-10.20 MTk F H EC 104
49
5C1 SEN SELC FR ALThCR C2.C TC C6.C CR.
1 IC.3C-11.2C T TH H EC 201 SNITF
TCPIC - STENCHAL
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C3.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANCEC
German (GER)
161A GER FCR GRAC STUD CO.C CR
1 01.3C-C2.2C VTVv F WHAN 307
161B GER FCR GRAC STLD CO.O CR
1 01.3C-C2.2C NTW F WHIP 214
2C1 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN C9.C CR
1 08.3C-1C.2C NT ThF WHLP 207
08.3C-C9.2C W WHLP 20 7
09.3C-1C.2C V MAIN 101
ACCELERATED
2C1C INTERMEDIATE GERMAN C3.C CR
PREREC GER 2C1E
1 11.3C-12.20 N Vi F WHLR 112
11.3C-12.2C TH NAIIV 10 1
3C3 NCVELLE 1STH CENT C4.0 CR
1 11.3C-12.2C NT THF WHLR 212 FONKE
403 BALLADS + LYRICS C3.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C N W F WHLP 212 FUNKE
413B GERMAN LINGUISTICS 03. CR
1 C9.3C-1C.2C N W F h EC 122A FRENCH
497 REACG 18TH CT LIT Cl.C TC C2.C CR
1 10. 30-11. 2C T TH MAIN 202 FARTWIG
5C1 SEMINAR GER AUTHOP C2.0 CR
1 G9.3C-10.2C T TH WHAN 307 HARTWIG
512 19TH CENTLRY NCVEL C3.C CR
1 01.3C-C2.2C N fa F WHLR 2C3 FRENCH
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS C2.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Russian (RUSS)
320 READING IN RLSS LIT C2.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C T TH WHLP 212 KUPCEK
414 RUSSIAN PCETRY 03. CR
1 11.30-12.20 M W F WHAM 214 KUPCEK
415 RUSSIAN PHCNETICS C3.0 CR
PREREC RUSS 30EC
1 1C.3C-11.20 M W F H EC 106 KUPCEK
Spanish (SPAN)
161A SPAN FCR GRAC STUC CO.O CR
1 12.3C-01.20 MTWTH H EC 122
lfclE SPAN FCR GRAD STUC CO.C CR
1 12.3C-C1.2C MTWTF H EC 104
201 INTERMEDIATE SPANIS C9.0 CR
PREREC GSD 140-9 CR C-SD 1A0C CR 2YRS HIGH SCHCCL
1 09.30-11.20 M W F H EC 203
09. 30-11. 2C T MAIN 102
09. 30-10. 2C TH H EC 2C3
1C.3C-11.20 TH MAIN 101
ACCELERATED CCLRSE
2C1A INTERMEC SPANISH 03. CR
PREREC GSC 140-9 CP CSC 140C CR 2 YRS HIGH SCHCCL
01.30-02.20 T MAIN 101
50
2C1C INTERNED SPANISH C3.C CR
PREREG SPAN 201B
1 OS.3C-10.2C N k F kHLR 202
C9.3C-10.2C Th NAIN 101
316 CIVIL ESPANCLA C3.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 08.3C-CS.2C f k F kHLP 203 ANDEPSCN
422 CCNT SP AN PCETRY C3.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C P k F kHLR 207 ANCEPSCN
475 GEN TCPICS IN SPAN C3.C TC 12. C CR
1 C9.3C-10.20 NTk kHLR 202 ANCEPSCN
5C0 SEMNAR LAT AN FICT C2.C TC C6.C CR
1 11.3C-12.2C T TF kHLP 203
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS C2.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Forestry (FOR)
221 CENDRCLCGY C4.C CR
1 1C. 30-11. 20 N k F AG 18? FCSLEY
10.30-12.20 T AG 187
259 TECH IN AG + FOREST C3.C TC 60. C CR
PREREC TRANSFER FRCN 2 YR PRCGRAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED ANCEPSCN
390 SPEC STIC FORESTRY Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC ADV STANDING + CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCP ( 3 . 75 ) A\< EPAGE
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
49C PRACTICUN C4.C TC 16.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPARTNENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
52CA READ FCR + FCR REC Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
520E READINGS RES ECCN Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTCP + FCR 275 CR ECUIVALEM
1 TC BE ARRANGED
520C READ FCR PRO WD SCI Cl.C TC C6.C CP
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575 RESEARCH Cl.C TO C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Geography (GEOG)
3CC INTRC TC GECG C4.C CR
1 08.30-C9.20 P k LAkSON 131 FILLIAPC
08.3C-10.20 F AG 116
302 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY C4.C CR
PREREG GECG 30C
1 07.3C-G8.20 NTkTF 0483 101 SHARPE
306 CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY C4.C CR
1 09. 20-10. 2C NTkTH 0482 101 LCBE
400 GEOGRAPHIC NETHCDS 03. CR
PREREC GSB 101A ANC GECG 302, 3C4, ANC 3C6
1 08.3C-12.C0 NTkTFF klHAN 228 SCHNUCCE
01. 30-03. CC NTkTFF kHAN 226
RESTRICTED TC EPDA INSTITUTE
4G4A ADV ECCN GEOG I C4.C CR
PREREC GECG 304 CR CCNSENT CFCEPT
1 1C. 30-11. 20 NTkTH 0482 101 FILLIARC
406A ADV CLLT GECG I C4.C CR
PREREC GECG 3C6 CR CCNSENT CF CEPT
51
1 11.3C-12.20 NTfeTF C483 101 LCEB
44C KEAOINGS-NAJCRS C2.C TC C6.0 CR
PREREG NAJCRS CNLY
1 TC BE ARRANGED
49C£ TUTORIAL IN GECG Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC GECG NAJCR ANC SEMCR STANDING
1 12.3C-02.20 N PHY SC 41C
515 FIELC CCURSE C4.C TO C6.C CR
PREREC PASTERS DEGREE CR GECG 5CC ANC 5C1
1 TC BE ARRANGED
52C SENINAR PFYS GECG C4.C CR
1 1C.30-12.2C N k AG 116
53C INCEP STUDY GECG C2.C TC 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
540£ RESEARCH PHYS GECG C4.C CR
PREREC GECG 52C
1 08.3C-12.00 NTfcTHF WHAN 226 SCFMUCCE
01.3C-03.00 NTWTHF WF4N 228
RESTRICTED TC EPD£ INSTITUTE
540B RESEARCH-ECCN GECG C5.C CR
PREREC GECG 521
I 08. 30-12. CO NTfeTHF V«HAN 228 SCHNLCCE
01.3C-03.CO NTfcTHF WHAN 226
RESTRICTED TC EPDA INSTITUTE
54CC RESEARCH REG GECG C2.0 TC 36. C CR
PREREC GECG 522
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
54CC RESEARCH CULT GECG C2.C TC 36.0 CR
PREREC GECG 524
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C3.C TC C9.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Geology (GEOL)
430 PFYSICCRAPHIC N AN C4.C CR
PREREC GECL' 22C
1 TC BE ARRANGED AG EELL
440 INDEPENDENT STUDY Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC GECL 22C .22 1 , ACV4N CEC STANDING
1 TC BE ARRANGED
45C/> FIELC GECLCGY C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SAfcATZKY
450B ADV FIELD GECLCGY C3.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SAWATZKY
540 ADV STUD-STRUCTURE Cl.C TC C9.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 11.30-12.20 N W AG MLLER
541 RESEARCH Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C2.C TC 09. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Government (GOVT)
231 AMERICAN NATL GCVT C5.C CR
1 12.30-01.20 NTfcTHF LAWSON 131
232 .STATE LCCAL GOVT C5.C CR
PREREQ GOVT 231 CR GSB 211B
1 1C. 30-11. 20 NTkTFF PARK 111 EAKER
2 11.30-12.20 NTWHF LAWSON 131 RICGEWAY
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CCC CF PHIL DEGREE
KLINGBERG
53
Guidance and Educational Psychology (GUID)
3C5 ECLC PSYCHOLOGY C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 2C1C
1 07.3G-C8.2C W F LAkSCN 141 ELUNENFELC
07. 30-08. 2C T TF LAkSCN 151
2 12.3C-C1.2C TWTFF LAfcSCN 161 ELUNENFELC
412 MENTAL HYGIENE C4.C CR
PREREC GUID 305
1* 1C.3C-11.2C NTKTFF KHAN 302 YATES
422A CONST-USE EVAL INST C4.C CR
PREREG GLID 305
1* 08.3C-C9.2C NTfcTFF LAfcSCN 101 ECRGSNILLER
2* G1.3C-C2.2C N*TkTFF WHAN 319 AUSTIN
442 BASIC PRIN CF GOIC C4.0 CR
PREREC GUID 305
1* 09. 30-10. 2C NTWTHF CONN 111 CEWEESE
48i SEMINAR C2.C TC 12.
C
CR
PREREC GUID 305 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR + CEPAPTNENT
1* TC BE ARRANGED
5C1 SPEC RESEARCH PRCE C2.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREG ADVANCEC STANDING + CCNSENT CF CEPAPTNENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
5C5 INTR TC STAT NETH C4.C CR
1* 08.3C-G9.2C NTfcTFF WHAN 205 EEGGS
2* 09.30-10.20 NTfcTHF WHAN 312 NCNEIL
5C6 ADV STATISTICAL NET C4.C CR
PREREC GUID 505
1* 09.3C-1C.2C NTV.THF PULL 39 NCUW
507 DES + ANAL CF EXPER C4 .0 CR
PREREC GUID 506
1* 08.3C-C9.2C NTkTFF PULL 39 NCUW
511 ED INPL CF LEARN TH C4.C CR
PREREG ACVANCEC ST/iNCINC-
1 01.3C-C3.20 N W WHAN 303 LAWS
515 PSY ASPECTS CF ED C4.C CR
PREREC ADVANCEC STANC ING
1 1C. 30-11. 20 NTkTHF WHAN 205 LAWS
521A ANAL-CLASSRN BEHAV C4.C CR
PREREC GUID 305
1* Ol.30-C3.20 N k WHAN 302 NAYER
53C STANDARDIZED TEST C4.C CR
PREREC -GUID 505
1* 01.30-03.30 T TH WHAN 321 ERACLEY
531 THEORY CF MEASURENT C4.0 CR
PREREG GUID 505 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* 1C.3C-11.2C NTWTHF WHAN 312 NCNEIL
532A INCIV NEAS THECRY - C4.C CR
PREREC GUIO 505 ANC CONSENT CF INSTPLCTGR
1* 06. 00-09. CO Ptf TH WHAN 229 CALY
532B INDIV NEAS APPRAIS 04.0 CR
PREREC GUID 532A
1 06.0C-C9.C0 PM N WHAN 229 ANBLE
537A COUNSEL THECR--PRAC C4.0 CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF CEPAPTNENT
1* O1.3C-03.20 N W WHAN 317 NEEK
541 CCCUP INF + GUID C4.C CR
PREREC GUID 442
1* 11.30-12.20 NTW F TECH A 214 RANP
11.30-12.20 TH TECH A 222
543 GUID THROUGH GRCUFS C4.0 CR
PREREC GUID 442
I* 10.30-12.20 N fc WHAN 329 GRAF
2* 01.30-03.20 T TH WHAN 317 GRENFELL
545N SEM-PSYC FGUND - ED C4.C CR
1* 09.30-11.20 V W TECF B 2C CCCY
548A PRACT IN SEC GLID 02.0 TG C4.C CR
PREREC GUID 537 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
54
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
548B PKACT IN ELEN GUIC C2.C TG C4.0 CR
PREREG GUID 537 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTRICTCR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
548C PRACT IN COUNSELING C4.C TC C8.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
548C PRAC IN SCHCCL PSYC C2.C TC C8.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* TC EE ARRANGED
553 GUID-FUPIL PERS SER C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG GUIC 537
1* 03.3C-Q4.20 MTfcTFF WHAM 317 ALTEKRLSE
562A HUN DEV IN EC-CHILD C4.C CR
PREREG ADVANCEC STINGING
1* 03.3C-C5.2C N V WfiP 319 fAVER
5626 HUM DEV IN ED-ACOL C4.G CR
PREREG MAY EE TAKEN IN A,B SEQUENCE
1* 08.30-10.20 T TH PARK 111 ERACLEY
58C TCP SEP-STAT + MEAS C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREG INSTRUCTCRS PERMISSION
1* 09.3C-12.G0 M fc CL 326 EEGGS
581 INTERN-CCUNS + GUID Cl.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREG GUIC 54EC
1* TC BE ARRANGED
590 SEM - BEHAV FGUNDAT C2.C CR
PREREG FORMAL ACNISSICN TC CCCTCR CF PFIL STUDIES
1* 09.3C-11.20 M WHAM 301* JCRCAN
596 INDEP INVESTIGATICN C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREG INSTRUCTCRS FERNISSICN
1* 03.3C-C5.CC T TH WHAM 112
599 THESIS C3.C TC C9.0 CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
Health Education (H ED)
300 CCMMUMCABLE CISEAS C3.C CR
PREREG H EC 305
1 11.30-12.20 MTfcTH ARENA 121 MILLER
3G1 H ED CCNCEPTS ADV C4.G CR
PREREG H EC 305
1 11.30-12.20 MTfeTF ARENA 119 VINCENT
3G2S CRIVER-TRAFF SAFETY C4.C CR
PREREG A VALID DRIVERS LISENSE AND F EC 3C5
1 07. 30-08. 2C MTWTH AG 224 RITZEL
305 PRIN-FCUNC H ED C4.C CR
1 12.30-C1.2O MTfeTF ARENA 121 PHILLIPS
334S FIRST AID C4.C CR
PREREG H EC 305
1 07.3C-C8.20 MTfcTH ARENA 119 FARRIS
2 08.30-09.20 MTWTH ARENA 119 RITZEL
3 09. 30-10,20 MTWTH ARENA 119 SMELSER
4 06.00-07.40 PM feTH GRASSY IOC
350 METH NAT.SCH HEALT C4.C CR
PREREG H ED 305
1 10.30-11.20 MTWTH ARENA 121 PHILLIPS
442S DRIV + TRAF SAFE EC C4.C CR
PREREG HED 3C2S
1 08.30-09.20 MTWTFF L-APS 135
443S DRIV + TRAF SAFE ED 04.0 CR
PREREG H ED 302
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTFF L-AFS 135 ERICGES
445S DRIVER SIMULATION C4.C CR
PREREG HEC 443S
55
1 O1.3G-C5.C0 MTkTHF L-APS 135
JUNE 16 - JULY 11
2 C1.3C-C5.CC NTUhF L-AFS 135
JULY 14 - AUG 8
461 WCRKSFCP HEALTH EC C4.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC H EC ICC CR ITS ECUIV
i 01.2C-C4.4C MTfcTFF ARENA 1 IS RUSSEL
JULY 15 - AUG 2
462 HEALTH ED WCRKSHCF C4.C CR
PREREC H EC 3C5
1 01.2C-C4.4C MTfcTFF ARENA 119 RUSSEL
JULY 15 - AUG 2
463 HEALTH EC WCRKSHCF Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC H EC 3C5
1 1.2C-C4.40 MTfcTFF ARENA 119
JULY 15 - AUG 2
464 WKSHP ALCCHCL ECUC C4.C CR
PREREC H EC 305
1 01.2C-04.40 MTMFF ARENA 119
JULY 15 - AUG 2
471 CRG AC SCH HEALTH C4.C CR
PREREC H EC 3C5
1* 07.3C-CE.2C MTfcTFF ARENA 121 LEFEVRE
475S TRAFFIC LAW ENFCRCE C4.C CR
PREREC H ED 433S CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 11.3C-12.20 MTfcTFF L-AFS 135
490 FLC UK SCH CCMM HEA C2.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC RESTRICTEC TC KAJCRS IN CEPT
1* TC 8E ARRANGEC C-RISSCM
491 H TCH-SCHCCL + CCMM C4.0 CR
PREREC H ED 3C5,471CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* 08.3C-C9.2C MTkTPF ARENA 11£ CASEY
511 PRACT H EC WKSFCP C5.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 MTVvTHF 125 RUSSEL
JULY 15 - AUG 2
52C SPECIAL PRCJECTS C4.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED EOYCSTCN
526 EVALUATICN IN H EC C4.C CR
1* 1C. 30-11. 20 MTWTFF ARENA 119 CASEY
53CS PRCR RES ACCIC PREV 04. CR
PREREC H ED 443S,525S,CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* 07.3C-08.2C MTWTFF L-AFS 135 0ARCN
533A HUMAN CONSERVATION C4.C CR
PREREC PERMISSION CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 08.3C-C9.2C MTfcTFF ARENA 121 GRISSCM
533C HUMAN CONSERVATION C4.C CR
PREREC H EC 533A,B
1* 09.30-10.20 MTWTHF ARENA 121 GRISSCM
597A SEMINAR Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC EOYCSTCN
597B SEMINAR Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED eOYCSTCN
597C SEMINAR Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED EOYCSTCN
599 THESIS 03. C TC C9.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED EOYCSTCN
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48.0 CR
PREREC MUST MEET MINIMUM REC OF 36 FRS FCR PF C CEC-EE
1 TC BE ARRANGED EOYCSTCN
Higher Education (HIED)
510 HIGHER EDUC IN U S C4.0 CR
1* 08.30-C9.2C MTWTHF WHAM 137 MCCRE
512 HIED-SELECT NATIONS C4.C CR
1* 11.3C-12.20 MTWTHF WHAM 205 JACCES
56
515 COL STUDENT PER WK C4.0 CR
1 O8.3C-C9.20 NTfcTFF WHAN 319 C-RAFAN
516 COLLEGE TEACHING C4.C CR
1* 07.30-C8.20 NTfcTFF WHAN 137 NCKEEFERY
522 READINGS C6.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF INSTPLCTOR
1* TC BE ARRANGED h^JPE
2 TC BE ARRANGED GRA! <*N
3 TC BE ARRANCEC KING
323A INTERN-CCLL TEACH 01. C TC 12. C CR
PRERtC CONSENT CF CEPT
1* TC RE ARRANGEC TCLLE
5230 INTERN-STLDENT PEPS Cl.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1* TC BE ARRANGED C-RAFAN
523C INFERN-CCLLEGE ACI* Cl.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1* TC BE ARRANGED NCKEEFERY
524 INDIVIDUAL STLCY C2.C TC C6.C CR
PREREG CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* TC 8E ARRANGEC NCKEEFERY
2 TC BE ARRANGED GRAFAN
3 TC BE ARRANGEC KING
5351 JR COLLEGE ACNIN C2.C CR
1 01.30-03.20 NTMFF WHAN 206 TCLLE
JCNE 2C - JULY 11
545V FED GCV + HI EC C3.C CR
1 01.3C-C3.2C NTfcTFF WHAN 206
JULY 14 - AUGUST 1
565 CCNNLMT-JR CCLLEGE C4.C CR
1* 09.20-10.20 NTWTFF WHAN 319 TCLLE
578 ECCN ASPECT CF HIED C4.C CR
1* 1C. 30-11. 20 NTWTFF WHAN 137 KING
589 ADVANCED RESEARCH C4.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTPLCTCR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
595 HIED SENINAR III C2.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
1 01.30-03.20 NTkTHF WHAN 206
NTS JUNE 16-27 TCPIC PERSONNEL WCRK IN THE JR CCLL
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
PREREG NIMNUN CF 36 HRS TC EE EARNED FOR CCCTCR CF PHIL
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
History (HIST)
309 NEGRC IN ANERICA C4.C CR
1 08. 30-09. 2C TWTHF NAIN 201 NURPHY
322E ENG HIST- 16C3-1815 C4.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 NT THF NAIN 1C2 CHERRY
332E NECIEVAL HISTORY C3.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 NT TH NAIN 201 EREHN
333C EUR HIST-20TH CENT 03.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 NT TH NAIN 1C2 CCAY
352B LATIN ANER- I NDEPEND C3.C CR
1 07.30-08.20 N W F NAIN 206 WERLICF
365A HIST CHINESE CIVIL 03. CR
PREREC 6 HRS OF 30C-LEVEL SCC SCIENCE CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 07.3C-C8.20 N W F NAIN 209 KUC
401E HIST CF SOUTH-NEW C3.C CR
1
t
11.30-12.20 T THF NAIN 1C2A NURPFY
410 SPECIAL READINGS C2.C TO C5.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
57
41AC INTELLECTUAL-EIROFE C3.C CR
i 11.3C-12.2C V k F VAIN 202 VYVERECRG
417C AC V EN G HIST C3.CCR
1 C9.3C-1C.2C f k F VAIN 102 CHERPY
A25B AVER CCLCMAL HIST C3.C CR
1 12.3C-C1.20 VT Th VAIN 102 EATINSM
43AH SCC ELR 187C-191A C3.0 CR
1 09.3C-10.20 T THF VAIN 202 ZUCKER
452 RESEARCH + THESIS C3.C CR
1 12.3C-C3.2C Vt PHY SC A1C
2 01.3C-0A.3G T WHLP 203 EATINSKI
A6 5E REVRLSSSINCE19C5 C3.0CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C VT 7H VAIN 102A CDAY
A75/i DICTA1CRSHIP-LTN *V C3.C CR
1 12.3C-C1.2C ¥ V F VAIN 102)5 ViERLICF
5CCA SEVINAR-AVER HIST CA.C TC 10. C CR
1 09.3C-11.1C T TH WHLP 203 CCNRAC
5C0E SFVINAP-EUR HIST CA.C TC 10. C CR
1 01.3C-C3.1C V V VAIN 202 VYVEPBERC
510 READINGS IN HISTORY C2.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1 TC 6E ARRANGED
515A SEM 2CTH CENUS HIS C3.0 CR
1 O1.3C-CA.30 V bHAV 3C1E ALLEN
516 STUDIES CCNTEVP ELR C4.0 CR
1 01.3C-C3.2C T TH VAIN 202 ZUCKER
575C STUDIES-LATIN AVER C3.0 CR
1 C8.3C-11.2C U VAIN 202 fcERLICH
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Home and Family ( H & F)
227 FAVILY LIVING C3.C CR
1 O3.3C-CA.20 V V F H EC 1ACE CARPENTER
237 CHILD CEVELCPVENT C3.C CR
1 12.3C-01.2C V Vt F H EC 1ACE ZUMCH
3CC HOVE EC FOR VEN C3.C CR
1 O2.3C-03.2C V k F H EC 1ACE HEISLEP
323 HOUSING C2.C CR
1 09. 30-10. 2C T H EC 203 CRAIG
08.3C-1C2C TH H EC 5
2 09.3C-1C.20 T H EC 203 CRAIG
09.3C-11.2C F H EC 5
331 VGT CF FAVILY RES C3.C CR
1 01.3C-02.3C V V F H EC 1ACE
332 HOVE fGT RESIDENCE CA.C CR
PREREC H + F 227,331
1 TC BE ARRANGEC MALCNE
3A1 CCNSUVER PRCELEVS CA.O CR
1 07. 30-08. 2C VT THF H EC 1ACE CRAIG
A07 hCRKSFCP C2.C TC C8.0 CR
1 07.3C-C9.20 VTfcTFF H EC 12C JCFNSTCN
*JULY 1A-25, EQUIPMENTS' IVPACT CN fcCRK IN THE FCVE
2 09.3C-11.20 VTMHF H EC 12C CARPENTER
JUNE 16-27, PERSONAL FRCBLEVS IN FAVILY L IFE-ECUCA T ICN
3 02.30-OA.3C VTfcTHF H EC 12C ZUMCH
JUNE 16-27, BLACK AVEPICAN CHILC
A56 INFANT CEVELCPVENT CA.C CR
PREREC 237 CR FSYC 3C1 CR EQUIVALENT
I 09.30-11.20 VTfcTFF H EC 12C ZUMCH
JUNE 3C-JULY 25
481 READINGS C2.C TC CA.O CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR ANC CHAIRVAM
1* TC BE ARRANGED
571 REC RESEARCH H EC CA.C CR
58
1* 12.3C-C2.2C MTfaTHF H EC 5 JCFNSTCN
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C8.C CR
I* TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C5.C TC C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
Home Economics Education (HEED)
3G9A PROGRAM PLANNING C3.C CR
PREREC GUIC 305, S EC 31C
1 12.30-C1.2C M fa F H EC 203
313 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 309
1 TC BE ARRANGED
371 FIELC EXPERIENCE C6.C CR
PREREC 370
1 TC BE ARRANGED
415 INTRC TC GRAC STUCY C1.0 CR
1* 12.3C-C1.2C F F EC 132 FULTS
481 READINGS C2.CTCC6.CCR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR ANC CHAIRMAN CF DEPARTMENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
5CC RESEARCH METHCCS C4.0 CR
PREREC GUIC 422B CP CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* 01.3C-C2.2C MTfaTFF H EC 12C FLLTS
507 WCRKSFCP C2.C TC C8.C CR
1 07.3C-C9.2C MUFF F EC 132 FULTS
JUNE 16-JLLY U, WAGE EARNING IN ThE hJCF SCFCCL
2* 07.3C-C9.2C MTfaTFF H EC 122A
WK 1+E-CAMPUS,REST FIELC EXP, TCH F EC INNER CITIES
3 09.30-11.20 MTfaTFF H EC 132 KEENAN
JUNE 16-JLLY 11, POST F S VOCATIONAL TECF PROGRAMS
4 02.3C-CA.2C MTfaTHF H EC 132 KEENAN
JULY 14-ALG0ST B, CONCEPTS AND CENER AL 12 A 7 ICNS
5 02.30-04.30 MTfaTFF H EC 133
JUNE 30-JLLY 4, SLPERVISICN FCR CCCPERATING TEACHERS
572 SPECIAL PRC8LEMS C2.C TC C8.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
573 SEM-RES IN HCME EC Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* 03.20-04.20 TH H EC 122A
599 THESIS C5.C TC C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC FULTS
6CC DISSERTATION C3.C TC 48. C CR






1 03. 20-04. 20
Ol.3C-C3.2C




1 08.3C-C9.2G M fa TECH A 21C
08.30-1C.2C T TECF C 14E
2 08.30-09.20 M fa TECF A 21C
1C.3C-12.2C T TECH C 14B
318C INDUSTRIAL WELDING C3.0 CR
1 07. 30-08. 2C M fa TECF A 222
07. 30-09. 2C TH TECH D 14E
2 07.3C-C8.20 M fa TECF A 222
07. 30-09. 2C F TECH C 14E
59
C2.C CR
T TH TECF A 111
C4.0 CR
M fa F TECF A 206
M TECF C 14E
M fa F TECH A 208
F TECF C 14E
C3.0 CR
319 INDUSTRIAL INTERN C3.C TC 24.
C
CR
PREREC CONSENT CF I!\STPICTGR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
325A METAL REMCV PRCCESS C3.C CR
PREREC MATH 1 1 IB
1 12.3C-C1.2C M V TGCh A 2CE
01.3C-C3.2C k TECH C 14E
2 12.3C-C1.2C M V> TECH A 20E
1C.3C-12.2C TF TECF C 14E
35ie PRCDLCT CCNTRCL C3.C CR
PREREC JUMCR STANCING
1 09.3C-1C.20 N k F TECF A 222
Instructional Materials (I M)
3C8 INTRC TC CATALOGING C4.C CR
1* 1C.3C-11.20 MTkTFF POLL 32C CCX
4C3 SCH LIB FUN MGT C4.C CR
1* C9.3C-10.2C MTkTFF PLLL 32C FLETCHER
4C5 LIB MAT FCR CHILD C4.C CR
PREREC OPEN TO JUNICRS WITH CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 07.3C-C8.2C MTMFF PLLL 32C FLETCHER
AO 7 BASIC REF SOURCES C4.C CR
1* C3.3C-C4.2C NTfcTFF kHAN 31E KILPATRICK
413 CAT CF NCN-BCCK MM C4.C CR
PREREC 308
1* 08.30-09.20 MThTHF PULL 32C
417 A-V METH IN ECLC C4.C CR
1* 07.3C-08.2C MTfeTHF LAkSON 121 NCCRE
2 08.3C-C9.20 MTkTF LAhSCN 121 NCCRE
3* C9.3C-10.2C MTMFF LAWSCN 221 ECfeAPCS
4* 1C. 30-11. 20 MTfcTFF LARSON 101 EUTTS
5* 11.3C-12.2C NTfcTFF LAfcSCN 121 MCCRE
6* 12.3C-01.2C MTfeTHF LAfeSCN 221 PLAMNC
7* 01.3C-C2.20 MTUTEF LAWSCN 101 ECWAPCS
8* 02.30-03.20 MTfcTHF LAfcSON 10 1 FLAMNC
445 PREP TEACH-MADE MAT C4.C CR
PREREC 417 CR CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 07.3C-C9.2C MTfcTFF WHAN 3C5 NCCRE
2* 10.3C-12.2jO MTfeTHF khfit< 3C5 kFITE
450 CLASSRCCM TV TCHG C2.C CP
l 08.30-10.20 MTfcTPF LARSON 10 1 PLAMNC
12.3C-C2.2C MTfcTFF LAfcSON 231
AUG 11 - AUG 15
510 MASS CCMM IN EDUC C4.C CR
1* 12.3C-C1.2C MTfcTFF PULL 32C EUTTS
523 SEMINAR-JR CCL LIE 04. CR
1* 03.3C-C5.20 MTfcTHF PULL 32C
JUNE 17 - JULY 11
546 INTEG A-V MATERIALS C4.C CR
PREREC 417, CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 01.3C-03.2C MTMFF PULL 32C
JUNE 17 - JULY 11
549 .VISUAL LEARNING C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 11.30-12.20 MTWTFF PULL 32C VENCT
576 PRCB INST MAT C2.C TC C8.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C5.C TC C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
6C0 ' CISSERTATICN Cl.C TO 48.
C
CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
Journalism (JRNL)
1C1 INTRC TC JCURN I C3.C CR
60
1 9.3C-1C.2C N V F VnFAN 306 CLAYTCN
102 INTRC TC JCLRN II C3.C CR
1 07.3C-C8.2C N W F LAkSCN 201 CLAYTCI^
1C3 THE NEi»S C3.C CR
1 07.3C-C8.2C N F 0834 1C1 NATFESCN
•> 07.30-09.20 k 0834 10 1
2 1C.3C-11.2C N V* C834 101 NATFESCN
C9.3C-11.2C F G834 101
JRNL 1C3 LIMITED 7C STLCEMS V\HC HAVE HAC
J^.NL }C1,1C2 CR 345,346






























































































































































































C ThCSE kFC HAVE FAC 1
C3.C CR
N F C834 101
T 0834 101
C TFCSE kFC F£VE FAC 1
C3.C CR
TF C834 101
TFCSE kFC FAVE FAC 2
C3.C CR
N V F 08 3 A 137
C TFCSE VFC F/SVE FAC 2
C3.C CR


















NTMFF TECF A 31C
T TF AG 222
C TFCSE V\FC FAVE FAC 27C
C4.C CR
OF INSTRLCTCR
TF TECF A 306 FILENAN
03. CR
N V>TF 0834 101 eRCWN
N h F 0834 101 LAWHCRN
C3.C CR
N Vi 0834 122A eRCVvN
TF WHAN 307
T Cl.C TC 04. CR
T CCNN 144 CUGAS
C3.C CR
N W F CONN 116




N F F EC 202
h WHAN 302
Cl.C CR
T 0834 101 FRA2ER
C GPACLATING SEMCRS
S 04. CR
NTMFF TECH D 131 RICE
E C3.C CR
N W WHAN 30ie ATWCCC
F CONN 116
T H EC 102
C3.C CR
N W F AG 216 ROCKER
TF TECH A 206
61
449 PRACTICE
1 TC BE ARRANGED
533 RESEARCH PRCE-JRNL
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
545 STLOIES IN JRNL HIS
1 06.CC-C9.C0 PN
599 THESIS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
6C0 CISSERTATICN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
C2.C TC C8.C CR
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
C3.C CR
V V^H-AN 212
Cl.C TC C8.C CR















340 BUS-CPG AND NGT C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 2C1E ANC C, CR ECL I VALEN T- JR STANCINC CR CCNSEM
09.3C-1C.2C TMHF LAV.SCN 161
RESEARCH IN BUS ACN C4.C CR
PREREC NGT 340, GSC 1C2, 1C3, GSC 11C CR ECUIV CR CCNSENT
07. 30-08. 2C NT THF CL 24
12.3C-C1.2C NT THF CL 24
PRCDUCTICN NGT C4.C CR
PREREC NGT 340, 345, NATF 15CA CR ECLIV. CR CCNSEM CF INST
08. 30-09. 2C NT THF PH> SC 216
PERSCNNEL NGT C4.C CR
PREREG NGT 340, GSC 11C CR ECUIVALENT, CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1C. 30-11. 20 NT THF XLAWSCN 201
THE NGT PROCESS C4.C CR
PREREG NBA STUCENT
09.3C-1C.20 NTfcTHF AG 188
PRCBS BUS AND ECGN C4.0 CR
PREREC 34C, ECCN 215, 3C8 CR 4C8 CR ECUIV, NKTG 3C1 CR ECUI
12.30-02.20 N k CL 109
02.3C-04.2C N fe CL 109
REC PPCB-LABCR LAV* C4.C CR
PREREC FIN 371 OR ECCN 31C CR GCVT 395, CR CCNSENT CF INST
11. 30-12. 20 NT THF AG 202
ACNIMSTRATIVE PCL C4.C CR
PREREC NGT 340, FIN 32C, NKTG 301 CR ECUIV, + SR SYNCING
08.3C-10.20 V WHAN 326
08.3C-10.2C F AG 222
1C.3C-12.2C U F WHAN 202
01. 30-03. 2C T TH khfit< 112
PRCBS PERS NGT C4.0 CR
PREREC NGT 385, ECCN 3C8 CR 408, NGT 361





























EC ECCN 214, 215












EG. 325 AND 337
.30-09.20 T TH
ARKETING NGM7














1 08.3C-1C.2C P CL 109
C8.3C-1C.PC V H EC 206
463 ADVERTISING PANAG C4.C CR
PREREC 325 ANC 333
i 1C.3C-12.2C T TH CL 109
;>
Mathematics (MATH)
U1A CCL ALGEBRA TRIG C5.C CR
PRFREC GSC 1C6 OR FS ECLIV
i 07.3C-C8.2C PTfcTFF TECF A 206
2 09.3C-10.2C PTWTFF TECF A 206
3 1C.3C-11.2C PUTFF H EC 116
4 11.3C-12.20 PTMHF TECF A 208
5 01.3C-C2.2C PTfeTFF TECH A 322
6 03. 30-04. 2C PTMFF TECF A 306
HIE CCL ALGEBRA TRIG C5.C CR
PREREC PATF 1 1 1 A
1 07.3C-C8.2C PTkTFF TECh A 306
2 08.3C-CS.2C PUTFF TECh A 206
3 12.3C-C1.2C PTfcTFF TECF A 21C
4 02.3C-C3.2C PTVTFF TECF A 22C
15CA ELEP CALC-ANAL GECP C5.C CR
PRFREC PATH 1 1 IB
1 O7.3C-C8.20 PUTFF TECF A 31C
2 1C.3C-11.20 PTMFF TECh A 322
3 02. 30-03. 2C PTWTFF TECF A 31C
15CE ELEM CALC-ANAL GECP C5.C CR
PREREC PATF 15CA
1 08.3C-C9.2C PTfcTHF TECH A 32C
2 01. 30-02. 2C PTfcTFF TECt- A 31C
252A INTER CALC-ANAL GEO C5.C CR
PREREC PATH 15CB
1 09.3C-1C.2C PTfeTHF TECH A 31C
252E INTER CALC-ANAL GEO C4.C CR
PREREC PATH 252A
1 1C.3C-11.2C P HhF PHY SC 116
301 FUNDAPENTAL CCNCEFT C3.C CR
PREREC PATH 15CB
1 O1.3C-C3.20 T TECF A 32C
02. 30-03. 2C P fcTFF TECH A 32C
JUNE 17 - JULY 22
3C5A PATH FHYS SCIENCES C3.C CR
PREREC PATF 252B
1 08. 30-09. 2C P fcTFF TECH A 322
07.3C-09.2C T TECH A 322
JLNE 17 - JULY 22
3C5E PATH FHYS SCIENCES C3.C CR
PREREC PATH 3C5A
1 08.3C-C9.2C P fcTFF TECF A 322
07.3C-C9.20 T TECH A 322
JULY 23 - AUG 29
310 TEACHING ELEP PATH C4.0 CR
PREREC GSC 1C8E
1* 08.3C-C9.2C PTV.THF TECF C 131
2 1C. 30-11. 20 NT THF PHY SC 216
3* 1C.3C-11.2C P fc TECH A 306
1C.3C-11.2C T THF TECH A 31C
4* 01.3C-C2.20 PTfcTHF TECF C 131
319 INTR-ABSTRACT ALG C3.C CR
PREREC PATH 3C 1 CR CONSENT CF CEPT
1 01.30-03.20 T TECF A 32C
02.30-03.20 P VTHF TECH A 32C
JULY 23 - AUG 29
335A CONCEPTS CF GECP C3.C CR
PREREC PATH 252A
63


















































































































































































































































































































TFF TECF A 31C
C4.C CR
THF TECF A 306
ATICN STLCENTS CNlY
C4.C CR
TFF TECF A 32C
ATICN STLCENTS CNLY
C4.C CR
TFF H EC 122
ATICN STLCENTS CNLY
C4.C CR














THF H EC 116
ATICN STLCENTS CNLY
C4.0 CR
EFT CR INSTITUTE CIRECTCR
THF TECF A 201
ATICN STLCENTS CNLY
C4.0 CR
THF TECF A 222
ATICN STLCENTS CNLY
C3.C CR




550A SENINAR IN ALGEBRA C3.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INST?
1 11.3C-12.20 NTfcTFF TECH A 21C
55CC SENINAR IN ANALYSIS C3.C CR
PREREQ CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 02.3C-C4.20 T TECF A 322
02.3C-C3.2C ¥ V<TFF TECF A 322
JULY 23 - AUGUST 29
55CC SEP IIS FRCB STAT C3.G CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR
1 02.3C-C4.20 T TECF A 322
02.3C-C3.2C t> kTFF TECF A 322
JUNE 17 - JULY 22
550C SENTNAR-TCPCLCGY C3.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 09.3C-10.2C NTfcTFF TECF A 322
592 RESE*RCF-NATF ECUC C2.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF C EP T CFAIR^AN
I* 02. 30-03. 2C N fe F TECF A 201
5S5A SP PRCJ ALGEBRA Cl.C TC 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
595E SP PRCJ CECPETRY Cl.C TC 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
595C SP PRCJ ANALYSIS Cl.C TC 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
595C SP PRCJ PROB + STAT Cl.C TC 10.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
595F SP PRCJ LCGIC + FCU Cl.C TO 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
595G SP PRCJ TCPCLCGY Cl.C TC 10.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
60C DISSERTATION C3.C TC 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Microbiology (MICR)
390 UNCERCRAD RES PART C2.C TO C5.C CR
PREREC 4.CC GPA IN MCR ANC/CR CCNSENT CF CEFAPTNENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
511 RESEARCH Cl.C TO 15. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
528 READINGS IN MCRO Cl.C TC 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS C3.C TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
6CC CISSERTATICN C3.C TC 48. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Music (MUS)
CC1E SYKPHCMC BANC Cl.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 03.3C-C5.CO ¥ V ALTG 114 SIENER + KCEMGSTEIN
0C1C STAGE .BAND Cl.C CR
PREREC AUCITICN
1 TC BE ARRANGED LEPASTERS
0C2A UNIVERSITY CHOIR Cl.C CR
PREREC AUCITICN
1 O2.30-C3.2C PTbTHF ALTG 115 KINGSBURY
JUNE 18 - JULY 25
002C NALE GLEE CLUB Cl.C CR
PREREC AUDITION























































































































































































T TH ALTC 301
W ALTC 301
T TH ALTC 301





Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CR
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CR
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CP
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CR
Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CP
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CP
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC OR
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CP
Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CR
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CR
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC OR
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CP
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECCNCARY CCNC CR
Cl.C TO C4.C CR












CCNSENT CF PCS FACULTY*
LEVINSCN
CCNSENT CF PUS FACLLTY
UHARTCN
CCNSENT CF PUS FACLLTY
HOUSE
CCNSENT CF PUS FACLLTY
FCLSE
CCNSENT CF PLS FACLLTY
WCCTERS
CCNSENT CF PLS FACLLTY
HUSSEY
CCNSENT CF PUS FACLLTY
WCCTERS
CCNSENT CF *US FACLLTY
INTRAVAIA
CCNSENT CF PUS FACLLTY
fcCCTERS
CCNSENT CF PUS FACLLTY
FLCYC





CCNSENT CF PUS FACLLTY
STIPAN + NADAF
CCNSENT CF PUS FACLLTY
LEPASTERS
CCNSENT CF PUS FACULTY
STIPAN NADAF
66
14CC PRIV APP PUS-TUBA Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PRERbC PUS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR CCNSENT CF PUS FACULTY
1 TC eE ARRANGED S T I N /) N + NACAF
1ACP PRIV AFP PIS-BATCI^E Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC PCS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR CCNSEM CF PUS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED STIPAN NADAF
140C PRIV APP PUS-VCICE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC PUS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC OP CCNSEM CF PUS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGEC fcATEPPAN
14CR PRIV APP PUS-CRGAIS C1.0 TC C4.C CR
PREREC PUS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC GR CCNSENT CF PUS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGEC feEBB
14CS PRIV APP PUS-HARPCH Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC PUS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR CCNSENT CF PUS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED MORGAN
2CC FUNDAPENTALS-PLSIC C3.0 CR
1 09.3C-1C.20 P V F ALTC 246 GRIZZELL + INTPAVAIA
24CA PRIV APP PUS-VICLIN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC LEVINSCN
240E PRIV APP PUS-VIOLA C1.0 TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED feHARTCN
24CC PRIV APP PUS-CELLC Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC HOUSE
240C PRIV APP PUS-STRING Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PFEVICLS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED FCUSE
240E PRIV APP PUS-FLUTE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC feCCTERS
240F PRIV APP PUS-CBCE Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 3 QTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC FUSSEY
240C PRIV APP PUS-CLAR Cl.C TC 04. CR
PREREC 3 QTRS AT PPEVICUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED fcCCTERS
24CF PRIV APP PUS-BASSCN Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED INTRAVAIA
24CI PRIV APP PUS-SAX Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED fciCCTERS
240J PRIV APP PUS-PERCUS Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED FLCYC
240K PRIV APP PUS-PIANC Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED PUELLER «• WEFNEP
2 TC BE ARRANGED CENKER
3 TC BE ARRANGED GRIZZELL
4 TC BE ARRANGED EARWICK
24CL PRIV APP PUS-F HORN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED STIPAN NADAF
24CP PRIV APP PUS-TRUPF Cl.C TO C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED LEPASTERS
240N PRIV APP PUS-TRBONE Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 3 QTRS AT PPEVICUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED STIPAN NADAF
24CC PRIV APP PUS-TUBA Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL CN SAPE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED STIPAN NADAF
240P PRIV APP PUS-BATCNE Cl.C TO C4.C CR























TC BE ARRANGED STINAN + NADAF
PRIV APP NUS-VCICE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 GTRS A
T
PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC WATERMAN
PRIV APP NLS-CRGAN C1.0 TC C4.0 CR
PREREG 3 GTRS A PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CONSENT
TC BE ARRANGED fcEBB
PRIV APP NUS-HARPCH Cl.C TC C4.C CR




















106 GRIZZELL + DENKER
TC BE ARRANGED
EL VETh-NCN NAJ 4-6
PREREG 20C
* 11.30-12,20 NT THF
JUNE 18-AUGLST 8
EL NETF-NGN NAJ K-3
PREREG 2CC
* 1C.3C-11.20 NT ThF
INSTRLNENTAL PRCB











09.30-10.20 T TF ALTG
PRIV APP NLS-VICLIN Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED LEVINSCN
PRIV APP NLS-VICLA Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED feHARTCN
PRIV APP NLS-CELLC Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREG 3 QTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED HCUSE
PRIV APP NUS-STRING Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED FCUSE
PRIV APP NUS-FLUTE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 QTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED ViCCTERS
PRIV APP NUS-CBOE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED hUSSEY
PRIV APP NLS-CLAR Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE iNSTP CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED WCCTEPS
PRIV APP NLS-EASSCN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED INTRAVAIA
>RIV APP NUS-SAX Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 QTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED WCCTERS
PRIV APP NUS-PERCLS Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 QTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED FLCYC
PRIV APP NLS-PIANC Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED NUELLER kERNER
2 TC BE ARRANGED CENKER
3 TC BE ARRANGED GRIZZELL
4 TC BE ARRANGED EARWICK
68
34CL PR IV APP NLS-F HCPN Cl.t TC C4.C CR
PRFREG 3 GTRS n PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC STINAN + NAOAF
34GN PRIV APP NLS-TRUNF Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 GTRS £T PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED LENASTERS
34CN PRIV />PP NLS-TRBCNE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN S*NE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED STINAN NACAF
340C PRIV ;FP NLS-TLBA Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 CIRS U PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC STINAN + NAD*F
340P PRIV APP NUS-BATONE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC STINAN + NADAF
34CC PRIV APP NLS-VCICE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 GTRS £ T PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC fcATERNAN
34GR PRIV APP NLS-CRGAN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED WEBB
34CS PRIV APP NLS-HARPCH Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CP CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC NCRC-AN
341 ACCONFANYING LAB Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC GRIZZELL
346 CPERA KCRKSHCP C2.C TC 36. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED LAWRENCE
CCLRSE WILL NEET IN ARKANSAS JLNE 16-JLLY 26
347 NUSIC THEATRE fcKSFP C2.C TC 26. C CR
1 08. 30-12. 2C NTfcTHF AG 1C2 TAYLCR
07.0C-1C.CC PM NTfcTHF AG 1C2
357A NLS FIST + LIT C3.C CR
PREREC NUS 1C5C CR CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 U.3C-12.2C N T V>TFF ALTC lit f-CRGAN
JLNE 18-AUGUST 8
365 CHANBER NLSIC Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
JUNE 18 - JULY 25 FCR STRINGS
2 TC BE ARRANGED
SECT 2-WCCDWINC
3 TC BE ARRANGEC
SECT 4-BRASS
4 01.3C-G2.2C NTV.TFF ALTG 115 KINGSBURY
JUNE 18 - JULY 25 (VCCAL CHANBER NLSIC)
42C NLS ECLC PRACTICUN Cl.C TC C3.C CR
1 07.3G-11.30 NTWTHF 105
JUNE 23-JULY 3
431 CEV HS STAGE BANC C2.C CR
PREREG 43C
1 11.30-12.20 NT THF ALTG 106
JUNE 18- JULY 25
440A PRIV APP NLS-VICLIN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED LEVINSCN
44CB PRIV APP NLS-VICLA Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED WHARTCN
440C PRIV APP NUS-CELLC Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED HCLSE
440C PRIV APP NUS-STRING Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 3 QTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED HCUSE
440E PRIV APP NUS-FLUTE Cl.C TC C4.C CR



























TC BE ARRANGED WCCTERS
PRIV APP NUS-C8CE Cl.C TO 04. C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS A T PPEVICLS LEVEL CN S^J^E INSTR CP CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED HUSSEY
PRIV APP NLS-CLAR Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN S A N E INSTP CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED KGCTERS
PRIV /iPP KLS-BASSCN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTP CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED INTRA V4 I A
PRIV APP NLS-SAX Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED kCCTERS
PRIV APP NUS-PERCIS Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED FLCYC
PRIV APP NUS-PIANC Cl.G TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTP CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC MJELLER + V>EPNEP
TC BE ARRANGEC CENKER
TC BE ARRANGED GRIZZELL
TC BE ARRANGED EARWICK
PRIV APP NLS-F HCPN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED STINAN + NACAF
PRIV APP NLS-TRLNF Ci.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTP CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED LENASTERS
PRIV AFF NLS-TRBCNE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC STINAN + NACAF
PRIV APP NUS-TLBA Cl.C TC 04. CR
PREREG 5 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED STINAN + NADAF
PRIV APP NLS-BATONE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED STINAN + NADAF
PRIV APP NLS-VCICE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED fcATEPNAN
PRIV APP NLS-CRGAN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED fcEee
PRIV APP NLS-HARPCH Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC NCRGAN
INTERNEDIATE CCNP 02. CR
PREREC 312C ANC CCNSFNT CF CEPARTNENT
TC BE ARRANGED ECTTJE













PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
TC BE ARRANGED
INT GRAC ST IN NUS C3.C CR
* 02.30-04.20 N W LIE 217 CENKER
C2.C TC C6.C CR
C2.C TC C6.C CR
































* 01. 3G-C2. 20 T TH
NLSIC EC RESEARCH
* 12.3C-C1.20 N VnTFF
bARCCLE NLSIC
12.3C-C1.20 N V F
HIST » PHIL MS EC
* 02.3C-C4.20 T TF
C2.C CR




ALTG 106 CENKER + eARVlCK
C3.C CR
ALTG 10 6 FCUSE
ADV CCNPCSITICN C2.C TC C9.G CR
PREREC 312C, 342C, ANC CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTCP
TC BE ARRANGEC ECTTJE
JUNE 9-21
PRIV APP NLS-VICLIN Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED LEVINSCN
PRIV APP NLS-VICLA Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED WHARTCN
PRIV AFP NLS-CELLC Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED FCLSE
PRLV APP NUS-STRING Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC hCLSE
PRIV APP NUS-FLOTE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC fcCCTERS
PRIV APP NLS-CBCE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED FLSSEY
PRIV APP NLS-CLAR Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED feCCTERS
PRIV APP NLS-8ASSCN Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC INTRAVAIA
PRIV APP NLS-SAX Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC fcCCTERS
PRIV APP NUS-PERCLS Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED FLCYC
PRIV APP NUS-PIANC Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED WERNER
TC BE ARRANGED CENKER
TC BE ARRANGED GRIZZELL
TC BE ARRANGED EARWICK
PRIV APP NUS-F HORN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED STINAN + NADAF
PRIV APP NLS-TRUMF Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 CTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED LENASTERS
PRIV APP NUS-TRBCNE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PREVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED STINAN NACAF
PRIV APP NLS-TLBA Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGEC STINAN NADAF
PRIV APP NUS-BATONE 01. C TC C4.0 CR
PREREG 3 GTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
. TC BE ARRANGED STINAN NADAF
PRIV APP NLS-VCICE Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PPEVICLS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED WATERNAN
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540R PR IV APP MOS-CRGAN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC. 3 CTRS A T PREVIOUS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC PE ARRANGED WEBB
540S PRIV A PP NCS-HARPCH Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS *T PREVICUS LEVEL CN SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED NCRGAN
545 PHIL CF NOS THECRV C3.C TC C9.C CR
1 C1.3C-O2.20 N W F ALTG 106 NUELLER + WERNER
556 ADV CCNCLCTING C2.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED KCEMGSTEIN
2 TC BE ARRANGED KINGSBURY
3 TC BE ARRANGEC LEVINSCN
566A INST ENSENBLE-SYMFH Cl.C CR
1 03.3C-C5.CC f W 114 KCEMGSTEIN
566C INST ENSENBLE-S I S Cl.C CR
1 07.15-09.30 PM T 114 LEVINSCN
03.3C-C5.CC Th ALTG 114
566E SPALL INST ENSENBLE Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC LEVINSCN
567A VOCAL ENSEMBL-CHCIR Cl.C CR
1 02.30-03.20 NTkTHF 115 KINGSBLRY
567C VOCAL ENSENBL-h G C Cl.C CR
1 03. 30-04. 2C NTWTHF 115 KINGSBLRY
567E VOCAL ENSENBL-SN ALL Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED KINGSELRY
568 OPERA WORKSHOP C2.C TO 12.
C
CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC LAWRENCE
COURSE WILL NEET IN ARKANSAS JLNE 16-JLLY 26
2 TC BE ARRANGED W TAYLCR
599 THESIS C3.C TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED C-CRCCN
Philosophy (PHIL)
340 ELEP ETHICS C4.C CR
1 01.3C-C2.20 VTWTF H EC 206 HCWIE
490 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C5.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT OF INS IN ALL CASE REQUIRED
1 TC BE ARRANGED NCCRE
5C0 SEN METAPHYSICS C3.0 CR
1 02.30-C5.C0 T H EC 211 FLCCFNANN * EARALT
5C1 SEN-PFILCSOPHY PEL C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 C2.3C-C5.C0 N H EC 211 HOWIE
59C GEN GRAD SEMINAR C3.C CR
1 02.3C-C5.CG TH H EC 2C6 NCCLURE
TOPIC WHITEHEAC
2 02. 30-05. CC W H EC 211 KELLY
TOPIC DESCARTES
3 02.3C-C5.00 F 211 CLARKE
591 READINGS IN PHIL Cl.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 02.30-05.00 T H EC 2C9 NCCRE
599 THESIS C2.C TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED MCCRE
6CC DISSERTATION C3.C TC 48 .0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED NCCRE
Physical Education for Men (PEM)
10CE M TEACH GOLF Cl.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 H W ARENA 555 HOLDER
100C -M TEACH TENNIS Cl.C CR
1 08.30-C9.2C T TH ARENA 555 LEFEVRE
100F M TCH EXER-FITNESS C1.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 f W ARENA 555 LONG
07.30-08.20 TH ARENA 122
LOCH M TEACH BASKETBALL C2.0 CR
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1 1C.3C-11.2C NTfc ARENA 555 IUBELT
1C. 30-11. 20 TH ARENA 123
1G0J P TEACH TRACK-FIELD C2.C CR
1 12.3C-02.2C T Th ARENA 555 l-ARTZCG
iCCK M TEACH GYMNASTICS C2.C CR
1 09.3C-1C.2G NTHH ARENA 555 NEACE
1C1 CRIEM-PRACT P E C2.C CR
1 07.3C-C8.2C P V ARENA 123 *ARTIN
3C3 KINES ICLCGY C5.C CR
PREREC PHSL 3CC
1 0S.3C-1C.2C MTMHF ARENA 125 GCCC
341 PRIN CF P E C3.C CR
PREREC SEMCR STANCING
1 07.3C-C8.2C P V F ARENA 125 FRANKLIN
350 V-P TEACH PE EL SCH C3.C CR
1 10. 30-12. 2C PTkTFF ARENA 123 FRANKLIN
JUNE 17 - JULY 18
355 ASSISTING TECH C2.C CR
1 08.3C-C9.2C F ARENA 119 MLKINSCN
ADDITIONAL NEETINC TBA, PREREC-JR STANCING
400 EVALLATICN IN P E C4.C CR
1* 08.30-C9.2C NTfeTFF ARENA 123 FRANKLIN
4C^ TEACHING CF SPCRTS C2.C TC CA.C CR
1 01. 00-05. CO NTfcTFFS ARENA 125 MLKINSCN
JLLY 21 - JULY 27 - BASKETEALL
2 01.CC-05.C0 MMFFS ARENA 125 MLKINSCN
JULY 28 - AUG 3 - BASEE/*LL (RECLIRES CCNSENT CF CEPT)
4C7 SCI BAS ATH TRAIN C4.C CR
1 12.3C-C2.2C NTfcTFF ARENA 125 SPACKfAN
JUNE 17 - JULY 19
42C EFFECTS NCTCR ACTIV C4.C CR
1* 08.3C-C9.2C NTfcTHF ARENA 125 KNCWLTCN
LNCERGRAD CNLY, PPEREC - GSA 3C1
475A INC RES-DAiMCE C2.C TC C4.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
4756 INC RES-KINESICLOGY C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
475C INC RES-MEASLREPENT C2.C TC C4.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
475C IND RES-NCTCR CEVEL C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANCEC
475E INC RES-FHSL CF EX C2.C TO C4.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED KNCfoLTCK
475F INC PES-HIST + PHIL C2.C TC CA.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
5C0 TECH RESEARCH C4.C CR
1* 07.3C-08.2C PTWTFF GYV 204 THCRFE
5C3 SENINAR IN P E C4.C CR
1* 09.30-10.20 VTWTFF ARENA 123 SHEA
504 PRCB IN P E C4.C CR
PREREG 50C
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
508 ADNIN INTER ATHLETC C3.0 CR
1 02.3C-C4.C0 NTMFF ARENA 125 STCTLAR
JUNE 17 - JULY 19
511 ANAL FLK PHYS NCVE C2.C CR
1* 10.30-11.20 P fc F ARENA 125 GCCC
525 READING IN P E Cl.C TC C6.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC SHEA
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION C2.C TC 12.
C
CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
Physical Education for Women (PEW)




























































































































































































































PREREC - PHSL 300
P C2.C TC C8.C CR
PTkTEF 0812 101
02.0 TC C4.C CR
Y C2.C TC C4.C CR
L C2.C TC C4.C CR
C2.C TC C4.C CR
L 02. C TC C4.C CR
C4.C CR





































Cl.C TC C6.0 CR
OF INSTP AND CEPT CHAIRPAN
Cl.C TC C9.0 CR
C2.C TC 48. C CR
(PHYS)
COLLEGE PHYSICS
PREREC PATH 1 1 IB
09.30-10.20 P Vs























09.3C-10.20 N k F
09.3C-10.2C TH
CCLLEGE PHYSICS
PREREC PHYS 2C6A CP 2C6C
10.3C-11.20 N y, F
1C3C-11.2C Th
CCLLECE PHYS LAE




PREREC CCNCLRRENT ENR IN
09.3C-12.2C TH
UNIVERSITY PHYSICS







07.30-08.20 f V F PARK
07.3C-C8.2C T TH PARK
02.3C-C4.2C T PHY SC
07.3C-C8.2C N h F PARK
07.3C-C8.2C T TH PARK
02.3C-C4.2C TH PHY SC
UNIVERSITY PHYSICS C5.0
























































































































PHYS 111A CP 2C6A CR 211A
2C
CR
































3C9 CR CONSENT CF INSTR
F AG 216
C2.C TC C5.C CR
305
C3.C CR
F PHY SC 41C
75
520 SPECIAL PRCJECTS 02. C TC C5.C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
580 SEL TCPICS PHYS C3.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
590 THESIS 01. C TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Physiology (PHSL)
3C0 HUNAN ANATCNY 04. C TO C5.C CR
1 08. 30-09. 20 NTfeTF LAfcSCN 201 FOCTE
09.30-11.20 TF LS 1 IE
2 08.30-09.20 NTbTF LARSON 201 FCCTE
07.3C-C9.20 F LS I 18
30CN HUNAN ANATCNY C4.C CR
PREREC NURSING STUCENTS CNLY
1 08.30-09.20 NTfeTF LAkSGN 201 FOOTE
09.3C-11.20 T LS I 16
414 PHYSICL CF SPEECH C4.0 CR
1* 07. 30-08. 20 N V F LS I 113 KAPLAN
07.30-08.20 T TH LS I 117 STRACK
599 THESIS C3.C TO C9.L CR
1* CI. 30-03. 3C NTWTFF LS I 111
6CC DISSERTATION C4.C TC 26. C CR>
1* 01.30-03.30 NTMFF LS I HI
Plant Industries (PL I)
1C3 INTRC STUDY SCILS C4.C CR
PREREC H S CHEN CR CONCURRENT COLLEGE CHEN
1 06.3C-C9.20 NTMF AG 214 CASTER
264 GEN FCRTICULTURE C4.C CR
1 1C. 30-11. 20 NTfe AG 225 FILLYEP
08.30-10.20 TH AG 181
390 SPEC STUD PLANTS 01. C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
4C7A SCIL FERTILITY C3.C CR
PREREC ONE COURSE IN SCILS
1 09.3C-11.2C NTW AG 214 VAVRA
09.3C-12.2C TH AG 214
JUNE 23 - JULY 18
520 READINGS Cl.C TC C3.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1 TC eE ARRANGED
575 RESEARCF Cl.C TO C6.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
590 SPEC STUCIES-PL I Cl.C TC C4.C CR
1 C3.CC-C4.3C NTfc AG 16E
5S9 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Printing and Photography (P & P)
26CA FUND-STILL PHCTC C4.0 CR
1 09.3C-11.2C N V 0824 112 FILERS
12.3C-C2.20 k AG 142 EILERS
2 09.3C-11.20 N fc 0834 113 EILERS
12.3C-C2.2C F AG 142 EILERS
341A CINENATCGRAPHY C4.0 CR
1* 08.3C-C9.20 N fcTF 0834 112 NERCER
12.30-02.20 N Vs 0834 113 NERCER
2* 08.3C-C9.20 N V»TF C824 112 NERCER
12.30-02.20 T TF 0824 112 NERCER
76
3* 08.3C-C9.20 N fcTH 0834 113 NERCER
12.3C-C4.20 F 0834 113 NERCER
411 WKSHCP STILL FhCTC C5.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEFT
1* 02.3C-C4.2C NThTF 0834 113 EILERS
412 WKSHCP CINENA PRCC Cl.C TC C6.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED FAINE
431 PRCB STILL PHCTC CI Cl.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC BY PERMISSION
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Psychology (PSYC)
211A PRIN-NETH CF PSYC C4.C CR
PRFREC GSB 2C1C
1 09.3C-10.20 Th F h EC 102 NELTZER
08.30-10.20 Th PHY SC 116
211E PRIN-NETH CF PSYC C4.C CR
PREREC 211A
1 IC.3C-11.2C NTfc WHLR 107 RACTKE
09.3C-11.20 F AG 166
3C1 CFILC PSYCH C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 201C
1 08.3C-10.20 N k LAfeSON 202 COCNNELL
2 08.3C-10.20 T TF AG 224 CDCNNELL
3C5 PSYCH PERSONALITY C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 201C
1 08.3C-C9.20 NT THF LAWSON 221 RAYN/JRC
307 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY C4.0 CR
PREREC GSE 201C
1 10.3C-11.20 N WHAM 308 MTCFELL
1C.3C-11.20 TV»TF LAWSON 131
311 EXP PSYCH LEARN C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 211B
1 09.3C-10.2C VTW H EC 122 EVANSCN
08. 30-10. 20 TF WH/>N 321
320 INDUSTRIAL PSYCH C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 2C1C
1 09.30-10.20 NT TFF TECF A 111 FILL
431 PSYCCFATFCLCGY C4.C CR
PREREC 305 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 U9.3C-11.20 T TF F EC 14CE SNYCER
440 TH OF PERSONALITY C4.0 CR
PREREC PSYC 305 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 08.3C-C9.2C NTfcTH PARK 204 FARREN
459 PRESCHOOL WORKSHCF C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
1 08.15-09.15 NTfcTHF H EC 122 CUNAGAN
09.30-11.45 NTfeTFF 0481 202
JUNE 17 - JULY 12
465 GRP CYN-INO BEHAV C4.C CR
PREREC 307 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 07.3C-C9.2C T F H EC 102 MTCFELL
490 INCEPEN PROJECTS Cl.C TC 16. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR ANC CEPT CF/HRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
516 LEARNING PROCESSES C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 07.3C-C9.20 N TH H EC 202 NELTZER
531 ACV PSYCHCPATHCLOGY C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 53Ct 541 ANC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC RINGUETTE
579 ANIMAL BEHAVCIR C4.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR
1 02.30-03.20 T TH WHAN 305 WARING
12.30-04.20 b AG 132
77







TC 16. C CR









593E PRACT-CLIN PSVC C l.C TC 18.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
TC BE ARRANGEC CCCNNELL,
SHCENAKEF
593F PRACT-CCLNS FSYC 01. C TC 18. CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
TC BE ARRANGEC FAPREN.
593H PPACT-INDUST PSYC Cl.C TC 18. CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
TC BE ARRANGED fcESTEERG
59 3 L PRACT-1 EACHING PSVC Cl.C TC 18.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR IN CHARGE

















* 01.3C-C4.2C F CL 301E NCHCSE
599 THESIS
TC BE ARRANGEC
Cl.C TC C9.C CR
6C0 DISSERTATION
L TC BE ARRANGEC
Cl.C TO 36.0 CR
Radio
-Television (R - T)
161 RACIC-TV SPEAKING C4.C CR
08. 30-09. 2C NTfcTH CONN 144 RICHTER
251 SURVEY CF BRCACCAST C3.C CR
L 11.30-12.20 N W F CGNN 144
252 PRCDLCTICN ANALYSIS C3.C CR
09.3C-10.20 N fc F CCNN 144 CYEVIG
26C AUDIO CCNTRCL PRACT Ci.O CR
l 09.30-11.20 TH CONN 11C HALL
351 PRCGS AND AUDIENCES C5.C CR
L 12.30-01.20 NTWTHF CCNN 144 CYeVIG
352 LAWS ANC PCLICIES
PREREC R-T 251
C4.C CR




L 09.30-11.20 "r CONN 11C RICHTER




L 02.30-03.20 t* THF CONN ioe PICTCR
02.30-04.20 W CCNN loe
373 ADV RADIO PRCD LAe Cl.C TC C2.C CR
PREREG R-T 363 OR CONCURRENT ENR IN R -T 363
L 03.30-04.20 r TH CONN 144 LYNCH
374 ADV TV PROD LAB Cl.C TO C2.0 CR
PREREG MINIMUM OF 6 HRS CF R-T 373
L 03.30-04.20 N CONN 144 LAFFERTY







L 11.30-12.20 r CCNN 144 RINERNAN
383 BROADCAST WRITING C4.C CR
PREREC R-T 363 AND 364
RACER
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I 07.30-C8.2C ¥ CCNN 11C LYNCH
07.30-08.20 F CONN 11C
393 RADIC-TV + SCCIETV C3.C CR
PREREG R-T 251
1 1C.3C-11.2C ¥ V F CCNN 144 RINEPNAN
464 P03 AFFAIRS-TV PRCG C3.0 CR
PREREG CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1 01. 30-04. 20 T CCNN 144 PINERNAN
415 PRCDLCTICN PRCBLENS Cl.C TC C4.C CR
1 11. 30-12. 20 TF CCNN 114 RCBBINS
Recreation and Outdoor Education ( REC
)
2CL LEISIPE AND REC C3.C CR
1 07.3C-08.2C ¥ b F NAIN 201 C8RIEN
301 CUTOCCR ECUCATICN C4.C CR
1 C9.0C-05.CC NTfcTFF C629 101 FCRN
JUNE 16 - 27
310A SOC REC-TECHMCOES C2.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C ¥ V WFLR 203 LUCKENeACF
31CE SCC REC-DRA^AT ICS C2.C CR
1 OS.3C-1C.2C ¥ V 101 TAYLCR
310C SCC REC-LEIS CRAFTS C2.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C T TF C628 201 TAYLCR
31CC SCC REC-NLS + CANCE C2.0 CR
1 11.3C-12.2C T TF 201
33C CANPCRAFT C3.C CR
1 03.CC-C6.CC W C628 201 ABERNAThV
340 REC ACT FCR SP PCF C3.C CR
PREREG REC 302
1 12. 30-01. 20 ¥ Viht¥ 305
36C PLAYGNC ACNIN C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED 0626 1C1 PICINCER
425 REC AREAS AND FAC C3.C CR
1 1C. 30-11. 20 ¥ W F C628 101 ABERNATHY
49C PRACTICLN C4.C TC 16. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ABERNATHY
500 PRIN CF REC C4.C CR
1* 09. 30-10. 2C NTkTFF NAIN 201
51C CUTDCCR ED WKSHP C4.0 CR
1 C9.CC-C5.CC MUhf C629 1C 1 FREEEERG
JUNE 16 - 27
520 REC ACNIN WKSHCP C4.C CR
1 10.30-11.20 NTV> ThF NAIN 101 PICINGER
525 SPEC FCP WKSHCP C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED FREEEERG
54C SURV + PLAN CF FAC C4.0 CR
1* 11.30-12.20 NTWTHF WHAN 25 TAYLCR
57C SEN-REC + CLT ED C4.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC FREEEERG
596 INDEPENDENT STLDY C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Rehabilitation Institute (REHB)
414 CEV ENP CPPCRT Cl.C TC 16. C CR
PREREG SPECIAL STANCING CR CCNSENT CF INSTP
1 TC BE ARRANGED VIECELI + CICKEY
480 INTRC TC REHB C2.C CR
1 05.45-C7.25 k WHAN 112 VIECELI
481 INTRC TC SERVICES C2.0 CR
1 09.3C-11.20 S WHAN 137 LEE
490 READINGS IN REHB Cl.C TC C6.0 CR
"PREREG CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
511 VOCATIONAL CHOICE C2.C CR
PREREG CONSENT CF INSTR
79
1 06.30-C8.20 PM TH WHAN 112 LEE
519 SELt FLACE + FCLLCW C2.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
1 C9.3C-11.2C F CL 25 VIECELl
537 DIAG PRCC-SPEC PGF C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
1 12.3C-C2.20 N F PHY SC 216 COYLE
541 NEC A5PECT-REHE C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR
1 C2.3C-C4.20 V F CO^ 116 MRANTI
551 GEN REHB CGUNSELIfvG C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPARTNENT
1 O8.3C-10.20 N k AG 222 GARCNER
552 REHB COUNSELING RES C4.C CR
PREREC REHB 551
1 08.3C-10.20 N V PULL 43/! GRENFELL
561 PSYC-SCC ASPECT-DIS C2.C CR
PREREC PSYC 421 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 06.3C-08.2C PN T WH£N 201 SCHUMACHER
567 SCH-RELATED BEHAV 04.0 CR
PREREC GUID 501 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED HOPKINS
571 SEN IN SEL TCPICS Cl.C TC C2.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
576 SEN IN BEHAV NCCIFI C2.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 09.3C-11.20 T TH H EC 122A SULZER
578 SEN IN CCRR REE CC Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 09.3C-11.20 F WHAN 30 3 TWCNEY
585A PRACTICIAN IN REHAE C8.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC LEE
585B PRACTICUN IN REHAE C8.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ECPKINS
585C PRACTICLN IN REHAe C8.G CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SCHOACHER
589 INTERNSHIP IN REHAB 12. C CR
PREREC REHB 585 ANC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
59C INDEPENDENT PRCJ Cl.C TC 16.0 CR
PREREC XCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH IN REHAB Cl.C TC 16. C CR
PREREQ CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Secondary Education (S ED)







315 HIGH SCHCCL NETHOCS
PREREC S EC 31C
1 08.30-09.20 N W
352 SEC STUD TCH
1 TC BE ARRANGED
(AGRICULTURE)















































































































































































S ECUC C2.C TC C3.C CR
NSENT CF CEPT CHAIRNAN
ANGED











































506 READING IK SEC SCF C4.0 CR
PREREC S EC 352 CR TEACHING EXPERIENCE
1* 10.30-11.20 >TWTHF WF£N 212 CLSENEEPPY
5C7 READINGS IN READING C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
I TC BE ARRANGED
508 SEN TRENC-SEL ARE*S C4.C CR
PREREC COMPLETION CF HALF CR MCRE CF MSTERS WCRK + CCNSEN
1* 1C.3C-11.2C NTWTFF V^HAN 305 NEES
5C9 PRACTICLN IN RC C4.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC S ED 521C
I TC BE ARRANGED
516 INTERN IN REACING C8.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC S EC 509 ANC 514
1 TC BE ARRANGED




521A D1AG-CCRR RE£C DIS
1* il.3C-12.2C NTWTFF
RECLIRENENT S EC 5C6 + CONSENT CF INSTR
52 IE CIAG-CCRR REAC CIS C4.C CR
1* 12.3C-C1.20 MUFF WHAN 137 FISFCC
521C DIAG-CCRR READ DIS C4.C CR
1* 01.3C-C2.2C NTWTFF WHAN 137 FISHCC
562 HIGH SCH CLRRICULLN C4.C CR
PREREC 1 GRAC CCURSE IN CLRRICULLN
1* 08.3C-C9.20 NTWTFF WH/>N 328
2* 11.3C-12.20 NTWTFF WHAN 312
564 H S PRINCIPALSHIP C4.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
1* 12.3C-C1.20 NTWTHF WH£N 30 3
571 DCC SEN-CLRR + INST C4.C CR
PREREC CCCTCRAL STLCENTS CNLY
1* 01.3C-C4.CC T TH WF£N 3C1E
575A INC PES-CLRRICLLUN C2.C TC C4.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
5756 IND RES-SLPERVISICN
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
575C INC RES-LANG ARTS
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
575C IND RES-SCIENCE
1* TC BE ARRANGED
2 08. 00-12. CC
01.CC-C4.CC
ALG 11 - 22
575E INC RES-READING
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
575F IND RES-SCC STLCIES
1* TC BE ARRANGED
2 08.CC-12.CC NTWTHF
01.CC-C4.CC NTfcTFF
ALG 11 - 22
575G INC RES-SEC EDLC
1* TC BE ARRANGED
575K IND RES-JR H NETHCC
1* TC BE ARRANGED
596 INDEPENDENT INVEST
1* TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1* TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION
1* TC BE ARRANGED
NEES
02. C TC C4.0 CR
C2.C TC C4.C CR







C2.C TC C4.C CR





C2.C TC C4.C CR
C2.C TC C4.C CR
C5.C TC C9.C CR





Secretarial and Business Education (SEC)
2C1/S TYPEWRITING C3.C CH
1 06.3C-09.2C NT TFF CL 13 EURGER
2C1B TYPEWRITING C3.C CR
PREREC SEC 201* CR ECUIV
1 08. 30-09. 20 NT TFF CL 15 EURGER
2C1C TYPEWRITING C3.C CR
PREREC SEC 2C1E CR ECUIV
1 O2.3C-03.20 TWTFF CL 13 EURGER
22ie SHCRTFANC-TRANS C4.C CR
PREREC SEC 2214 CR ECUIV
1 01.30-02.20 NTWTFF CL 17 EURGER
221C SHCRTFANC-TRANS C4.C CR
PREREC SEC 221E CR ECUIV
1 01.3C-02.2G NTWTFF CL 17 EURGER
241 DUPLICATING 01. C CR
PREREC SEC 201* CR ECUlV
1 O7.3C-09.2C W CL 1C RAFE
304 ACV TYPEWRITING C3.C CR
PREREC SEC 2C1C CR ECUIV
1 02.3C-03.2C TWTFF CL 13 EURGER
324A ADV SFCRTHANC-TRANS C4.C CR
PREREC SEC 221C CR ECUIV
1 09.3C-1G.20 NTWTFF CL 13 RAHE
324B ADV SFCRTHANC-TRANS C4.C CR
PREREC SEC 324/5 CR ECUIV
1 09.3C-10.20 NTWTHF CL 13 PAFE
341 OFFICE CALC NCHNS C4.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 NTWTFF CL 17 RAFE
4C3 TEACH TYPEWRITING C3.C CR
PREREC SEC 3C4 CR ECUIV
1 11.30-01.20 NTWTFF CL 13 EUECLTZ
JUNE 18 - JULY 11
404 TEACHING SHCRTFANC C3.C CR
PREREC SEC 324A CR ECUIV
1 11.3C-01.2C NTWTFF CL 13 JACCESCN
JULY 14 - AUGUST 6
414E ORG ACN VCC BUS EC C3.C CR
1 C2.3C-04.2C NTWTFF LAWSCN 231 EAUERNFEINC
JUNE 18 - JULY 3
415 SUP BUS EXP + STUCY C6.C CR
1 02.3C-C5.20 NTWTFF LAWSON 231 EAUERNFEINC
JULY 7-11
NEETS 1.3C-5.2C ALG 16-2C IN L 231 t REST IS WCPK EXP.
417 DATA FRCC IN BUS EC C4.C CR
1* 08.3C-10.2C NTWTFF H4 133 RCEB
CCURSE NEETS AT VTI
485 PRIN-FHIL VC TEC ED 03.0 CR
PREREC STUDENT TEACFING CR CCNSENT CF CEPAPTNENT
1 08.30-10.20 NTWTFF TECH C 13C EAUERNFEINC
JUNE 23 - JULY "11
5C3 TEST-NEAS BUS ECUC C4.C CR
PREREC GUIC 422A CP NATF 41CA
1 11.3C-C1.20 NTWTFF CL 1C JACCESCN
JUNE 18 - JULY 11
505 WRKSHF IN -BUS ED 01. C TO C6.C CR
1 08.3C-C8.3C N PLLL 42 EAUERNFEINC
08. 30-05. OC T PULL 42
AUG 11-12 WKSHP IN VCCATICNAL CC+CE 1 .C CR
2 11.30-01.20 NTWTHF CL 1C EUBCLTZ
JULY 14-AUG 8 WKSHP INCCNSUNER ED 4.0 CR
525 INTER VCC COCP ED C3.C CR
PREREC STUDENT TEACHING
1 10.3C-12.20 NTWTHF TECF D 13C EAUERNFEINC
JUNE 23 - JULY 11
590 READINGS IN BUS EC C2.C TC C5.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
83
1 TC eE ARRANGED
Sociology (SOC)
3C1 PRINCIPLES CF SCC C4.C CR
PREREC JR STANCING
1 11.3C-12.20 Pi TFF LAWSCN 221 NARTIN
SECT 1 FCR SGCICLCGY NAJCRS CNLY
2 12.3C-C1.20 TfcTFF WHAN 112 TAYLCR
312 EL EN SCC RESEARCH C4.C CR
PREREC GSD 1C8C CR NATF 22C
1 09. 30-10. 2C TkTFF WHAN 3C2 ERCCKS
332 SOCIAL CRGANIZATICN C4.C CR
PREREC SCC 3C1
1 08.30-10.10 N k VAIN 206 NALL
372 CR1NINCLCGY 04. CR
PREREC GSB 2C1E CR SCC 3C1
1 1C. 30-11. 20 NTWTF WHAN 112 VANCIVER
374 SGCICLCGY CF EC C4.0 CR
PREREC GSB 201E CR SCC 3C
1
1 01.3C-02.20 NT TFF PHY SC 118 MARTIN
383 INTRCC INTERVIEWING C4.0 CR
PREREC GSB 201E CR SCC 30
1 01.3C-02.20 NTMF LARSON 161 ERELJE
396 REACINGS IN SCC Cl.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
426 SCC BEHAVIOR PERS C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 321 CR FSYC 3C5 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 11. 30-12. 20 NTfcTF WHAN 112 RCSSELL
435 SOC STRATIFICATION 04. CR
PREREC GSB 2C1E CR SCC 3C1
1 12.30-03.10 TF PHY SC 218 NALL
473 JUVENILE CELIN C4.C CR
PREREC SCC 302 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 06. 30-10. GO PN T CL 109 EYNCN
482 SCC WK-SEL AGENCIES C3.0 CR
PREREC SCC 481
1 02.30-03.20 NT TF CL 25 eRELJE
486 INCEP STUDY CCN DEV Cl.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED THCNAS
489E INUEPT STUDY CCRRS 02.0 TO 04. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANOEC EYNCN
522 THE SCC-SNALL GROLP 04. CR
PREREC SCC 426 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 08.30-10.10 M AG 216 RCSSELL
08.30-10.10 TF CL 326
583 SUPER FIELC WK COPR 04. C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
587 RESEARCH IN CD 02. TC 08. C CR
PREREC NAJCR IN CCNNLNITY DEVEL
1 TC BE ARRANGED THCNAS
591 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH C2.C TO C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR AND CEPT CFAIRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
596 READINGS IN SCC C2.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR ANC CEPT CFAIRNAN
1 12.30-03.20 W AG 3C1A
599 THESIS C2.C TO C9.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT CFAIRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01. C TO 48. C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF CEPT CFAIRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
84
Special Education ( SP E
)
2GC ORIENT EC EXC CHILD C2.C CR
1* 07.3C-C8.2C TWTH WHAN 206 NAINCRC
41CA PRCB + CHAR-ENC Chi C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 414
1* 12.3C-C1.2C NTWTHF LAWSON 101 C-RCSS
4108 PRCB CHAR NENT RET C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 414
1* 09.3C-10.2C NTWTHF LAWSGN 101 JCINER
41GC PRCB CHAR GIFT CHLC C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 301 CR 3C3 CR CONSENT CF INSTR
1* 09.3C-1C.2C NTWTHF POLL 43 CASEY
41CC PRCB CHAR ACCCS HCC C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 301 CR 3C3 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* O1.30-O2.2C NTWTHF TECF B 2C STLLL
411 ASS + RENED LRN CIS C4,C CR
PREREC SP E 414 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTP
1* 08.3C-09.2C NT TFF WHAN 302 HCLT
08.3C-09.20 W NAIN 102
413A CIR CESER-ENCT CIST C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
i* TC BE ARRANGED SHEA
4 138 DIR CE CF MR CHLC C4.CCR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1* 10.30-12.20 T TH WHAN 321 CCWNEY
TC BE ARRANGED
414 THE EXCEPT CHILD C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 301 CR 303 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 07.3C-C8.2C NTWTHF UFA* 306 STULL
2* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF AG 16 WHITESICE
3* 01.3C-02.2G NTWTHF WHAN 308 WHITESICE
415 ED AC HAND CHILD C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT GF INSTR
1* 01.3C-C2.2C NTWTHF CL 25 CRITTENCEN
42CA NET NAT-ED EN DIS C4.C OR
PREREC SP E 41CA ANC CCNSENT CF INSTP
1* 1C.3C-11.2C NTWTHF WCCCY 1012 SHEA
4208 NETH + NAT TEACH f^R C4.C CR
PREREG SP E 41CB ANC CCNSENT CF INSTP
1* 02.30-C5.CC T TH WHAN 303 RAINEY
428 SPCH CCRR CLASS TCH 04. C CR
PREREC IN-SERVICE TEACHER CR GRAC STICENTS CNLY
1* 12. 30-01. 2C NTWTHF CCNN 111 FARGFER
5C1 SPEC RES PRCB C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF STAFF
1* TC BE ARRANGED
513 CRG ACV SP CLASSES C4.0 CR
PREREC SP E 414
1* 10.30-11.20 NTWTHF WHAN 326 CRCWNER
518A LEARN + BEHAV DJSCR C4.0 CR
PREREC SP E 414
1* 09. 30-10. 2C NTWTHF PULL 41 HCLT
5188 WKSHF-EC N R CHILD C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 414
1* 02. 30-05. CO N W WHAN 212 JCINER + RAINEY
577 PRACTICUN IN SP EC 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREC SP E 41CA, E, 0, CR C, ANC CCNSENT CF STAFF
1* TC BE ARRANGED SHEA
58CE EC OF NENT RET C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 414 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF WHAN 41 JCINER
596 IND INVESTIGATION 05.
C
TO C9.0 CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02. TO C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48.0 CR
















1C2 PUBLIC SPEAKING C4.C CR
PREREC GSR in
09.30-10,20 NTW F CCNN 12C FIEES
2C2 PRIN CF DISCISSION C3.C CR
01.3C-C2.2C NT TF CCNN 12C
02. 3C-C3.2C NT TF CONN 116 PCTTER
:C5 ARGUNENT DEBATE C4.C CR
09.CC-04.C0 NTUTFF CCNN 21C
JULY 1 - JULY 31
!C9 FORENSIC ACTIVITIES Cl.C TC C3.C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR
TC BE ARRANGED KLEINAL
301 PERSUASICN C4.C CR
01.3C-C2.2C NTW F CONN 214 SNITF
309 FORENSIC ACTIVITIES Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
TC BE ARRANGED KLEINAL
kll CRAL INTERP PRCSE C4.C CR
PREREC GSC 200, SPCF 323 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
09.3C-11.2C N fc CCNN HE KLEINAL
TECH CISC LDRSFIP C3.C CR
01.3C-02.20 N Vs F CCNN 122 POTTER
SEC SCHL FCREN PRCG C4.C CR
* 10.30-11.20 NTfcTFF CCNN 122 ERENINAN
EXP S7UC CRAL CCN C4.C CR
12.3C-C1.2C NTfcTF CCNN 214 SANCERS
GENERAL SENANTICS C4.C CR
08.3C-09.20 NTfcTH CONN 214 FACE
SURV CLASSICAL RHET C4.C CR
09.30-11.20 N U CCNN 214 MCKEN
SEN PERS SCC CCNT C4.0 CR.
09.30-11.20 T TH CONN 214 SNITF
SEN RFET + PLB ACC C3.C CR
07. 30-10. 20 F CONN 214 ERACLEY
CRAL LANG BEHAVIOR C4.0 CR
11.3C-12.20 NTfeTF CONN 214 FIGGINECTFAN
RESEARCF PROBLENS Cl.C TC C4.C CR
TC BE ARRANGED ERACLEY
THESIS C2.C TC 09.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED MCKEN
DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED NICKEN
:h Pathology and Aud iology ( SP & A
)
PHCNET ICS C4.C CR
08.30-09.20 NTfeTF CONN 111 GARBLTT
212 ARTIC PRCB DELAY SP C4.C CR
PREREC SP + A 2CC CR CCNCLRRENT ENRCLLNEKT IN 2CC
02.30-03.20 NT IFF CONN 111 FARGFER
400 IND STLDY-SP4A C2.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC ACVANCEC ST4NCING
TC BE ARRANGED FOSHIKC
4C5C PRAC SP + HEAR THER C2.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC JUMCR NAJCPS ONLY ANC SP + A 2CC, 212, ANC 316 E- A
TC BE ARRANGED PACE
406 HEARING TESTS C4.C CR
PREREC SP+A 416 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
01.30-02.20 NT TFF CCNN 111 CCPELANC
414 PHYSICL CF SPEECH C4.0 CR
07.3C-08.20- N fc F LS I 113 KAPLAN
07.30-08.20 T TF LS I 117
SPEECF HEARING NECH
415 APHASIA C4.C CR
PREREC SP+A 412 f 414 OR CCNSENT CF INSTR
86
1 08. 30-12. Cr NTkTFF CONN 115 FACE
419 CCNN FRCB CF H CF H C4.C CR
PREREC SP + A 406 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 08.3C-12.CC NTfcTFF CCNN 117 CRITTENCEN
428 SP CCRR FCR CL ICF C4.C CR
PREREC PRACTISING TEACHER, SP CR GRAC IN ECUC
1 12. 30-01. 2C NTfcTFF CCNN 111 FCSFIKC
515 READINGS IN SP + A Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC ACVANCEC STANCING
1 02.3C-C5.2C W CONN 117 eRACKETT
PHYSICLCGIC PHCNCLCCY
516 SEN-PSYCHCACCUSTICS 04. C CR
PREREC SP+A 406, 416 + 42C CRCCNSENT CF INSTR
1 02. 30-04. 20 l« TF CCNN 117 CCPELANC
522C SEN-CRG SPCH PRCB Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREQ SP+A 522C CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 08.3C-12.C0 NTfcTHF CONN 113 KCEPF-EAKER
53C RES PRCB IN SP+A Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC ACVANCEC STANCING - CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED BRITTEN
534 SEN INSTRUNENTATICN Cl.C TO C4.C CR
1 02.30-04.20 T F CONN 117 FCSFIKC
RACICPFCMC PERCEFTICN
599 THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED KCEPF-EAKEP
600 CISSERTATICN Cl.C TC 48. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED KCEFF-EAKER
Technical & Industrial Education (TIED)
ICG CRIENTATICN C2.C CR
1 03.3C-C4.20 T TF TECF A HI
3C2 CONSTR NTCS PRI TCH C4.C CR
1 07.3C-C9.2C NTbTF PLLL I 109 SFIELCS
2 09.3C-11.2C NTfcTF PULL I 1CS JENKINS
3 02.3C-C4.20 NTfcTF FULL I 10S JENKINS
303 DIVERSIFIED CRAFTS C4.C CR
1 12.30-02.20 NTWTF PULL I 10S
3C5A NATERIALS-PRCCESSES C4.C CR
1 08.3C-C9.20 NTMH PULL I 14e ECRTZ
319 INDUSTRIAL INTERN C3.C TC 24.
C
CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CCCRCINATCR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
408 T AICS IN TECF ED C3.C CR
1 02.3C-C3.2C N k F TECF A 222 KENNEKE
419 STU TCF IN TECH PPC C8.C TC 16. CR
PREREC 9 GTR HPS PROFESSIONAL I EC-GPAC STLCENTS CNLY
1 TC BE ARRANGED
420A ENTRPFS-NANNACH SYS C4.C CR
PREREC 2C HRS IN TECFNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
1* 01.30-02.20 NTfcTFF PULL I 14 SULLIVAN
425 PRACTICUN IN TECH C2.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC 12 HM IN TECFINCAL SUBJECTS
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
430 SPECIAL PRCBLENS C2.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
45C ADV SKILLS TECH SLB Cl.C TC 12. CR
PREREC BASIC TRAINING IN AREA SELECTEC FCR STUCY
1* 08.30-09.20 NTbTFF PULL I 17 KENNEKE
VISUAL CCNNUMCATIONSS
2 09.00-12.00 NTfcTFF PULL I 16 SULLIVAN
01.CC-C3.C0 NTbTHF PULL I 16
AUGUST 18-22, ENERGY AND PCWER
3 09. 30-12. 2C NTUTFF PULL I 1AE ECRTZ
01.30-03.20 NTWTHF PULL I 14E




CURR CEV-IND ART ED C3.C CR
PREREG 2C HPS IN TIEC
1* LG.3G-ll.2fl >TWTH TECF D 131 ERICKSCN
PRIN-FHIL VO TEC EC C3.C CR
PRERtC STUCENT TEACHING CR CCNSENT CF CEPARTMENT
1 08.3C-1C.2C MTfcTHF TECH C 13C RAMP
JUNE 23-JLLY 11
4S1B PRIN INC TEACHING C3.C CR
PREREG 49 1
A
1 11.3C-12.20 NTtoTH TECH A 22C EGRTZ




RESEARCH TECH ECUC C2.C TC C6.C CR
02.3C-C3.2C MUTFF TECH C 131





OCCUP INFC ANC GUID C4.C CR
1* 11.3C-12.2C MTto F TECH A 214
11.3C-12.2C TH TECH A 222
NEW DEVEL-TECH EDLC C2.C TC 12.0 CR
1 09.3C-1G.2C MTtoTHF TECH A 22C
12.3C-C1.20 MTtoTHF TECH A 22C
JUNE 17-27
2 09.30-10.20 MTtoTHF TECH A 22C
12.3C-C1.2C MTtoTHF TECH A 22C
JUNE 3C-JULY 11
3 09.3C-1C.2C M T to T H F TECH A 22C
12.3C-C1.20 NTfcTHF TECH A 22C
JULY 14-25
4 09.3C-10.2C MTtoTHF TECH A 22C
















2C3 VCICE AND DICTICN C4.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C M to CCMM lit HARRISCN
10.30-11.20 T TH CCNN 12C
208 DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES Cl.C TC C3.C CR
1 02.30-C3.2C V to CCNN 161 ZCECKLER
217 ACTING C4.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 MTtoTH H EC 106 HARRISCN
JUNE 17 - JULY 14,MCVES TC CCMM 161 JUL 12 - AUG 3C
3C8 DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES Cl.C TC C3.C CR
1 02.3C-C3.2C M to CCNP 161 ZCECKLER
121 THEATER PRACTICUM C2.C TC 12.
C
CR
1 08.40-10. 1C MTtoTHF CCNN 137 *CE
MEETS 8.4C AM TC 1C.1CPM, CEPT CCNSENT RECUIREC
4C2A PLAY DIRECTING C4.C CR
1* 12.3C-C1.2C MTtoTHF CCN* 161 ABRANS
402E PLAY CIRECTING C4.0 CR
1* C1.3C-02.2C MTtoTHF CCNK 161 ABRAfS
409 H S THEATRE 04. CR
I* 06.3C-C9.20 ^toTH CONf 111
444 CCNTE*<P DANCE toKSHP C2.C TC C8.C CR
1* 01.CC-G5.CC MTtoTHF GYN 206
502 ACV CIRECTING C4.C CR
1 03.3C-04.20 MTtoTF CG^f 161 ABRANS
519 THEATRE PRACTICUM Cl.C TC 12.0 CR
1 08.4C-1C.1C MTtoTHF CCMM 137 FCE
MEETS 8.4C AM TC 10.1CPM, CEPT CONSENT RECUIREC
526 SEM IN THEATRE ARTS C3.C CR
PREREG GRAC STANDING + CCNSENT CF CEPT
ZCECKLER
GRAY
1 TC BE ARRANGED NCE
STCCK CCMPANY VENEERS CMY
530 RESEARCH PRCELENS Cl.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
I TC BE ARRANGEC
Zoology (ZOOL)
103 GEN VERT ZCCLCGY C5.C CR
PREREC GSA 2C1 A + B
1 07.3C-08.2C P k LS I 205 GECRC-E
O7.3C-10.2C T TH LS I 2CE
202 CONPAR ANATCNY VERT C5.C CR
PREREC ZCCL 1C3
1 07.3C-C8.2C T TE LS I 205 ERANCCN
07.30-09.20 P k F LS I 206
31C ANIMAL ECCLCGY C5.C CR
PREREC ZCCL 102, 1C3
1 12.30-C1.2C P k» F WHAM 329
12.30-04.20 T LS I 204
321 HISTCLCGICAL TECHr* C5.C CR
PREREC 1 YR CF BIC SCIENCE CR CONSENT CF INSIRLCTCP
1 08. 30-09. 2C T TE LS I 205
07.30-09.20 P V F LS I 209
322 PROBLEMS IN ZCCLCCY C2.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC 4.25 GPA SEMCR STANCING AND £PPRCVAL CF CEFT CR FAC
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
382 ZCCL SEMCR SEMINAR C5.C TC CI. 5 CR
PREREC SEMCR STANCING
1 09.3C-1C.2C U LS I U GECRGE
402 NAT HIST INVERT 04.0 CR
PREREC 1 YR CF ZCCL INCLLCING 1C2
1* 12.3C-C1.2C P V F AG 202
12.3C-C3.2C T TH LS I 13C
403 NAT HIST VERT C4.0 CR
PREREC 1 YR CF ZCCL INCLLCING 1C3
1* 01. 30-02. 20 P k F AG 202 GECRGE
02. 30-04. 20 P k F LS I 204
<iC4 ZCCLCGY FIELC STUC C2.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
4C8 HERPETCLCGY C4.C CR
PREREC 1 YR CF ZCCL INCLLCING 1C3
1 11.30-12.20 P \* LS I 205 ERANCCN
12.3C-04.2C TH LS I 204
4C9 HISTCLCGY 05.0 CR
PREREC ZOCL 202
1 1C.3C-11.2C P W F LS I 205
10.30-12.20 T TH LS I 211
414 FRESH-WATER INVERT G4.0 CR
PREREC 1 YR CF ZCCL INCLLCING 1C2
1 12. 30-01. 20 T F WHA^ 212
12.30-04.20 P LS I 13C
471 ENTONCLCGY C4.C CR
PREREC ZCCL 102
1 09.30-10.20 T TH LS I 205
09.3C-11.2C P k LS I 213
2 09.30-10.20 T TH LS I 205
11.30-01.20 P k LS I 213
512 ANIMAL GEOGRAPHY C3.C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
1 09.30-10.20 P fc F LS I 205
579 ANIMAL BEHAVICR C4.C CR








1 TC RE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TC BE ARRAr*GEC
6CC CISSERTATICN
















C2.C TC C9.C CR
C3.C TC 48. C CR
90







General Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
1Q1A INTRC-FHYS SCIENCE C4.C CR
9CI 12.3C-Cl.2l_ NTMF N3 1C1
9C2 01.3C-C2.2C VTVnTI- ^3 1C1









03 .3C-04.2C NTWTF hi
POLITICAL ECCNCKY
12.3C-C1.20 KTWTF fl












9C1 12.3C-C1.20 f W
9C2 01.3C-C2.20 P W
9C3 02.3C-C3.2C N b
102 ENGLISH CCPPCSITICN
901 02.3C-C3.2C f W










































1 12. 30-01. 2C




































































1 07.3C-11.2C K V» F
1464 FREEMNC ARCH GRAFH
1 08. 30-11. 20 T TH
147 HISTCPY ARCHITECT











































































































































































































101A AUTO LAB— ENG
1 07.3C-10.20 MTMFF
125A AUTO THE--ENGINES







1C1 ART AfvALYSIS C3.C CR
1 07.2C-C8.2C f k F L3 119 FCFFMN
125 TECHMCLFS 10. C CR
1 08.3C-11.20 f V F L3 119 FCFFMN
07.3C-11.2C T TF L3 119
Correction and Law Enforcement (*CLE)
215 SLP PPAC IN CRIN C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Cosmetology (*COS)
1C1A CCSNE1CLCGY LAB C7.C CR
1 07.3C-11.2C MUFF NI 1C7
C1.3C-03.2C MMFF M 107
1C1C CCSMETCLCGY LAP C7.C CR
1 07. 30-11. 2C MfcTFF NI 1C7
C1.3C-C3.2C MUFF NI 107
2 08.3C-10.2C MMFF M 101
11. 30-03. 2C MHI-F M 1C1
125A C0SPE1CLCGY THECRY C5.0 CR
I 11.3C-12.20 MUFF NI 1G6 ELANTCN
125C CCSMETCLCGY THECRV C5.C CR
1 03.2C-C4.2C MMFF M 106 ELANTCN
Dental Hygiene (*DH)
140 DENTAL PFARNACCLCGY C2.C CR
PREREC NUST eE TAKEN CCNC k<ITH 129 PPEREC *CEN 115
1 11.3C-12.20 H TF FI 11C EUSFEE
2C9 CENT FYG CLIN /S/ C5.C CR
PREREC SCPHCNCPE STATLS IN CENTAL FYCIENE CCNCENTR A T ICN
1 08.3C-11.2C f MFF F3 132
11.30-12.20 F FI 11C
2 12.3C-C3.2C N MFF F3 132
11.3C-12.20 F FI 11C
218A CLIN CENT ROENTGEN C2.C CR
PREREC *DF 132»137 t *GEN 115 CSA 301 SCFF STNCING IN *CH
1 08.30-1C.20 T FI 11C ELSFEE
2 01.3C-03.20 T FI 11C EUSHEE
Data Processing (*DP)
1G1A ALTC CATA PRCC NACH C3.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.20 MMFF HA 134
11.30-12.20 MMFF HA 136
2 01.30-02.20 MMFF FA 134
02.30-03.20 MMFF FA 136
1C3B CCNP FRCG C5.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 MfeTFF FA 134
12.30-01.20 MfcTHF FA 136
1CA DP INFC C5.C CR
PREREC *0P 1C0A,1C1
1 07. 30-08. 2C MMHF HA 13A
08.30-09.20 MMHF FA 136
107 DATA FRCCESS INFC C2.C CR
PREREC *DP 1C1
1 07.30-08.20 V fe F HA 132
07.3C-08.2C T TF FA 136
2 10. 30-11. 20 ^ h F HA 133
10.30-11.20 T TF HA 136
109 PUNCHED CARD PREP 03- r C»
1 08.30-09.20 MWTFF HA 136
2C6A PROG SYST C3.C CR
'PREREC *DP 202, 2C2
1 12.30-01.20 MWTFF HA 134
01.30-02.20 MWTFF HA 136
93
2C7 DP FIELD PRCJ C5.0 CR
PREREC *0P 2Cbt
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Dental Lab Technology (*DT)
113B SCIENCE DENT NATLS C3.C CR
PREREC *GEN 115A
1 08. 30-11. 2C T FI 144 WILLIS
2 01.3C-04.20 T FI 144 V ILL IS
CENTAL FYGIENE STLDENTS CNLY
125A DENT PRCSTH THECRV C3.C CR
1 08.3C-C9.2C ¥ W F FI 11C LEEeENS
Electronics Technology (*ELT)
1C1A BASIC ELEC AP + SYS C4.C CR
1 OS.3C-11.2C NTWTFF ¥3 10$ CACWELL
125A BASIC ELECT THEC C5.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 PTWTFF ¥3 1 1C CACWELL
127 BASIC TECH CCNCEPTS C3.C CR
1 07.3C-08.2C N W F ¥3 11C CACWELL
Forest Products Technology ( *FP
)
101A WCCCWCRK-NACFINE C5.C CR
1 08.3C-11.20 T TF L4 106 CSBCRN
09.3C-12.2C ¥ W F L4 ICE
125A PRCD WCCDWKG THECPY C3.0 CR
1 08.3C-09.20 ¥ V F L4 106 CSBCRN
128 WCCD TECH C4.C CR
1 01.3C-02.20 ¥ W L4 106 CSECPN
01.3C-C3.20 T TH L4 106
General (*GEN)
1C2 TECHNICAL WRITING C3.C CR
1 11. 30-12. 2C ¥ V F H3 153
2 01.3C-02.20 ¥ W F H9 1C1
1C6 ELEK NATH CO.C CR
1 12.30-01.20 NTWTF H3 151
1C7A BUS + TECH NATE C3.C CR
PREREC SATISFACTORY ACT NATE SCCRE CP *GEN 1C6
1 09. 30-10. 2Q ¥ W F H3 151
2 11.3C-12.2C ¥ W F H3 151
1C7E BUS + TECH PATH C3.C CR
PREREC SATISFACTCRY ACT NATE SCCRE CP *GEN 1C6
1 01.3C-02.20 ¥ W F H3 151
2 02.3C-C3.2C ¥ W F H3 151
Mortuary Science (*MS)
1C1A FUNERAL HIST CUST C3.C CR
1 12.3C-C1.20 ¥ W F L3 109 THCRSELL
101B FUNERAL HIST + CUST 03.0 CR
1 01.3C-C2.20 ¥ W F L3 109 THCRSELL
275 FUNERAL SER INTERN 10. C CR
PREREC ALL CTHER RECNNTS CF THE NORTLARY SCI CLRP UST FEET
1 , TC BE ARRANGED HERTZ
280 FUNERAL SERVICE SEN C2.C CR
PREREC CONCURRENT PEGISTRATICN IN VTI U 275
1 TC BE ARRANGED HERTZ
Machine Drafting and Design Technology ( *MT )
1C1A GRAPHICS C7.C CR
1 08.3C-11.2C KTWTHF ¥ I 101 eEAUCHAPP
175A TECHNICAL DRAWING C3.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 MWTHF ¥\ 101 EEAUCHANP
94
Practical Nursing (*PN)
1C2 PRACTICAL NURSING I C7.C CR
pocpcr 1C1
1 08.CC-12.CC P H5 21C MTCFELL
TC BE ARRANGED
01.C0-C4.CC MhTHF F5 21C
1C3A CIMC/>L NLRSING C6.C CR
1 O8.0C-12.3C PTWTF MTCFELL
O8.0C-12.CC F F5 21C
01. 00-04. CO F F9 201
TC HE ARRANGEC
1C3C CLINICAL NURSING 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
08.CC-12.CC F F5 21C
01. 00-04. CO F H9 201
Printing Technology (*PT)
1C1A PRESS LAB-HANC P
L
fi T C6.0 CR
1 08.3C-11.2C NTMFF L3 lit
125A PRESS THE-HANC PL£T C3.C CR
1 07. 30-08. 2C P W F L3 1C9
235 PRINT TFEC + PRACT C2.C CR
PREREC N21C£,B ANC 23CA,E
1 12. 30-02. 2C T Th L? 109 CORNELL
Retailing Cooperative (*RET)
124 INTRC TC RETAILING C4.C CR
1 09.3C-10.2C NTKTH HI 142 ELCER
176 PRCDUCT ANALYSIS C3.C CR
1 O8.20-C9.20 P W F H3 151 ELCER
177A PRCDLCT INFC L4E C5.C CR
1 1C 30-12. 20 ^TWTPF FI 112 ELCER
2C1A CO-CP WORK EXP C8.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED TFCNFSCN
2 TC BE ARRANGED TFCNFSCN
2C8A FASHICN NERCH C4.C CR
1 09.2C-1C.2C fTMh H3 153 SCCERSTRCf
215 MARKETING PRCBLENS C4.C CR
1 11.3C-12.20 NTWTF Fl 142 SCCERSTRCN
280 RETAIL CRED + CCL C3.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.20 P MF F3 152 SCCERSTRCN
Secretarial (*SCR)
ICO CLERICAL PROCEDURES C3.C CR
1 01.2C-C2.2C P W F FI 111
101A TYPEWRITING C3.C CR
1 0e.3C-C9.2C NTfcTFF FI 121
1C1C TYPEWRITING C3.0 CR
1 06.3C-C9.CC PP P W FI 107 JCFNSTCN C.
1C4A SHCRTFANC C6.C CR
1 12.3C-02.20 NTWTFF FI 121
107 FILING + UUPLICTG C3.C CR
PREREC 1C1A CR CCNSENT CF ACVISER
1 1C. 30-11. 20 NTfcTFF FI 102
2 03. 30-04. 20 NTWTFF FI 102
3 06. 30-09. CC PP P W FI 102
2C5A TYPEWRITING C3.C CR
1 03.3C-04.20 NTWThF FI 107
2C6 NACH TRANSCRIPTION C3.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PP T Th FI 102
214 CCCP SEC EXP C2.C TC C5.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC JCFNSTCN C.
Tool and Manufacturing Technology (*TT)
1C1/S P TCCL LAB-ENG BEN C5.C CR
1 08. 30-11. 20 NTWTFF LI 101 MJNTf.H
95
i76A ^ANUF/^CTLRING FRCC
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